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Introduction

This book is devoted to the theory of manifolds of
differentiable mappings and contains results which can be
proved without the help of a hard implicit function
theorem on nuclear function spaces. All the necessary
background is developed in detail: § 1 (Jet bundles)
and § 2 (Manifolds with corners) contain basic material.
§ 3 - § 7 are devoted to the study of several canonical
topologies on spaces of continuous and differentiable
mapping and their properties. § 6 is devoted to transversality of mappings between manifolds with corners:
the results therein seem to be new. § 8 covers the
necessary facts from calculus on locally convex spaces.
Here We restrict our attention to the simplest notion
of differentiability, called C~, that admits a chain
rule in general. It seems likely that nearly all the
main notions of differentiability coincide in the case
COO (see H.H. KELLER (1974», so there is no need to
struggle with highly complicated remainder conditions. We
prove the so-called Omega lemma and the existence of
c~-partitions of unity on the class of locally convex
vector spaces that appears later as the class of manifold model spaces: countable strict inductive limits of
separable nuclear Frechet spaces. § 9 contains general
material on C~-manifOlds and a first simple example:
Jco (X, Y), the C~ -fibre bundle of co -jets. § 10 contains
the core of the book: COO (X, Y) is made into a CCO -manic
fold in a natural way, its tangent bundle is identified,
iii

certain splitting submanifolds are contructed, and the
definite obstacle to a cartesian closed category (i.e.
the natural equation O~ (A,O~ (B,O)) =O~ (Ax-B,O) in
general) in our setting is investigated. § 11 shows that
composi tion and inversion are o~, so the group Diff(X)
of all diffeomorphisms of a finite dimensional manifold
(even with corners) is a OOO-Lie-group.
It is well knowu,
c
however, that its exponential mapping is not surjective
on any open neighbourhood of the identity in general
(see OMORI (1970)).
§ 12 is devoted to the computation of the tangent
mappings for several canonical constructions of differential geometry; it is devoted to variational calculus.
In § 13 the principal fibre bundle structure of the manifold of embeddings is investigated. § 14 is devoted to
the C~-Lie-group of symplectic diffeomorphisms.
I did not strife for maximal generality in this book,
rather for typical results and (hopefully) correct proofs:
this field is full of erroneous proofs (e.g. LESLIE) in
settings that are too simple.
In the last two decades Global Analysis seemed to
become the theory and application of Sobolev spaces: it
is convenient to work in a Hilbert space, even if it is
an unnatural setting for the problem. The main difficulty
there liecl in the need for regularity theorems.
There is no Sobolev space in this book. I prefer the
natural setting of COO, although the methods for solving
non-linear partial differential equations are very
limited - hopefully a good implicit function theorem will
help.

iv

1 Jet bundles

1.1 Jet bundles consist of all possible invariant
expressions of Taylor-developments of mappings between
manifolds. Their invention goes back to Ehresmann.
1 .2 Let X, Y be smooth manifolds without boundary. We
define a k-jet from X to Y to be an equivalence class
[f,xlk of pairs (f,x) where :f:': X-+Y is a smooth mapping,
xEX, and where two pairs (f,x), (f',x') are equivalent,
(f,x) lE.(f',x'), iff x=x' and f and f' have the same
Taylor development of order k at x in some (hence any)
pair of coordinate charts centered at x and f(x)
respectively. We write [f,xlk =: jkf(x) and call that
the k-jet of f at x. x is called the source of the jet,
f(x) is called the t.arget.
The set of all k-jets from X to Y is denoted by
Jk(X, Y). There are the source mapping 0.: Jk(X, Y) -+ X
a.(jkf(x» =x, and the target mapping w: Jk(X,y) -+Y,
w(jkf(x»=f(x). We will also use the following
notation: J~(X,y): =a.- 1 (x), Jk(X,y): =w- 1 (x), J~ (X,Y) =
k
k
,y
= Jx(X,Y)n J (X,Y)y. The last space is the set of all
jets with source x and target y.
For formalists there is another definition of the
equivalence relation lE.: [f ,xl k = [f' ,x' lk iff x = x' and
k
k
k
.
Txf = Txf ' (T denotes the k-th tangent mapping).

n
m
1.3 Now we look at the special case X =R , Y=R • We
write Jk(lRn,lR m) = Jk(n,m) too.
Let f: IRn~Rm be a smooth mapping. Then the k-jet of f
at x has a canonical representative, the Taylor
polynomial of order k of f at x:
f(x+t) = f(x) + df(x). t + 21! d 2f(x)t 2 + ••. + ~! dkf(x)t k +
+o(\t\k)
= f(x) + (T~f)(t) + o( \ t\ k)
The "Taylor polynomial of f at x without constant"
1
)
1 dk
) k .~s an
Tkf: t-+Tk f(t)=-1
f (
x.t
l
1 df(x .t+ •.. +k

x

x.

.

element o~ the linear space
.
pk(n,m) = II Lj (R n ,lR m), where LJ m(lRn,lR m) is the vector
j=1 sym
sy
space of j-linear symmetric mappings IR n ~ IR m (using the
total polarisation of polynomials). Conversely each
pOlynomial p E pk(n,m) corresponds to the k-jet
[t -+ y + p( t-x) ,xJk with (arbitrary) source x and target
y. So we get a canonical identification J~ (n,m) =
_lr
k
n
m _lr
,y
= r(n,m), J (n,m) =IR xlR x r(n,m).
If U ~ Rn , V ~ IR m are Open subsets then clearly
Jk(U,V) =UxVxpk(n,m) in the same canonicalway.
1.4 For later uses we consider the "truncated
composition" : pk(n,m) x pk(l,n) ~ pk{l,m), p. q =
= (polynomial p 0 q without terms of order > k) •
This is a polynomial mapping of the coefficients of the
polynOmials, so it is real analytic. Now let U!; Rn ,
W~Rl, V~Rm be open subsets, let Jk(U,V) xifk(W,U): =
= ((cr,,.) E~(U,V) xJk(W,U): a.(cr) =w(·r) in U\::!
~ UxW xV x pk(n,m) xpk(l,n). Then
y: Jk(U,V)xifk(W,U)~Jk(W,V), given by y(cr,-r) =
= y«a.(cr),w(cr),cr), (o.(T),w(,.),:r» =
= (0.(,-) ,00(0),0. :r) E Wx V x pk(l,m)J is a real analytic
mapping, called the fibered composition of jets. It will
be used heavily later on.
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1.5 Let U,U' ~lRn, V~lRm be open and let g: U' ~U be a
smooth diffeomorphism. Define Jk(g,V): Jk(U,V)~Jk(U"V)
by Jk(g, V) (f,xJk = (f 0 g, g-1 (x)lk' Using the
canonical polynomial representation of jets (1.4)
Jk(g,V) has the following form:
Jk ( g , V) • cr = y ( cr , j kg ( g -1 (x) ) ), 0 r Jk (g , V)( x ,y , cr) =
(k
= ( g -1 (x) ,y,cr.
T 1
g » • J k( g,V ) .~s a Cr-k
g- (x)

diffeomorphism, if g is a Cr diffeomorphism. If
g': Un -? U' is another diffeomorphism, then clearly
Jk(g' ,V) a Jk(g,V) =Jk(g 0 g' ,V), and Jk(g-1 ,V) =
= J k (g,V)-1. So Jk(.,V) is a contravariant functor
acting on diffeomorphisms between open subsets of IRn.
Since the truncated composition '(1-? '(1. (T k 1
g) is a
k
g- (x)
linear mapping, the mapping Jx(g,R m): =
- Jk(g !Rm) \ Jk(U Rm). Jk(U !Rm) -? Jk
(U' Rm) is linear.
,
x"
x'
g-1 (x)
,
1 .6 Let U ~ Rn , V!;!R m, W!; Rl be open subsets, let
h: V -? W be a smooth mapping. Define Jk(U ,h): Jk(U, V)-?
-? Jk(U,W) by Jk(U,h)[f,xJ k = (ho f,xJ k or JkCU,h)cr=
= y(jkh(w(cr»,cr) or Jk(U,h)(x,y,o) = (x,h(y), (Tkk). '(1).
Jk(U,h) is Cr - k if h is Cr. Clearly we have
y
Jk(U,h) 0 Jk(U,h') =Jk(U,ho h'), Jk(U,IdV ) =Id k
; so
k
J (U,V)
J CU,.) is a covariant functor, acting on smooth mappings
between open subsets of finite dimensional vector spaces.
The mapping Jk (U,h): Jk (U,V)~Jk h( )(U,V') is linear
x,y
k
x,y
x, Y
if the mapping cr-? (T h) • cr is linear (e.g. if h is affine,
y
.
or if k = 1 ) •
1 .7 Le t g: X' ~ X be a diffeomorphism between manifolds.
Then the mapping Jk(g, Y): Jk(X, y) ~ JkeX' , y), defined by
Jk(g, Y) (jkf(x» = jk(f 0 g) (g-1 (x» or Jk(g, Y) [f ,xl k =
= (f a g,g-1 (x) Jk , is a bijection. Clearly J k (., Y) is a
contravariant functor, acting on diffeomorphisms of
manifolds, with values in the category of sets and
mappings.
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If h: Y -+ y' is a smooth mapping
then we have the mapping Jk(X,h):
defined by JkeX,h) (/f(x» == jkCh
Jk(X,h) [f ,x]k = [h f ,xJk • Jk ex ,.)

0

0

between manifolds,
Jk(X, y) -+ Jk(X, y' ),
f) (x) or
is a covariant functor.

1.8 Let X,Y be smooth manifolds of dimensions n,m resp.
and let (U, u) be a chart for XCi. e. U!; X is open,
u: U-+u(U) !;R n is a diffeomorphism) and (V,v) be a chart
for Y. 'We consider the set J~ vex, Y) == Jk( u, v) =
= (o.xw)-1euxV) s:Jkex,y) and'the mapping J k (u- 1 ,v) =
= J k (u- 1 , V) ~(uCU) ,v) == JkCU,v) J k (u- 1 ,v(V»: Jk(U, V)-+
-+ Jk(uCU),vCV». J k Cu- 1 ,v) is bijective and we will use
(Jk(U,V), J k (u- 1 ,v): Jk(U,v)-+Jkeu(U),v(V») as a
typical chart for JkeX,Y).
If (U' ,u'), (V' ,v·) are some other charts for X,Y
resp. theI:.. the chart change J k (u- 1 ,v) Jk eu ·-1 ,v' )-1:
0

0

0

JkCu'(Unu·), v'(Vnv'»-+JkCu(Unu'), v(vnv'» is the
mapping Jk(u' 0 u- 1 , vov·- 1 ) which is a diffeomorphism
by 1.5 and 1.6. It remains to check that JkeX,y) is
Hausdorff in the topology induced by the atlas of all
charts of the form above. This is clear, since JkCX,y) is
not only a manifold with this atlas, but even a fibre
"tJundle over X x Y in the sense of the following definition.

1.9

Definition: A COO fibre bundle (E,TI,B,F) consist of
smooth manifolds E ,B,F and a smooth mapping m E -+ B
which satisfies the following local triviality condition:
There is an open cover (Ui ) of B and a family of
diffeomorphisms Vi: Ui xF-+TI- 1 (Ui ) such that
TIo WiCx,y) =X for all x E Ui ' Y EF.
Wi
U xF ~
n-1()
E = :EIU s:E
i

pr 1

~

i

Ui

/n

E is called the total space, B is called the basis, 1T is
the projection, F is the typical fibre. For x E B the set
Ex: =TI- 1 (x) is the fibre over x. A family (Ui,t\ri) as
4

above is called a fibre bundle atlas. Let Uij == Ui n Uj '
then the mapping ~ j -1 0 *i: Uij x F ~ Uij x F is a fibre
respecting diffeomorphism, so it is of the following form:
1\Ij-1 0 1\Ii(X'Y) ==(X,1\!ji(X)(Y») where 1\rjiex):F~F is a
diffeomorphism for any x. If there is a (finite dimensional) Lie-group G acting smoothly on F (i.e. there is
a CCO mapping T: GxF~F such that T(g1 ,T(g2'y») ==
= T(g1 g 2'Y) and T(e,.) =IdF ) and i f all ~ji(x) lie in G
(i.e. if all 1\I ji : Uij ~G are smooth mappings and
1\Jji(x)(y) ==T(1\Jji(x),y)) then G is called a structure
group of the fibre bundle.
If F==R l , and there is a structure group GL(l,IR), then
(E,TI,B,R l ) is said to have the structure of a vector
bundle. With these notions we collect the structure of
jet bundles in the following theorem.
1.10 Theorem: Let X,Y be smooth manifolds.
1. Jk(X,Y) i~ Cr - k manifold if X,Y are Cr manifolds; a canon~ atlas is given by t(Jk (U,V),Jk(u- 1 ,v»:
(U,u) chart on X, (V,v) chart on Y1.
2. (Jk(X,y), (o"w), XxY, pk(n,m)) is a fibre bundle;
the canonical atlas of 1. induces a fibre bundle atlas.
m;,k( n,lR) x GI{( m,~) is a structure group, ~ GLk( n,lR) ==
== GL(n,R) x IT pJym(n,n) with truncated composition,
j=2 s
n = dim X, m == dim Y.
3. (Jk(X,R m), o"X,lR m x pk (n,m) is a vector bundle;
\ (U,Jk(u,lR m) (uxId): Ux (IRmxpk(n,m» ~;r(U,lRm):(U,u)
chart on Xl is a vector bundle atlas.
4. I f f: X~Yis a Cr_mapping, then jkf: X~Jk(X,y) is
§: Cr-k_mapping, sometimes called the k-jet extension of f.
5. If g: X I ~ X is a (C r -) ,diffeomorphism and
h: y~yl is a (a r ) mapping, then Jk(g,y): Jk(X,y)-+
-+ Jk(XI,y) and JkeX,h): Jk(X,Y)~Jk(X,y,) are ar - k
0

mappings. JkC., •. ) is a contra-covariant bifunctor.
6. For k' <k in N we have canonical projections
k. k
.
k
1'\c I' J (X, Y) ~ J k' (X, o
Y) g~ven by TIk' [f ,xJk == [f ,x]k " These

5

{It,

0
TT~:I =
( J k (x.y), TIk "
k

Tfk:::: (cr.,w): Jk eX , y) ~ X x Y.
k
n m)
7.
J (X,Y),
n Lj (R,R)
are
j::::k'+1 sym
--fibre bundles; (JkeX,y), TIkk- l ' Jk-1(X,Y), Lksym (Rn,R m»
1
are affine bundles; (J (X,Y), (cr.,w), XxY) is a vector
bundle and coincides with (L(TX,TY), (T1'x,T1'y) ,X x Y).
Furthermore we get: J ~ (R, Y) :::: TY, J 1 (X ,R) 0 :::: T*x.
:Proof:
1. see 1.8.
2. j(UxV, J k (u.,v-1 ) CCu.xv) xId): (UxV) xpk(n,m) ~
~ Jk(U,V): (U,u) chart on X, (V,v) chart on Y} is a
fibre bundle atlas. The form of the structure group and
its action can be read of 1.5, 1.6.
3. Follows from 1.5 where we checked that Jk(U.,R m):
Jk(u(U) ,Rm) ~ Jk(U,lR m) is fibrewise linear.
4. If (U,u) is a chart on X and (V,v) is a chart on
Y with feU) r;;V, then J k (u.- 1 ,v) jkfo u- 1 : u(U) r;;Rn~
~ Jk(u(U),v(V» ::::u(U) xv(V) xpk(n,m) is just the mapping
x~(x,vo fo u- 1 (x), Tk(vo fo u-1 » (cf. 1.3) which is
visibly of class cr-~
5. See 1.7. Composing with the chart mappings of 1.
and using 1.5, 1.6 it follows that these mappings are
satisfy

{t

k 0

0

0

Cr - k •

6. and 7. In a local chart the mapping T1'~, is just
truncation of Taylor polynomials to order k'. Let (U,u),
(V,v) be charts of X,Y resp. Then we investigate:
k
J k' (u-1 ,v) T1'k'
J k (u-1 ,v) -1 : J k (u.(U ) ,v ( V) ) ~ J k' ( u (U) ,
v(V». We have Jk( u(U) ,v(V» = u(U) x v(V) x pk(n,m) ::::
:::: u(U) x v(V) x kn LJ" (R n ,R m):::: u(U) x v(V) x Pk' (n,m) x
k
j=1 sym ,
k"
x n
Lsjym(IRn,R m) = Jk (u.(U) ,v(V» x n
L;ym(Rn,R m)
j=k'+1
j::::k'+1
and the above mapping is just projection onto the first
kk'
factor. Therefore 11k
k ,: J (X, Y) ~ J (X, Y) is locally
trivial with u.niqu.e fibre type, so is a fibre bundle projection.
To investigate ~-1 we have Jk(cp(U),~(V»::::Jk-1(cp(U),
n m
~ (V) ) xLk
sym (R ,R ). A chart change in X acts linear on
0

6

0

the fibres Fk(n,m) anyhow by 1.5. A chart change h in Y
acts on L!ym (IR n ,lRm) as follows: ~! dk(h. f) (x) ==
= ~ dh(x) 0 dkf(x) + a sum of terms involving dlf(x),
l<k, multilinearly. The first part is linear in dkf(x),
the second part produces the affine shift. So (Jk(X,Y),
n~_1' J k - 1 (X,Y), L!ym(lRn,lR m» is an affine bundle (i.e.
the structure group is the affine group of the model
fibre vector space). By the same method one can prove
)
that a structure group of nkk , is GLk-k' (n,1R ) x GLk-k' (m,lR,
acting polynomially on the model fibre vector space (by
truncated composition). (Jlcx,y), (a.,OJ), XxY, L(lRn,lR m»
looks locally like: J1 (cp(U) , 1\t(V» =cp(U) x W(V) x L(lRn,lRm),
J1 (g,h)(x,y,cr) = (g-1 (x) ,h(y), dh(y) • cr 0 dg(g-1 (x») is
linear in cr for fixed x,y, iff g is a local diffeomorphism in IR n and h any smooth mapping on IRm. But this gives
just the same system of transition mappings as L(TX,TY)
has.
Finally: J ~ (IR, Y) == L(TolR, TY) = TY, J1 (X,IR) 0 == L(TX, TolR) ==
= T*X.
Cl.e.d.
1.11 Let (E,n,B,F) be a vector bundle, let (Ui,Wi:
Ui X F ~ E I Ui \EI be a vector bundle atlas where the Ui are
so small that there is an atlas (Ui,ui ) for B.
Definition: A smooth section of the bundle E (of n) is
a smooth mapping s: B~E with no s =IdB • Let r(E) =
= r(E,n,B) denote the space of all smooth sections of E
with the pointwise linear structure, let rc(E) ==rc(E,n,B)
denote the sub vector space of all smooth sections of E
with compact support.
Our next aim is to prove that the set !jks(x): s Er(E),
x E B} ~ Jk(B,E) has the structure of a vector bundle in a
natural way.
1 0 (sIU.): U. -)U. xF is of the form
If s Er(E) then .1.:~~
~
~
~
x~ (x,s.(x»
for suitable si: U.~ ~F.
~
For simplicity's sake we identify silently Ui with
u. (U.) s;;lR n • We compare jks . (x) E Jk(u. ,F) with
~
~
~
~
j.l!:(.I.. -1 0 (sIU.»)(x) EJk(U.,U. xF). Let p=dim F.
~~

~

~

~

7

jkSi (x) = (x,si (x), ~(Si) E Ui x F x pk(n,p). Jk(Ui , Ui x F) =
= Ui X (Ui xF) X pk(n,n+p) ~Ui X F X pk(n,p) X Ui X pk(n,n)
and. jk(1\ti- 1 0 (sIUi » = (x'Si(x), ~(Si),x,Id n) in this
decomposition.
R
Therei'ore the mapping c: Jk(Ui,F)-+~(Ui,UiXF), given
by c(x,y,cr) = (x,y,cr,x,Id n)' is an embedding of the
R
vector bundle (;c(Ui,F),a.'Ui'Fxpk(n,p» onto an "affine
su.bbundle n of the fibre bundle (~(Ui,UixF),(a.,w),
Ui X Ui X F, pk(n,n+p». Now let Uij = Ui n Uj be silently
identified with both ~(Uij) and. Uj(Uio) inR n • Then
-1
•
J
-1
(
)
1\1i 0 Vj' Uij xF-+ Uij xF ~s of the form *i 0 1\tj x,y =
= (x,1\rij(x).y) for transition mappings *ij: Uij-+GL(F)
(of. 1.9).
For sEr(E) and. XEUio we have (x,si(x»=~i-1s(x)=
= 1\ti-1V j1\tj-1 s (x) =Wi-1 Wj x ,Sj(x» =(x,Vij(x),Sj(x». So
Si(x)=Wij(x),Sj(X)' Since Wij(X)EGL(F) we have
(s+lS')i =si +>"s'i etc. and tVij(X~(Sj(x) +>"Sj'(x» =
= *i;{x)Sj (x) + >"V!j (x)Sj t (x), so Tx( *ij" (Sj + >"Sj ,» =
== Tx(Vij,Sj) +>..
~(~ij.Sjt). So the mapping
0

t

VOj: ~(Uoj,F)-+~(Uoj,F), given by jkSj(x)-+jks .. (x), is
~
~
~
k
.L
a vector bundle homomorphism of (J (Uij,F),a.,Uij ,
Fxpl!=(n,p» into itself (more exactly: over the mapping
~j =~ 0 u j -1: u j (Uij ) -+ ui (Uij ) ). These transition
mappings ~i~k can be used to glue all the trivial vector
bundles (Jk(Ui,F),a.,Ui,Fxpl!=(n,p» into the vector
bundle ~(E), which we define by this process. So we have
proved the following result:
1.12 Theorem: Let (E,n,B,F) be a smooth vector bundle.
Then we have:
1. (~(E),{,B,Fxpk(n,p» is a vector bundle for each
k, where p=dimF, u=dim B. Here Jk(E)=Jk(E,n,B) is the
set of all k-jets of sections of E. For any S E r(E) l@
denote its k-jet at x ~ jks(x) if we consider it to be
an element of Jk(E).
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2. The mapping c:= Ck: Jk(E) -+ }c:(B,E), given by
c(jks(x» = jk5(x), is a smooth embedding, fibe·red over
(IdB,s): B-+ B xE.
3. If cp: (E ,,,.,B,F) -+ (E' ,,,.' ,B,F') is a vector bundle
homomorphism over Id B (i. e. cp: E -+ E' is COO , ".' cp ="',
cp =cp\E : Ex-+Ex' is linear for all x), then Jk(cp):
Ji(E)-+~(E')' given by Jk(cp)jksex) =jk(cp.S)(X), is a
vector bundle homomorphism again. J k (.) is a covariant
functor, acting on strict vector bundle homomorphisms,
and ck: J k (.) -+ ;r(B,.) is a natural transformation.
0

1.13 Remark: The following result shows that Jk(TX)
generate all "natural vector bundles over X" in some
sense. The result is due to CHUU LIAN TERNG (1979) and
D.B.A. EPSTEIN, W. THURSTON (1979).
A natural vector bundle over n-dimensional manifolds
is a functor acting on the category of all n-manifolds
with embeddings as morphisms, such that:
(1) F(X) is a vector bundle over X for any n-manifold
X.
(2) F(i): F(X) -+F(Y) is a continuous vector bundle
map over i: X-+ Y for any embedding i.
Now the following holds: For any natural vector
bundle F there is some k such that F(i) depends only
on jki • k is called the order of F. It follows that there
is a one to one correspondence between isomorphism classes
of natural vector bundles of order k and representations
n
j
n n
of the Lie group GL(n) x II L
(IR ,IR ).
j=2 sym
1.14 The vertical bundles of a fibre bundle.
1. Let (E,p,X,F) be a fibre bundle. A locally trivializing fibre bundle atlas (Ui'~i) of E consists of an
open cover (Ui ) of X and fibre respecting diffeomorphisms
~i
I
-1 ( )

UiX~~P

Ui

Ui
9

Then we have Wi -1 'j (x,y) :::: (x, Wi/x,y» for x E Uij =
nu.; the 1jr •• : u .. ~Diff(F) are called the transition
~
J
~J
~J
mappings for E. If (V ,v ) is a manifold atlas for F and
cr. ex.
(Ui ' U i ) is a manifold atlas for X, then (Wi (Ui x Vcr.) ,
Cu.~ xv0. ) W.~-1).~,ex. is a manifold atlas for E.
The coordinate transitions for this atlas look like
(x,y)~(x',yr)::::(u .. (x),vQ t .. (x,y»=(u; u.-1 (x),
0

:::: U.

0

Vi3

-1~~

1

~ex. J~

~

0

2

vex.- () Vji(ui {x),y»).
2. In the setting of 1., the tangent bundle (TE,TIE,E,
lRnxiRm) of the total space E of the fibre bundle (E,p,
X,F) (where n:::: dim X, m:::: dim F) is a vector bundle. We
have the vector bundle homomorphism of constant rank:
Tp
TE --~) TX
0

11:8

1
E

P

1TIx
)

X

The coordinate transformations for TE which are induced
by the atlas for E described in 1. look like:
(x,y;S,T) ~ (x' ,y';S' ,T)')
x' =Uji~x)
y' =v~ex.*ji (x,y)
s'=d(Uji)(x~.g

_
n' =d 1 (v13 o. () 1\rji)(x,y).s +d2 (V\30. 0 Wji)(x,y).Tl
3. The (fibre wise) kernel of the vector bundle homomorphism Tp: TE ~ TX is a vector subbundle of TE, the
vertical bundle (V(E),TIEIV(E),E,lR m). In local coordinates
(as described in 2.) Tp looks like:
p(x,y) =X
Tp(x,y;S,Tl) =(x,g).
So locally VeE) is given by l(x,y;O,Tl)I.
1.15 The vertical bundle of a vector bundle
1. Let (E,p,X,lR ffi ) be a vector bundle. Then the
coordinate transformations of 1.14.1: (x,y) ~ (x r ,y r )
where x' = ~ji (x)
Y'=Vji(x).y,
can be chosen in such a way, that ~ji(x,y) is linear in y
10

for fixed x, and the atlas (V ,v ) is just (Rm,Id m)'
Ct Ct
IR
The coordinate transitions for (TE,TrE,E ,lR n xRm) are:
(x,y;1,; ,T]) ~ (x' ,'y',I,;' ,T]')
x' =~ji (x)
y' =*ji(x).y
g' = d u .. (x). S
11' =d1~~~(x,Y),S+d2~·i(x,y),T]
.&I.
_J
=(d *ji(x).S)'Y+*ji(x).T]
The vertical bundle (V(E)'TIE1V(E),E,Rm) is again locally
given by {(x,y;0,T])}.
2. Since (E,p,X,R m) is a vector bundle, TE has two
vector bundle structures:
a) The tangent bundle structure (TE, TIE ,E ,R n X IRm) , given
10 cally by (x, y ; g , T]) + A(x, y ; S' , T] , ) = (x, y; S + AS " T] + AT] I ) •
b) The derivative of the vector bundle structure (E,p,X,
Rm), i.e. the vector bundle (TE,Tp,TX,lRmxR m), given
10 cally by ( x , y; S , T]) $ A( x , y' ; S , T] , ) = (x, y + AY I ; g , T] + AT]' ) •
3. The vertical lift: let x EX, Ex = p-1 (x) c:- E be the
fibre over x, let ix: Ex o? E denote the embedding of the
fibre.
For v,wE~ let Vx(v,w) =Tv(ix).wETE, where
Tv(ix ): Tv(Ex) ~Ex o? TvE • V(v,w) =Vx(v,w) is called the
vertical lift of w ~ v. In canonical coordinates V
has the following form: V«x,y),(x,z» = (x,y;O,z).
V: E $E ~ VeE) is a COO -mapping and even a vector bundle
isomorphism (E$E, p,X,RmxlRm)~ (V(E),po 'rTE ='rTX 0 Tp,X,
IRmxlR m).
4. We will use the mapping 'E = pr2 0 v- 1 : VeE) ~ E $ E ~ E,
given locally by 'E(x,y;O,T]) = (x,T]). 'E is called the
vertical projection.
1.16 The fibre derivative.
Let (E 1 ,P1 ,X1 ,Rm) ,
(E 2 ,P2,X 2 ,1R 1 ) be vector bundles and let
q;

11

be a fibre respecting smooth mapping •. The fibre derivative of t:p is the mapping

diP

---'.......~) E2

cp

.

1 P2

defined like follows" For x E X1 we have a COO -mapping
,:px =cpl (E 1 )x: (E 1 )x~ (E 2 )q;(x) between vector spaces, so
its derivative makes sense: d(cpx)(n).,,' E (E 2 )cp(x)'
",,,' E (E 1 )x" We put dFCP(",,,')=d(cpx)(,,).n', if ",11' E (E 1 )x'
The local expression for dFep is: dFCP «x,y),(x,y'» =
= (~(x), d 2 CP(X,Y)'y').
It is clear that the following formula holds:
dFCP = 'E 2 Tcp VE1 : E1 GlE 1 ~ V(E 1 ) ~ V(E 2 ) ~ E 2 •
0

G

Of course the fibre derivative makes sense if ep is
only defined on an open subset of E1 "
1.17 Pullbacks of vector bundles
let (E,p,X,Rm) be a vector bundle, f: Y~X be a Coo _
IlJapping. Then the pullback of E by f is the vector
bundle (f*E,f*p,Y,R m), given by
f*:El =YxXE = tcy,e) E YxE, fey) ::::p(e)}
f*p

1
Y

!
=

pr1

Y

If (Ui'~i) is a locally tr~vializing vector bundle atlas
for (E,p,X,R m) (cf. 1.9, 1.15), i.e.
Ui xlR m

P~

'i

Ui

) p -1 (Ui ), Ui l;;X open.

~

Then (f- 1 (Ui ), f*"i) is a locally trivializing vector
bundle atlas for (f*E,f*p, Y,lR m), where (f*1!ri)(Y'v);:::
(y,li(f(y),v», i.e.
1
m (Idx (\11- (i'xld»)
1
1
f- CUi) xR
~
) (f*p)- (f- (Ui
0

~ f-1(U)~
i
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»

1.18 Lemma:
1. Let Vect(X) denote the categoTy_y-f vector bundles
over X and strict vector bundle homomorphisms. If
f: Y~X is a C CD-mapping, then f* =YxX-: Vect(X) ~Vect(Y)
is a functor, mapping strict vector bundle homomorphisms
to strict vector bundle homomorphisms.
2. In a natural way we have T(f~~E) =T(YxXE) =TYxTXTE
3. For the vertical bundle we have V(f*E) =V(YxxE) =
::: YXXV(E) =f*V(E) in a natural way. Moreover
Vf*E: f{~E $f*E ~ V(f~~E) coincides with Y x X(VE ):
YXX(EGlE) =f*(EGlE) =f*E~f*E~YxX(V(E» =f*(V(E»,
and 'f*E: V(f*E)~f*E coincides with YXX('E):
YXXV(E)~YxXE.

Proof: 1. is clear.
2. Since p: E~X is a submersion, fxp: YxE~XxX is
transversal to the diagonal Ax ~ X X X, so Y x
=
::: (f x p)-1 (Ax) is a submanifold of Y x E and we have
T(YxXE) = (T(fxp»-1(TAX) = !(vy,we ) E T(YxE):

r

e)

(Tf.vy,TP.w E Tf(y)=p(e)lIx}'
= {( v , w) E TY x TE : Tf. v = Tp. w1

= TYx TXTE.
3. (f~~E)y = {y\ XEf(;y) s;; YXXE, so TVy«f*E)y) = {O;y\ X
U Tf «f*E)y) =
X Tv Ef(x) s;;T(YxxE), so V(f*E) =
y
v Ef*E
Y
Y
= 0yXXV(E) =YxXV(E).
The rest is clear.
q.e.d.
1.19 The double tangent bundle
Let X be a manifold. There is the double tangent bundle
T2X=T(TX), the vertical subbundle V(TX) s;;T(TX), the
vertical lift VTX: TX $ TX ~ V( TX) and the vertical projection 'TX: V(TX)~TX, cf. 1.15. But there is more
structure in this special situation:
There is the canonical flip mappi~ xX: T2X ~ T2X,
given locally in canonical coordinates by
?l..x(x,y;S,'l\) = (x,S;y,'l\). Xx is CCD , idempotent:?l..X 0 ?l..X =
= Id; ?l..X is a vector bundle isomorphism over Id TX between

the two vector bundle structures on T2X:
T2X

Xx

) T2X

'TTTX ~
TX
This is clear from the local expression. The fixed points
of Xx are given locally by l(x,y;y,~)}. These are
exactly the elements of J~(R,X). For further use we note
again:
T( 'TTX)
'TTTX

0

0

Xx

= 'TTTX

xX:::: T( 'TTX) •

1.20 Vector fields and flows:
Let S E I (X) be a vector field on X, let t -+ Clt denote its
local flow: O:o(x)=x, d~ O:t(x)=SO:t(x), Thent-+T(Cl:t) is
a local flow on TX since T is a functor. We compute its
time derivative locally: d~ T(O:t)(x,y) =d~ (O:t(x),
da.t(X).y) = (O:t(x),da.t(x).y; ~(x),do.1t(X)'Y) =
= xx(O:t (x) ,~(x); da.t(x).y ,~~(x).y) =xX T(Ctt)(x,y).
So we get: dt T(Clt) =1-tX 0 T(O:t) =xX 0 T(s 0 at) =xX 0 Ts 0 TClt·
Ts: TX -+ T2X is not a vector field, but Xx Tt; is one:
TTTX 0 1-tX 0 Tt; :::: T ( TTX) • Ts :::: T ( TTX. s) :::: T (IdX ) :::: Id TX (cf. 1. 1 9) •
So we have:
Lemma: Let S EI eX) be a vector field on X. Then Xx Ts is
a vector field on TX. If t-+O:t is the local flow for S,
then t -+ Tat is the local flow for Xx Ts.
0

Q

0

1.21 Sprays.
Let X be a manifold. We consider the mapping ~: R X TX-+
-+ TX, ~(t,v) ::::t.v. For any t:fO the mapping Ilt: TX.-7 TX,
Ilt (v) = t •v, is a diffeomorphism.
Definition: A spray;; on X is a cO') -mapping s: TX-+ T2X
subject to the following conditions:
1. TTTX. S =Id TX (Le. S is a vector field on TX)
2. T(Tl"X) S =Id TX
3. T(f-lt)'s(v)::::
s(tv), t4=o.
0
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t.

Example: Let X be a manifold such that TX is trivial.
TX e:!X xlRn. Let y: X -+ L~ym(Rn;lRn) be a COO -mapping. Then
the following mapping is a spray: ~(x,v)=(x,v;v,
y(x)(v,v» .
Proof: 1J.t(x,v) == (x,tv), so T(Ut)(x,v;~,'I1) == (x,tv;~,t'l1)'
So T(1J.t) .s(x,v) ==T(1J.t)(x,v;v,y(x)(v,v» = (x,tv;v,t
y(x)(v,v»
(x,tv;tv,t 2 y(x)(v,v» ==t (x,tv;tv,
y(x)(tv,tv» ==t s(x,tv).
It can be shown, that any spray on a parallelizable X
is of this form. The mapping y appears in Riemannian
geometry as "Christoffel symbols".
Lemma: On any manifold X there is a spray.
Proof: Let (Ui,ui ) be an atlas for X. Then any Ui is a
manifold with trivial tangent bundle, so there is a spray
~i on Ui by the example above. Let (~i) be a smooth
partition of unity, subordinate to the open cover (Ui ).

=t

Then S == ~ (~i TTX)'Si is a spray on X, since condition
2. above~is affine, 1. and 3. are linear.
0

1.22 The local flow of a spray
Let S be a spray on the manifold X, let~: D(s)£;TXxlR-+
-+ TX be the local flow of s: D(S):2 TX x 10\, D(s) is open
and "radial" «v,r) ED(~), It I =:::1 implies (v,tr) ED(s»,

~(v,O) =v, d~ ~t = So \flt' and
1. Claim: ~(sv,t) =s.cp(v,st),
defined.
Proof: For fixed sand vE TX let
= s~(v,st). Then 0.(0) =sv= 13(0);

and

D(s) is maximal.
s,t ER, if one side is
a.(t) =cp(t,sv), ~(t) ==
•
d
a.(t) =dt' ~(t,sv) =

= s(~(t,s;» =s(a.(t», ~(t) ==d~ s~(v,st)td~ (1J. s cp(st,v» ==
;::: T(lJ s ) dt \fl(st,v) =T(l-ls)·s(cp(st,v».s;:::'S s(s~(st,v».s;:::
= s(~(t». So a. and 13 are integral curves of the vectorfield S with the same im. tial conditions, so a. == ~. q. e • d.
2. Claim: Let X == TTX o~: D( IS) -+ X. Then the following
holds:
2.1. X(O,v) =T1]c(v)
2.2. ~(O) =v
2.~. ;:'{t) =s(xv(t», (v,t) ED(s).
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2.4. X(t,sv) =X(st,v), s,t ER if Olle side exists.
Proof: 2.1. ')(O,v) ='fT:x:~(O,v) ='TTx(v). Xv(t) =
;:: ddt n..,.~(t,v)=T(rr:x)eP (t)=TTTXS(CP (t»=CPv(t) (by 1.21.2).
"A
v
v .•
'*
So Xv(O) =C!lv(O) =V, so 2.2. holds. ')(v(t) = ~v(t) = s(t'llv(t» =
= s(i..,(t», so 2.3. holds. 2.4. follows from claim 1:
')(t,av) = TTXCP(t,SV) ='TTx(s.cp(st,v» = TTX(CP(st,v» =,)(st,v).
q.e.d.
3. Claj m: There is an open neighbourhood (J s: TX of the
zero section such that [-1,1JxU!;;;D(~).
Proof: Let vETX; there is 0>0 such that (o,v) ED(s).
By claim 1: 5.cp(0.1,v)=cp(1,cv), so (1,cv)ED(s). q.e.d.
1.23 The exponential mapping of a spray
Definition: In the setting of 1.22, the mapping exp:
U~TX-tX, given by exp(v)='X.(1,V)=TTX~(1,v), is called
the exponential mapping of the spray IS. We write:
expx =expl U () TxX, x EX.
Theorem: If the open neighbourhood U!; TX of the zero
section is small enough, then the exponential mapping
exp: U-+X has the following properties:
1. exp OX =X
2. expx: un TxX -+ X is a diffeomorphism onto an open
neighbourhood of x in X.
3. Exp=(TTx:,exp): U-+XxX is a diffeomorphism onto an
open neighbourhood of the diagonal in X X X.
Proof: 1. exp(Ox) =,)(1,Ox) =X (1.22.2.1).
2. For v E U () T X le t 0.( t) ;: exp (tv) = 'X.(1 ,tv) =
x
•
x
= 'X.(t,v) (by 1.22.2.4). Then 0.(0) =1, (O)=v (by 1.22.2.2).
d
v
So TO (expx)·v=<rt e:xp:x(tv)!t=O=v, so TO (expx)=Id T X;
x
x
x
so by the inverse function theorem exp is a local
x
diffeomorphism. Choose U small enough.
3. By 2. Exp= (TTx:,exp): U-+XxX is injective,
Exp(Ox) ;: (x,x). We claim that TvExp is injective for all
v ~ U. Let x;: '!TX(v), choose wE TV(U) = Tv(TX). If
0= TvExp.w = (Tv(TlX)'w. Tv(exp).w). then Tv(TTX)'W=O, so
11 is vertical, wE T (T x), so O=T (exp).w=T (exp ).w.
v xv
v
x
16

Bu.t then w = 0 since expx is a diffeomorphism by 2. So
(by dimension) TvExp is invertible for all v E U, so Exp
is a local diffeomorphism and injective, so 3. follows.
q,.e.d.
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2 Manifolds with corners

2.1 Defini tion: A 9 uadrant Q ~ Rn is a subset of the form
Q=!xER n : l1(x)~o, •.• ,lk(x)~01 where {11, •.. ,~1 is a
linearly independent subset of (R n )*,. Here 0 -:5k sn and k
is called the ~ of Q.
If x E Q and exactly j of the li' s satisfy li (x) == 0,
then x is called a corner of index j. The index of a
corner depends only on x and Q and not on the special
system 111, ••• ,~1 describing Q.
2.2 Let U ~ Q be an open subset of a quadrant Q. A
function f: U -+ R P is called Cr (0 S r :s 00 ) if all partial
derivatives of f of order sr exist and are continuous
on U. By the Whitney extension theorem (cf. H. WHITNEY
(1936), J.C. TOUGERON (1972» this is the case iff f can
be extended to a Cr function
U-+ RP, where U~ Rn is
N
open and u=Qn u.

f:

2.3 The border ~Q of a quadrant, Q is {x ERn: 11 (x) = 0
or 12(x)::::0 or ••• or ~(x) =0\; i t is the disjoint
union of finitely many (plane) submanifolds of Rn , the
faces, edges, corners etc. of Q. bQ is "stratified" by
this set of submanifolds.
Let U!;:; Q, U' ~ Q' be open subsets of quadrants in Rn.
A mapping f: U-7 U' is a diffeomorphism iff f is bijective
and locally of maximal rank. It follows that f maps
corners of index j in U to corners of index j in U'. So:
x E U £;; Q is of index j iff f(x) E U' ~ Q' is of index j.
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2.4 Manifolds with corners are defined in the usual
way: they are modelled on open subsets of quadrants in
Rn, and are supposed to be of class Cr , r ~ 1 (otherwise
we just get back topological manifolds with boundary):
A chart (U,u,Q) on a manifold X with corners is a
diffeomorphism u: U ~ u(U) !;; Q of an open set U!;; X onto an
open subset u(U) of a quadrant in Rn (u = dim X). (U, u)
is called centered at x E X, if u(x) = o.
x E X is called a corner of index j if there is a chart
(U,u,Q) of X with x E U and u(x) is of index j in u(U) !;; Q.
The index of x is independent of the chosen chart, by
the invariance of the index under diffeomorphisms.
The set of all corners of index j ~ 1 is called the
border bX of X; x is called an inner point of X if
indX(x) = O.
2.5 A subset Y ~ X is called a submanifold with corners
of the manifold with corners X, if for any y E Y there is
a chart (U,u,Q) of X centered at y and there is a
quadrant Q' ~Rk ~Rn such that Q' ~ Q and u(Y n U) =
= u(U) n Q'. A submanifold with corners Y of X is called
~, if the index in Y of each y E Y coincides wi th its
index in X: any corner of Y ~3 a corner of the same
index of X. Only neat submanifolds will be seen to have
tubular neighbourhoods. Let us denote ~,jX = I corners of
index j of Xl. Then each bjX is a submanifold without
boundary of X, and each closure (in X) of a connected
component of tjX is a submanifold with corners of X.
Neither of them is neat. Let bX =U bjX.
j

2.6 The tangent bundle. Let X be a manifold with
corners, let (Ui,ui,Qi)iEI be an atlas of X. The tangent
bundle TX of X is the quotient space of the set
\C i, v ,x): x E Ui ' i E I, v E !Rnl for the following equivalence relation: (i,v,x) N(j,W,y) iff x=y and
d( u j • u i -1) (ui (x». v = w. TX is again a manifold with
corners: charts are (I (i,v,x)], x E Ui \, ui[(j.,v,x)J =
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:::: (v,ui(x»); SO~: '"K-1(Ui)~Rnxui(Ui) ~RnxQi s;;Rnx
x Rn is given by choosing the index i in the equivalence
class. (TX,nx,X,R n ) is a vector bundle.
A tangent vector S E TX is called ~ (short f'or:
not outer) if' there is a smooth curve e: [0, 1 ) ~ X with
c(O) =;. Let; E T X, let (U,u,Q) be a chart with x E U,
n
x
let Q={yER : l1(y)~0, ••• '4t(y)~01. Let u(s) =::
= (v,u(x» be the coordinate representation of' ~. ; is
inner iff' the f'ollowing holds: if' li(u(x» =0, then
li(v) ;?:O. Let us call S strictly inner if li(u(x» =:0
implies Ii (v) > O.
Let us denote the set of' all inner tangent vectors
by i TX • Then iTX is a subset of' TX.
Example: Let Q = {x ERn; 11 (x) ~O, ••• ,lk(x) ~Ol' If' Xo is
a corner of' inde~ j of' Q, i.e. exactly li1 (x o ) = 0, ••• ,
Ii (x) = 0, then J. T Q is the quadrant \v E~n: 1. (v) ;?:O,
j
Xo
J. 1
•• q1. (v) ~Ol of index j.
J. j

Example: iTR+ = iT {x ~ 01 :::: ! (x,h) E R2: X;?:O, x=O=>h~O\.
2
This set is a convex cone in R , but
it is not an open subset of a quadrant,
neither is it diff'eomorphic to some.

~x
,

.

So in general J. TX ceases to be a manifold with corners.
Remark: It is possible to enlarge the category of' manifolds with corners in such a way, that it contains finite
products and inner tangent spaces and there are still
inner sprays on all these manif'olds (just take the hull
of the set of all quadrants under the operation
Q~ TQ and describe it nicely; then model manifolds on
open subsets of these sets). But Whitney's extension
theorem is no longer applicable in the form of 2.2. So
we pref'er to stick to the notion of manif'olds with
corners.
2.7 Integration of inner vector fields
Let X be a manif'old with corners, let S be a vector
f'ield on X. Let x E X be an inner point, then there is a
20

Dnique integral curve of 5 through x. If x is a corner
of X, then there is an integral curve c: [O,c) -+X with
c(O) =X and c'(t) =s(c(t» iff all s(y) are inner for y
near x.
So if S is an inner vector field (i.e. ~ has values
in i TX ) then there exists a local flow for 5 in the
following sense: There is a set W~ R x X containing 10} x X
and [O,c ) x Ix} for some c >0 for each xEX, and a
x
x
d
mapping 0.: W-+ X with 0.(0 ,x) = x and dt 0.( t ,x) = s( o.C t ,x».
But o.t is not even a local diffeomorphism (it may map
a corner to an inner point).
By a partition of unity argument one may prove that
on each manifold with corners X there is a "strictly
inner" vector field S, i.e. Sex) is strictly inner if
x E bX. Then the local flow 0. of S flows bX into the
interior of X. By multiplication with a (small) function
one may adapt S in such a way that o.(t,X) is defined for
all ~ t ~ e and all x. Then o.e : X -+ X maps X diffeomorphi cally onto its image which is contained in X\b(X). So
we have proved: (cf. A. DOUADY, L. HERAULT (1973».
Lemma: Each manifold with corners is a submanifold with
eorners of a manifold without boundary of the same
dimension.
Now let S be a vector field which is tangential to
the border, i.e. if XEbjX then sex) ETbjX 'Yj. Then there
exists on local flow 0. for S for positive and negative
time:
There is an open set Ws;;1R xX containing {OJ xX,
0.: W-+X such that o.(O,X) =x, d~ o.(X,t) =S(o.(X,t». ~ is
a local diffeomorphism. Corners of index j may flow
only along bjX.

°

2.8 The second ta~ent bundle
Definition: A vector J\ E T(TX) wi t~ 1TTXA E i TX is said
to be an inner tangent vector to ~TX if there is a curve
c: [0, e ) -+ TX with c ( 0) = 1TTX ' A, c ( [0, e » s;; i TX and c' ( 0) = 1\ •
Example: Let Q=jxER n : 11(x)~O, ••. ,~(x)~O} be a
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Cluadrant and (xo'v) E i TQ • Let ~xo'v h,k) E T2Q. This
vector is an inner vector to ~TQ if tr..::' following holds:
1. If x is inner (so v arbitrary), then (h,k) is
o
arbitrary.
2. I f 1. (x ) =0, 1. (v) >0, then 1. (h) ~O. k is
~
0
~
~
arbitrary.
3. If li (xo ) = 0, 1.(v)=0, then li(h)~O and li(k)~O.
Let us denote by i~2X the set of all inner vectors

2.8 Sprays: A spray ~ on a manifold with corners X is a
mapping s: TX ~ T2X such that
1. T ( Trx) S = IdTX
2. TrTX S = Id TX (i.e. ~ is a vector field)
3. T(llt)S(v) =
s(tv), tER, t:fO, vETX, where
Ilt: TX~ TX is given by v~ t.v.
A spray S is called an inner spray, if s(iTX ) >; i T2X.
Example: Let Q= IxER n : 11(x)~O, •.. ,lk(x)~OI be a
Cluadrant of index k. Let U>; Q be open. Then T2U = (U xRn) x
x (RnxR n ); define s: TU-+T 2 U by s(x,v) =(x,v;v,O).
From 1.21 it is seen that S is a spray; it is easily
checked that S is an inner spray.
Lemma: Each manifold with corners X admits an inner spray.
Use a partition of unity on X to paste together locally
given inner sprays (by the example).
We will need another sort of sprays:
Tangential sprays: A spray ~ on TX is called tangential,
if for any submanifold tjX (= Ix EX: indX(X) = j Dwe have:
.
2'
S(TtJX) >;T (tJX). I t is easily checked that the spray in
the example above is even tangential. B.y a partition of
unity on X we can paste together locally given tangential
sprays and get:
Lemma: Any manifold with corners admits tangential sprays.
A word. of warning: If ~ is an inner spray on a quadrant
Q and if (x,v) E TQ is not inner, then (x,v;v, ••• ) is no
inner vector to the manifold TX either. More so: There
does not exist a spray on a manifold X with non trivial
0

0
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t

corners that is an
2.9

inn~r

vectorfield on TX.

flow of inner and tangential sprays.
Let S be an inner spray on a manifold with corners X.
Then S is a vectorfield on TX and s(i TX ) <;; i T2X, but S is
not an inner vectorfield in general.
For any v E i TX there is an integral curve c: [O,c) ~
.
•
.. 2
-+ ~TX with c(O) =v and c = Soc since seTX)!; ~T X. So
there is a maximal set W!;R x i TX containing {O} x i TX and
[0, ex) x {x I for any x E i TX and some ex> 0, and there is
a smooth mapping a: W - i TX with a(O,x) =X and
d~ a( t ,x) = s (a( t, x) ). TJ:.is mapping ex. is called the local
flow of the spray S in ~TX. All the properties 1.22.1
through 1.22.3 hold for this local flow a too, with some
more restrictions on the parameter (for not leaving i TX ),
by the same proofs.
If the spray; is tangential (so slTbjX is again a
spray on bjX for all j) then of cour~its local flow a
leaves invari~nt all subman~folds iTb~X, induces a local
flow on each 1Tbix, w~ere ~~ is the closure in X of a
connected component
of bJX. It is a manifold with
corners.
~he

bix

2.10 The exponential mapping.
Let S be an inner spray on X. Then there is an open
neighbourhood U of the zero section in i TX such that
[0,1 J x i TX <;; W, by the analogon of 1.22. 3 for manifolds
wi th corners. Let '1..= TTX a: W~ X, where a is the local
flow of ;. The mapping exp = exp S: U ~ X, defined by
exp(v) ='1..(1 ,v) =TTXa(1 ,v), vEU, is called the exponential
mapping of the spray s.
Theorem: ~ S be an inner spray on a manifold with
corners X and let exp: U -+ X, U a suitable open neighbourhood of the zero section in i TX , be the exponential map
of S. If U is chosen small enough. the exp has the
following properties:
0
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1. exp ax = x,. x E X
2. expx : U n ~Tx x ~ X is a diffeomorphism of Ux onto an
open neighbourhood of x ig X.
3. The mapping Exp = (TTX' exp): U ~ X X X is a diffeomorphism of U onto an open neighbourhood of the diagonal
in X xX.
- I f s is moreover tangential (2.8) then exp\ iTtaX n U:

iT~X n U~ ~x

is

agai~he

exponential mapping for the

spray sliTtix. where b~X is the closure of a connected
component ~x £f bjX.
Proof: As in 1.23. The last part is obvious.
2.11 Jet bundles:
Let U be open in a quadrant Q in Rn , let V be open in
n""
m be open sets with
a quadrant Q' ~R m• Let '"
U~R ,V~R
""
""
.
k
k
u=Qnu, V=Q' nv. We def~ne: J (U,V): = JUxV(U,V)
f'J'"

"''''
U
J k (U,
V).
(x,y)EUxV x,y
(compare 1.3). Then we have again JkCU,V) =UxVxpk(n,m).
If cp: U' ~ U,
V ~ V' are a diffeomorphism resp. smooth
mapping between open subsets of quadrants, then we have
again a diffeomorphism Jk(cp, V): JkCU, V) ~ Jk(U' ,V) resp.
smooth mappings Jk(Ut\l,): Jk(U, V) ~ JkCU, V' )
Jk(cp, *) = Jk(cp,V' ) Jk(Ud) = Jk(U' ,*)
., Jk(ep,V): Jk(U,V) ~Jk(U' ,V'), defined
exactly as in 1.5 and 1.6 by truncated composition.
Let now X, Y be manifolds with corners, let (U.,u. ,Q.)
~
J. J.
be an atlas for X, (V ,v ,Q ,) be an atlas for Y, then
000we have the system of chart change mappings:
Jk(uJ.' u J.- 1 , v Q v -1): Jk(u. (U .. ),v (V 13» ~Jk(u.(U .. ),
fJ
0J. J.J
00'.
J J. J
vl3~VO-13» which can be used to define the fibre bundle:
(J (X,Y), (0'.,13), XxY, pk(n,m».

*:

0

0

0

0

2.12 A coordinate free definition of Jk(X,y) can be
given as follows (MATHER (1969»: A k-jet in Jk(X,y) is
an equivalence class [U,V,f,xJ k of quadruples (U,V,f,x),
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where U is an open set in a manifold without boundary
containing a neighbourhood of x in X, V is an open subset
in another manifold without boundary containing a neighbourhood of f(x) in Y, and f: U-+V is a Ck-mapping. The
equivalence relation is the following:
[U,V,f,x]k::::[U',V',f',X']k iff x::::x' and in a (hence any)
pair of charts around x,f(x) of U,V have f and f' the
same Taylor expression at x up to order k.
Another way ,....
to,....define Jk(X,Y) coordinate free is the
following: Let X,Y be manifolds without boundary containing X,Y as submanifolds with corners respectively
and dim X:::: dim X, dim Y=dim Y (cf. the lemma in 2.7).
k
k ('" "')
)-1 (XxY)s=J(X,Y).
k '" ,...
TheJ(X,Y)::::JxxYX'Y::::(o.,oo
Then complicated ways of defining Jk for manifolds
with corners is chosen in order to get a fibre bundle
structure on Jk(X,Y); in other words, to include "outward
pointing jets".
2.13 If f: X-+ Y is a smooth mapping and x E X, then the
k-jet of f ~ x, in symbols jkf(x), is defined as follows:
Let U,V be (open subsets of) manifolds without boundary
containing neighbourhoods of x, f(x) in X,Y resp. with
~
k
~
a prolongation f: U-+V of f. Then put j f(x):::: [U,V,f,x]k'
Another way to define jkf(x) is via local representatives
of f in charts of X,Y, using 2.11.
All k-jets in Jk(X,y) of the form jkf(x) for
fECCD(X,Y) and xEX are. called inner k-jets. The set of
all these is denoted by ~J k( X, Y). It is not a manifold
with corners any more: We have the same difficulty as
with i TX • We have in fact iTX:;::iJ~([O,c),X) for c>O.
2.14 Theorem 1.10 holds for manifolds with corners in
its full content
the proof is the same with the
obvious changes.
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3 Topologies on spaces of continuous
.
mappings

3.1 Let X,Y be Hausdorff topological spaces, let C(X,Y)
denote the space of all continuous mappings X 4 Y. The
best known topology on C(X,Y) is the compact-0pen
topology (or CO-topology). A subbasis for this topology
consists of sets of the following form: If E C(X, Y):
f(K) s;; Ul where K is compact in X and U is open in Y.
This is a Hausdorff-topology.
Lemma: If X is locally compact with countable basis of
open sets and if Y is a complete metric space, then ther~
is a complete metric on (C(X,Y),CO). So CC(X,Y),CO) ~
Baire space.
3.2

r f(x)

I f f E C(X, Y) let r f: X 4 X X Y be given by

= (x, f (x) ). We use r f too to denote the image of
this mapping I(x,f(x»: xEXL the graph of f.
Defilution: The wholly open topology Cor WO-topology)
on C(X, Y) is given by the basis IW(u) = If E C(X, Y):
f(X) s;; Ul: U open in Y). This is not a Hausdorff topology
(surjective mappings cannot be separated).
Definition: The graph-topology or WOO-topology on C(X,Y)
is the topology induced by the embedding r: C(X,Y)4
~ C(X,X x Y), f ~ r f' where C(X,X x Y) bears the WO-topology.
The wOO-topology has the basis of open sets:
!M(U)=!fEC(X,Y): rfs;;U\, U open inXxYl. The WO o _
topology is Hausdorff since it can easily be seen to be
finer than the compact open topology.
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3.3

Lemma: Let X be paracompact and let (Y,d) be a
metric space, then for f E C(X,Y) the following family is
a neighbourhood basis for the graph topology:
N(f,e): == \gE (X,Y): d(g(x),f(x»<c(x) for all xEX1,
~ e E e(x, lo,oo [).
Proof: Put w= I(x,y) EXxY: d(y,f(x» <e(x)\ then W is an
open neighbourhood of r f in X x Y and N( f, e) := M( W).
Conversely, let W be any open neighbourhood of r f in
X x Y. For each x E X there is an open neighbourhood Ux of
xinXand some O<e 51 suchthatU xBt; (f(x»::::
x
x
x
=Uxx\yEY: d(y,f(x»<ex\!;;W, by definition of the
product topology. Now let (cPX)XEX be a continuous
partition of unity subordinated to the open cover (Ui)xEX
of X, and put e== l: e .qJ • Then e is continuous on X,
xEX x x
£>0, and \(x,y): d(y,f(x» <e(x)\ r;;W, so N(f,e) r;;M(U).
q.e.d.
3.4 Lemma: Let X be paracompact and let Y be metrizable.
Then for any sequence (f n ) in C(X,Y) the following holds:
(fn ) converges to f E C(X,Y) in the graph topology iff
there exists a compact set K!;; X such that fn equals f off
K for all but finitely many n's and fnlK converges to
flK uniformly.
Proof: It is clear that the condition above implies
convergence. Conversely, let (f n ) and f in C(X,Y) be such
that the condition does not hold. Then either fn does not
converge to f in CO or there exists a sequence (x n ) in X
without a cluster point and a sequence en> 0 in IR such
that d(fn(x n ) ,f(xn » ;:::e n for all n, where d is a metric
on Y. Now there is a continuous function c on X with
O<c(x), e(xn)<e n for all n. But then d(fn(xn),f(x n »>
> c(x n ), i.e. fn f N(f,c) for all n. So fn cannot converge
to f in the graph topology.
q.e.d.
Corollary: Let f: T-4 (C(X,Y),WO o ) be a continuous
mapping, ~ T is compact connected metrizable, X is
paracompact and Y is metrizable. Then there exists a

3.5
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compact set Ks;;;X such that t~f(t)(x) is constant for
~

x EX\K.
Proof: For any t E T there exists Ct > Etnd a compact set
Kts;;;X such that t~f(t)(x) is constant on BCt(t) =
= I t'E T: d ( t , t I ) < C t} for any x E X\Kt • If not then one
may find a sequence tn ~ t in T and a sequence xn in X
without a cluster point such that f(tn)(x n ) t f(t)(x n ) for
all n. But then f(t )+f(t) by ,.4, so f is not continuous.
n
Now cover T by finitely many balls B'1 (t 1 ),··.,B ck (t k )
and choose K=Kt1 U ••. UKtn •
q.e.d.

°

3.6

Let (y,d) be a metric space. A subset Qs;C(X,y) is
called uniformly closed with respect to d, if Q contains
all limits of sequences in Q which are uniformly convergent on X with respect to d.
Any set which is closed in the topology of pointwise
convergence is uniformly closed, as is a set which is
CO-closed.
Proposition: Let X be paracompact, let (Y,d) be a complete
metric space. Then any set Q s; C(X, Y) which is uniformly
closed with respect to d is a Baire space in the graph
topology.
Proof: Let (An) be a sequence of open dense subsets of
Q (for the trace of the graph topology). Let Us;;; Q be any
non empty open subset.
We have to show that Un nAn t ¢. Ao nut ¢, open, so
there is fo E Ao n U and Co E C(X, ]0, 1 [) such that
QnN(f,co)s;;;AonU (where N(f,co)=!gEC(X,Y): d(g(x),
f(x» sc(x) for all xl). By recursion one gets sequences
C
(f n ) in Q, fln in C(X, JO, 1 [), with Cn +1 S 2n for all n and
Q n N(fn +1 ,c n +1 ) s; An+1 n N(f n , Cn ). Then d(fn +1 (x) ,fn (x» S
S 2-n , so (fn ) is uniformly convergent on X, so its
limit f is in Q since Q is uniformly closed. Moreover
f E N(fn,C n ) n ~ for all n, so fEU and fEn~. q.e.d.
n

3.7 Definition: Let X be paracompact and let Y be
Hausdorff. We define the locally finite open topology or
LO-topology on C(X,Y) by the following basis:
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M(L,U)={fEC(X,Y): f(L )s;U I where L=(L) is a locally
a
a
a
fim te family of closed subsets L s; X and U = (U ) is a
a
a
family of open subsets of Y with the samp index set.
Definition: The LOO-topology on C(X,Y) is the topology
induced by the embedding r: C(X, Y) 4 C(X,X x Y) where
C(X,XxY) bears the LO-topology.
Lemma: The LOa-topolOgy is finer than the graph-topology;
so it is Hausdorff. (Since the La-topology is finer than
~ WO-topology.)
(C(X,Y), LaO) has the following basis of open sets.
M(L, U) = If E C(X, Y): rf(L ) s; U for all a}, where
a
a
---L = (L ) is a locally finite family of closed sets in X
a
and
- U = (U (], ) is a family of open subsets in X X Y with the
same index set.

3.8

Lemma: If X is paracompact and (Y,d) is a metric
space, then the following families are neighbourhood bases
of f E C(X, Y) in the LOO-topology.
1. N(f,L,e; = {g E C(X,Y): d(g(x),f(x» <e 0.;;;";"';:;;"";;;=
for all
X E L , for all a}, where L= (L ) is a locally finite
a
--a
family of closed sets in X and e= (c ) is a family of
-a
positive real numbers.
2. N(f,q» = jg E C(X,Y): q> (x)d(g(x),f(x» <1 for all
a
x E X, for all a}, where cp = (cp a, ) is a family of continuous
non-negative functions on X such that (supp cp ) is a
a.
locally finite family in X.
Proof: a) Let N(f,L,c) be as above. Let M= (M ) be an
0,

locally finite family of open subsets in X with Ma:::> La'
Let U = I(x,y) EXxY: xEM, d(y,f(x»<€ I, then U is
a
a
a
a
openinXxY, f(L )cU. So fEM(L,U)s;N(f,L,c), so
00.
a
N(f,L,e) is a La -neighbourhood of f.
b) Let N(f,q» be as in 2. Let L
= Ix EX: 15
1

a.,n

n

S cpa(x) Sn_1 1, then L:::: (La,n)/S locally finite and
fEN(f,L=(L n)' e=(c n:=n»l;N(f,q», so N(f,q» is a
o
a,
a,
LO -neighbourhood of f by a).
c) Let f E M(L,U) be given, M(L,U) as in 2.7. Then
L = (L ) is locally finite closed, U = (U ) is open and

a

a
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f( 1 )!;; U • As in the proof of lemma 3.3 we can find a
a.
a.
continuous function & : 1 -+ R, 1 > & > 0, such that
a.
a.
a.
l(x,y): d(y,f(x»<f> (x) for all xE1 I!;;U for any a..
a.
a.
a.
Then
is defined on 1 and is > 1, so we may find a

-f:va.

a.

family (~ ) of continuous non-negative functions on X
a.
such that (supp ~ ) is a locally finite family and
cp (x) <~ for ~ll x E 1 • But then we have f E N(f,~ =

a.

= (~

oil. \XJ

»
a.

a.

~M(L,U).

d) {N(f,cp): cp as in the lemma \ is a neighbourhood basis of f in the LaO-topology by b), c). Then by
a), b) IN(f,L,e): L,e\ is neighbourhood basis also. q.e.d.

3.9

Lemma: If X is paracompact, (Y,d) is metric, (f n ) is
a sequence in C(X, y) and f E C(X, Y), then the following
holds: f -+ f in the LaO -topology iff there exists a
-n
compact set K!;; X such that fnl X\K = fl X\K for all but
finitely many n's and fnl K-+ fl K uniformly.
Proof: If fn -+ f in LaO then fn -+ f in WOo by lemma :3.7,
but then (fn ) and f satisfy the condition by lemma 3.4.
If (fn ), f satisfy the condition, the clearly fn -+ f in
o
La.
q.e.d.
3.10 Corollary: 1et f: T-+(C(X,Y),LOo) be a continuous
mapping, where T is compact metric connected, X is paracompact and Y is metric. Then there exists a oompaot set
K!;X such that t-+f(t)(x) is constant on T for any
x E X\K.
Proof: This follows from 3.8 as 3.5 follows from 3.4.
q.e.d.
3.11 Proposition: Let X be paracompact, let (y,d) be a
complete metric space. Then any subset Q ~ C(X, y) ~
Baire space in the LOO-topology, if it is uniformly
closed in C(X,y) with respect to d (cf. 3.6).
Proof: Let An be a sequence of open dense subsets of Q
(in the trace of the LaO -topology). Let Us;; Q be any non
empty open subset. We have to show that un n An is not
n
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empty. Now
A n U is non empty and open, so there
are f EA nu andoa locally finite cover L(o) = (L (0))
o

0

(

0-

)

of X consisting of closed sets La 0 , and a family
e(o) =f: (0) of real numbers e (u)
O<€ (0) <1
such
0a'
a
-,
that fo E Qn N(fo,L(o) ,f:(o))!;; Ao n U (where N(fo.L Co ),
c(o)) = jg E C(X,Y): d(g(x),f(x)):Sf: for all x E L , for
o.

a

3.11 a').

By recursion one finds sequences (f ) in Q, L(n) =
= (L (n))
e(n) =(E:Q(n))
such ~hat L(n) is a
S
SEBn'
~
flEB n
closed locally finite cover of X, e(n) is a family of
real numbers with 0 < E:fl (n) 5= 1n , and such that

EQnN(f
L(n+1)e(n+1f)~A n+1 nN(fn' L(n) , E:(n)) .
n+1
n+1"
Then we have d(f n + 1 (x) ,fn(x)) 5= 21n- 1 for all x E X (since
f

any L(n) is a cover of X and all E: Q(n) :S-t), so (f n ) is
I'

2

uniformly convergent on X and its limit f is in Q (since
Q is uniformly closed), fEN(fn,L(n),e(n))nA n for all
n,sofEUnnA.
q.e.d.
n

n
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4 Topologies on spaces of
differentiable mappings

4. 1 La t X, Y be manifolds with corne rs. For any kEN we
have the fibre bundle Jk(X,y} of k-jets over XxY. We
consider the fOl+oWing:
2
3
o(
'!To
1
)
'tT1
2(
)
'tT2
XxY=J X,Y) - - - - J (X,Y +---'- J X,Y - - - - •••
Let us denote by JOO (X,Y) the projective limit (in the
category of Hausdorff topological spaQee) of this
system. We have again mappings: 0.: JCO (X, Y) -+ X, the
source map, 00: JOO (X, Y) -+ Y, the target map, 'tT~ :
Joo (X, Y) -+ ~(X, y) which define the projective limit.
For any f E COO (X, Y) all the k-jets jkf(x) constitute the
element joo f(x) (given by jkf(x) = 'tT~ j oof(x», and this
gives (by the limit property) a continuous mapping
JCO f : X-+J OO (X,Y). (ll) (X,y), (o.,w) ='!T~, XxY, poo (n,m»
is a topologioal fibre bundle with typical fibre PCX>(n,m),
the space of all formal power series without constant
terms in n variables with values in Rm (n = dim X, m =
= dim Y). This fibre bundle is the projective limit of
the above system of fibre bundles in the category of
topological fibre bundles. We will see that Joo (X,Y) is
a C~ -fibre bundle later on (in § 9).
Joo(X,Y) is a complete metric space, as a countable
projective limit of complete metric spaces.
4.2 For CeD -manifolds with corners X,Y the mappings
jk: COO (X,Y)~ CO(X,Jk(X,Y», OSkSoo, are all injective
(since 00 0 jkr = f).
Lemma: For any k = 0, 1 ,2, ••• ,00 the image of the mapping
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jk: Ok(X, Y) ~ CO(X,Jk(X, Y» is closed in the compact open
topology.
Proof: We have to show that the image is closed under
taking limits of sequences which converge uniformly on
compact subsets. If suffices to consider compact conveX
subsets of chart neighbourhoods. Finally we have to prove
the following: Let U be closed and convex in a quadrant
Q inRn, let fn be a sequence of Ck-mappings U~Rm such
that for any r=O,1 , ••• ,k the sequence (drf n ) converges
uniformly on U to a continuous mapping gr: U~ L~ym(Rn ,R m) ,
then dr go = gr for all such r.
The proof is by induction on r. The general step is
the same as the first step: if dfn ~ g1 uniformly on U,
fn ~ go uniformly on U, then for x,x+y in U (U is convex)
we have: g (x+y) = lim fn (x+y)
o
n-+ro
= lim (fn(x) +[1 df (x+ty).ydt)

?

Il#D

n

=lim fn(x) + [ lim dfn(x+ty).y dt
nan
=g (x) + [1 g1 (x+ty).y dt.
o

a

Therefore g1 = dg o ' also on the boundary of U.

q. e • d.

4.3 The compact Ck_toPOlogy or oak-toPOlogy on Cr(X,y)
(O:sksr:sro) is the topology induced on OreX,Y) by the
embedding (4.2) jk: Cr(X,Y) ~ CO(X,Jk(X,y» from the
compact open topology. The OOk_topOlogy has the following
properties:
1. The oak-toPOlogy on ck(X,Y) is completely metrizable
(3.1 ~ 4.2), thus a Baire-topology.
2. (Cr(X,Y),CO k ) for k<r is metrizable but not
complete. Its completion (in the canonical metric) is
just Ck(X,y).

4.4 The Whitney-Ok-toPOlogy or WOk_topology on Cr(X,Y)
(0 :s k s r S CD ) is the topology induced by the embedding
jk: Or(X,Y)-+Oo(X,Jk(X,Y» from the graph topology (or
the wO-topology, see below).
The WOk_topology has the following properties:
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1. A basis for open sets is given by all sets of the
form W(U) = {g E Cr(X, Y), jkg(X) G U" where U is open in
Jk(X, Y).
2. If dk is a metric on Jk(X, y) (O!5k!5 (0) generating
the topology, and if f E cr eX, y), then the following is a
neighbourhood basis for f in the WOk_topOlOgy:
N(f,k,c): = {g E Cr(X,Y): dk(jkg(x),jkf(x» < e(x) for all
x E Xl, where E: E C(X, 10 ,00 [).
3. A seguence fn 1:!! Cr(X, Y) converges to f E Cr(X, Y) ~
WOk iff there exists a compact !i!U K!; X such that fn
efuals f off K for all but finitely many n's and
j fn ~ jkf uniformly on K.
4. If T is a compact connected metric space and
f: T~ (CreX,Y) ,Wok) is a continuous mapping, then there
exists a compact set K!;X such that t~f(t)(x) is constant
for x E X\K.
5. eCr(X,y),WOr) is a Baire space. ~ COr-closed
subset of Cr(x,Y) is a Baire space too in War (O!5r!5oo).
6. \iO co is the projective limit topology of all the
topologies WOk, O!5k <00 •
7. A basis of open sets for (Coo (X, Y), WO CD ) consists
of all sets W(U,k) ~ 1., !2E. k=O,1 ,2, ••••
Proof: The wO-topology and the wOO-topology coincide on
the image of jk: Cr(X,Y)~CoeX,;c(X,y»: ;c(X,y)~X is
already a fibration and jk takes values in the subsets
of sections of this fibration.
In more detail: the
graph of any jkf , r. k lies already in X x xJk(X, Y) =

=

{(x,O')

EXXJkex,y~/CL(O') =x}

!;XxJk(X,y) and .tC(X,Y)

~

~ XxXJk(X,y) !;xxJkeX,Y), O'~(a.(cr),cr), is a topological
embedding. So 1. and 2. follow from 3.2, 3. follows from
3.3, 4. is implies by 3.4, 5. by 3.5 and 4.2.
6. is seen as follows: (nkOO )-1(U), U open in Jk(X,Y),
k =0,1,2, ••• , is a basis of the topology on iX> (X, y) by
construction. This implies 7. and 7. implies 6.
q.e.d.
4.5 . We now want to compare (Coo eX, y) , wo oo ) with function
spaces known from functional analysis. For that we need
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some subresults.
1. Jkex,yx z) ~JkeX,y) xxJk(X,Z); this is evident in
charts.
2. (Oke X, Y x Z) , WOk) ~ ( oke X, Y) , WOk) x (Ok( X, Z) , WOk) ;
the decomposition of 1. is compatible with the decomposition jkef,g) = (jkf,j k g) for (f,g) EO k eX,Yx Z):
X

(jkf,jkg )

k

_lr

k

k

+ J (x,Y)xxr(x,Z)~J eX,Y)xJ (X,Z)

~II
jk(f,g)
Jkex,Yx Z)
3. For hE OkCY ,Z) the mapping h* = Ok(X,h): Ck(X, Y)

-+

Okex,Z), given by h*(f) =h 0 f, is WOk-continuous:
Jk(X,h): Jk(X,Y)-+Jk(X,Z) is continuous by 1.10,2.14,
even for k=oo by 4.1, so JkeX,h);,: oOex,Jkex,Y»-+
-+ OO(X,JkeX,Z»
is trivially WO-continuous, nearly by
definition, and the following diagram commutes:
okeX,y) _---IOji..,.k_ _ _, oOeX,Jk(X, Y»

-+

1

1

h*
jk
0
t(X.h).
okeX,Z) --~-_l C eX,J (x,z».

4. 0 00 eX,R) is a topological ring for the WO OO -topology;
Le. (f,g)-+f-g, (f,g)-+f. g are continuous in WO OO • This
follows from 2. and 3. But e COO (X,R) , WO OO ) is E£ topological vector space, otherwise ~ f -+ 0 in WO OO for all
f E COO eX ,R ), but this is only true for f with compact
support by 4.4.3.
Therefore the space ~ of all Ooo-functions with compact
support on IR n is the maximal subspace of 0 00 eRn ,R) which
is a topological vector space in WO OO •
Let K!;;R n be compact, denote ~= \gE~: supp g.:;KI,
then on ~ the COOO-topology and the wOOO-topology coincide. If r<oo, then (~r,WOr) :::::lim (:l)~,COr) in the

KaRn

category of topological vector spaces, as can be seen
from HORVATH (1966), p. 171. By 4.4.6 we have (~,WOOO) =
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= lim

(~r, War)

='lI'

(as it is denoted by HORVATH), whose

duaI space (~F)1 is the space of all distributions of
finite type on ~n.
This is not the usual topology on ~.
4.6 We want to" construct the LOk-topology from the
LO-topology in the same way as above. This gives us a
new topology only in the case k = 00, because of the
following lemma:
Lemma: If k<oo then the topology on Cr(X,y) (r~k)
induced by the embedding jk: Cr(X, y) -+ CO(X,Jk(x, y» ~
the LOO-topology (or the LO-topology) coincides with the
WOk_topOlogy.
Proof: The LO-topology and the LaO-topology on
CO(X,Jk(X,Y» induce the same topology on Cr(X,Y) via
jk, because jk maps into the subset of sections of the
fibration Jk(X, Y) ~ X. Compare with the proof of 4.4.
By 3.6 the LaO-topology induces via jk a topology on
Cr(X,y) which is finer than the WOk_topology.
Now let fE Cr(X,Y). Let N(jkf,L,c) be a basis neighbourhood of jkf in CO(X,~(X,y» for the LOO-topology as
described in 3.7.1: L=(L) is a locally finite family
a.
of closed sets in X, c = (c ) is a family of positive
real numbers; dk is a metr~c on Jk(X,y) compatible with
the topology. Then (jk)-1(N(jkf ,L,c» = IgE Cr(X,y):
dk ( jkg (x) , jkf(x» < e for x E L , for all x}.
a.
a.
By a partition of unity argument there is a positive
continuous real function c: X -+ ~ such that e (x) < c a. if
x E L (since L = (L ) is locally finite this is possible).
Thena.N(f ,k, E:) = {g ~Cr(X, y): d k ( jkg(x), jkf(x» < e (x) for
all xEX} s;; (jk)-1(N(jkf ,L,e». So wok is finer as
(jk)-1(LOO ).
q.e.d.
4.7 The ~topology on COO (X, Y) is the topology induced
by the embedding jCD: COO (X, Y) -+ CO(X, JOO (X, Y» from the
LO- or t"he LaO -topology, which coincide on the image of
jk (cf. 4.4). We have the following properties:
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1. A basis of open sets for the ~-topology is given
by sets of the form: M(L,U) = IfE COO (X,Y): jOOf(Ln )!:;;;
!:; ; Unl, where L::: (Ln) is a locally finite sequence of
closed sets in X and (Un) is a sequence of o~n sets in
JOO (x, Y). (Each locally tini te family is essentially a
sequence since X is locally compact second countable.)
This follows from 3.6.
2. The following is a basis of open sets for the
~-topology too: M'(L,U)=lfECoo(X,Y): jnf(Ln)s:;Unl,
where L = (Ln) is a locally finite sequence of closed
sets in X and Un is open in In(X, Y) for all n E IN.
Proof: (nnOO )-1(U), U open in In(X,Y), runs through a
basis of open sets in Joo (X, Y). Given any basic set of
1. one may repeat the Ln' s, reorder it, put Un::: In(X, Y)
and (n~)-1eUl) into the $equence (Un) to represent this
set as a union of sets of the form M'(L,U).
3. Let K::: (Kn) be a sequence of compact sets in X
wi th Ko = ¢, Kn!:;;; ~+1 ethe open interiour), UKn =X. Then
n

the following system of sets ~ a basis for the ~-topology: M(U,m)=lfECoo(X,Y): j f(X\Kn~)c;;;Unl where
m = e~) is a sequence in N and Uk s;;; J neX, y) is open.
One may suppose ~ increaSing.
Proof: Any locally finite family L = (Li ) satisfies

X\~1 (i) 0

;2

Li

2

X\~2 ( i) for sui table i mappings n 1 ,n2 :

IN-+N. The "jet-order" of a set U. E J (X,Y) may be lifted
by ({)-1 (U) c;;; ~(x, Y).
~

4. Let f E 000 (X, Y), let d be a compatible metric on
Joo (X, Y). Then all sets of the following form are a basis
of neighbourhoods of f: N(f,L,c)=lgECoo(x,Y): d(joog(x),
joo f(x» < cn for all x E Ln , for all nJ, where L == (Ln) is
a locally finite sequence of closed sets, c = e en> 0) is a
sequence of positive constants.
The following sets form a basis of neighbourhoods too:
N(f,cp)=!gECOO(X,Y): CPn(x)d(joog(X),jOOf(X»<1 for all
xEX, for all nt, where CP=(CPn)' cpnEO(X,[O,oo
is locally finite. This follows from 3.7.

0,

(supp cpn)
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5. Let d k be a compatible metric on JkeX,y) :for an,y
k, then :for :f E eO:> (x, Y) the :following is a basis of
neighbourhoods: V (f) = {g E cO:> (X, y): (J)n(X)dn(jng(x),
jnf(x» < 1 for art x EX, for all n\, where again (J) = «(J)n)'
(J)n E e(x, [0,0:> [), with (supp cpn) locally finite.
This can be deduced from 4. or directly from 2. (see
MICHOR [2]).
6. (cO:>(x,y),~) is a Baire space. Each CdD-closed
subset of em (x, y) is a Baire space with the !D-topology.
This :follows from 3.10 and 4.2.
7. If (fn ) is a se9.uence in COO (X,Y) and f E COO (X,Y),
then we have: f -+ f in ~ i:f:f there exists a compact set
n
K !; X such that fn eguals f off K for all but fim tely
many nls ~ jOOfn1K-+jm:flK uniformly (i.e. fn-+f ~
COOO). This follows from 3.8.
8. Let f: T-+ (eO:> (x,y),~) be a continuous mapping,
~ T is compact connected metric. Then there exists a
compact 3ubset K!; X such that t -+ f( t) (x) is constant on
T for all x E X\K. See 3.9.
9. (Coo (x,yxz),~):= (CO:> (X,Y),~) X (Coo (X,Z) ,~).
Proof: As in 4.5.1 and 2. we have JO:> (X,YxZ) ~
~ Jm (X,y) x ,0:> (X,Z) and
(jOOf,j g)
X
~ JO:> (X,y) xXJOO(X,Z) !;JOO (X,Y) xJCO(X,Z)

~
(f,g~
JCO

11

J 00 (X,YxZ)

commutes for all (f,g) in COO(X,Y)xeCO(X,Z). So the
LO-topology on CO(X,Jco (X,YxZ» =Co(X,JOO (X,Y) xxJOO (X,Z»
induces the same topolcgy on both spaces.
q.e.d.
4.8 Proposition: ~ (E ,P,X,Rm) be a COO -vector bundle
over a manifold with corners X. Let r (E) denote the
c
space of all COO sections with compact support o:f this
bundle, eguipped with the trace of the ~-topology on
COO (X,E). Then r c (E) is the maximal subspace o:f r(E)
which is a topological vector space in the ~-topology.
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(fC(E),~)

is a complete locally convex vector space, ~
nuclear (LF)-space, dually nuclear and a Lindelof space,
hence even paracompact and normal.
Proof: feE), the space of all COO-sections of E, is a
closed subset of cO) (X,E), since po s = I~ is a continuous
equation in s for the ~-topology. (p*: 0 (X,E)-+C oo (X,X)
is ~-continuous; this is trivially seen in 4.5.3; it will
be explicitly proved in 7. below). f c (E) = Is E f(E) :
~ • s -+ 0 in ~I is clearly the maximal subset of l(E) which
is a topological vector space.
Since X has a finite atlas (see GREUB, HALPERIN,
VANSTONE I), there exists a second vector-bundle (F,p',
X,RP) such that the Whitney sum EeF is a trivial vector
bundle over X, 90 E E9F?:!!XxR m+p • By 4.7.9 fC(E) is a
topological subspace, even a direct summand in r (E E9 F) ?:!!
?:!! fc(XxRm+p)?:!!~(X)m+p, where ~(X) denotes the s~ace of
all smooth sections with compact support; the topology
is the nuclear (LF)-topology of L. SCHWARTZ, as can be
seen from comparing 4.7.3 with HORVATH, p. 170. We will
give a direct explicit proof of this fact later.
So ~(X)m+p is an (LF)-space too, i.e. a locally conveX
direct limit of a ~ountable strict family of separable
Frechet spaces, which can be identified with ~ (X)m+p=
m+p
I
= If E ~(X)
: supp f!; KI \, where K = (KI ) is a sequence
of compact sets KI s;;; X with KI c KI +1 0 and X =U KI . Each
I
~ (X)m+ p is a Lindelof space since it is separable and
1

ruetric, so ~(X)m+p and its closed subspace fc(E) are
Lindelef too. Since they are clearly completely regular,
they are paracompact and normal. Since fc(E) is even a
direct summand in ~(X)m+p it is nuclear and dually
nuclear and an (LF)-space too.
q.e.d.
4.9 Remark: None of the topologies on CQ) (X,y) mentioned
so far is fine enough for our porposes, since (COO (X,Y),
~) and (OQ) (X,Y),WOQ)
are not locally contractible, not
even locally arcwise connected if X is not compact: If f
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and g E eCD (XjI y) are connected by

continuous curve
c: [O,1]-+CCD(X,y), c(O)=f, c(1)=g, then f and g differ
at most on a compact set K s;;; X as can be seen from 4.7.8
and 4.4.4.
This is true for all topologies between WOo and~. So
there can be no way to make a manifold out of eCD (X, Y) in
any sense, if one insists that there should be open chart
neighbourhoods, modelled on topological vector spaces.
'3.

Definition: Let X,Y be smooth manifolds with corners.
Call f ,g E eCD (X, y) equivalent, f ""g, if the set
1:x: E X: f(:X:) =l= g(:x:)} is relatively compact in X. This is
clearly an equivalence relation on COO (X,Y).
Now the ~!iJ-topology or (Ftl)-topology on COO (X, y)
is the coarsest topology on COO (X, Y) which is finer than
the ~topology and makes the above equivalence relation
to an open one.
An equivalent description of the (Ftl)-topology is the
following: take all equivalence classes, induce the
~topology on them and take their disjoint union.
Or: Declare all equivalence classes to be open and add
them to the open sets of the ~-topology.
It is clear how the different bases and neighbourhood
bases of the ~topology described in 4.7 give bases and
neighbourhood bases of the (~)-topology: intersect all
basic open sets with equivalence classes; intersect each
basic neighbourhood of f with !g: g ""fl.
The (F.D)-topology was called ~oo-topology in MICHOR
(1978), where it was introduced.
4.10

Remarks:
1. The (F.il)-topology has the same converging sequences
and continuous curves as the !iJ- and the wOCD-topology,
since 4.7.7 and 4.4.3, 4.7.8, 4.4.4 remain valid.
2. In the notation of 4.8 rc(E) is open in r(E) for
the (Ftl)-topology. So r(E), the space of all sections of
a vector bundle, equipped with the Ftl-topology, is a
4.11
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local topological affine space ~ith model topological
vector space (r c (E) ,~): For any s E l(E) the set
s + r c (E) is an open neighbourhood of s and an affine
subspace ~hich is isomorphic to rc(E). We ~ill see later
on that this is enough structure to get calculus on r(E).
3. (Coo (x, y), (~» is no longer a Baire space, since
r (E) is no Baire space, if X is not compact: Let (K )
c
on
be a sequence of compacts in X ~i th Ko = ¢, Kn ~ Kn+1 '
U Kn=X. Then each r K (E) = \s Er(E), supp s~K} is

n

no~here

n

dense in 1 (E), but r (E) =U lK (E).

c

c

n

n

We ~ill see later that (COO (X, y), (~» is locally
homomorphic to spaces of type r c(E), so COO (X, y) is no
Baire space either, but ~e may conclude that (Coo (X,Y),
(~»
is paracompact and normal. This is an open problem
for WO OO and ~.
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5 Open subsets

Let X,Y be manifolds with corners, if not explicitly
stated otherwise.
5.1

Proposition:

1. The set of immersioll!3 ImmreX,Y) is W0 1 -open in
CreX,Y) for each r;;:: 1. (Therefore open in each finer

topology too).
2. The set of all submersions Subr(X,Y) ~ W0 1-open
in Cr(X,Y) for each r;;:: 1.
Proof: f: X ~ Y is an immersion (a submersion) iff j 1f( x)
has maximal rank in J~,f(X)(X,y). The set of all 1-jets
of maximal rank in J 1 (X,Y) is an open subset, even an
open sub fibre bundle S~(X,Y), so Imm(X,Y) (resp.
SUb(X,Y»= IfECr(X,Y): j1 f (X) S;;S~(X,Y)t is a basic W0 1
open set.

q.e.d.

5.2 Defini tion: A continuous mapping f: X ~ Y is called
proper, if f- 1 (K) is compact for each compact K!; Y.
Proposition: The set C~rop(X,y) of all proper Or-mapPings
is WOo open and closed in CreX,Y), r;;::O. Or op(X,Y) is
-pr
-not empty if dim Y;;:: 1. For the proof we need a sublemma.
SUblemma: Let X be a manifold with corners. Then there is
a complete metric on X generating the topology, such that
each bounded subset is relatively compact.
~ of the sublemma: As in the lemma in 2.7 let a be
the local flow of a strictly inner vector field S on X,
such that a € is everywhere defined for some e> 0, then
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fle:: X ~ X\?) 1X embeds X as a submanifold with corners of

the manifold without boundary X\?)i x. Choose a complete
Riemannion metric on X\b 1X (these form a Cam-dense
subset of the set of all Riemannion metrics, see MORROW
(1970». Geodesic distance has the stated property on
X\?)1 X• Since the image of fl is closed in X\b 1X, the
e
pull bank of the geodesic distance via flC has the stated
properties on X.
q.e.d.
Proof of the proposition: Let d,d be complete metrics on
X,Y resp. such that each bounded subset is relatively
compact. Choose any constant E: > 0. For f E COO (X,Y)
consider N(f,c,O) = {gE Cr(X,Y): d(f(x),g(x» <e for all
x E Xl.
Claim: If f is proper, then any g E N(f,e,O) is proper too.
If Ks;;;Y is compact, then L= !yEY: d(y,K) $E:} is
compact too, so f- 1 (L) is compact in X. If x~f-1(L) then
g(x) f K since f(x) f L and d(g(x) ,f(x» < e.
So g-1(K)s;;f- 1 (L), so g-1(K) is compact.
Claim: If f is not proper, then no g E N(f,e,O) is proper.
---;;here is !:t compact K s;; Y such that f- 1 (K) is not
compact. Define L = 1Y E Y: d(y,K) sel, then L is compaot.
I f xEf- 1 lK), then f(x) EK, so g(x) EL, so xEg- 1 (L).
Therefore g-1 (L) ;;1 f- 1 (K), so g-1 (L) contains a closed
but not compact set, so g-1(L) is not compact either.
To prove the last claim of the proposition, let
x 0 E X be fixed, l",t f(x) = d(x,x 0 )2. If d is as constructed
00
in the sublemma, then f is C function on X. Furthermore
f- 1 ([_n,n]) is compact in X (d-bounded and closed). Now
take any embedding c: IR ~ Y and consider co f E COO eX, y) •
This mapping is proper.
q.e.d.
See MATHER (1969) and HIRSCH (1976) for alternative
proofs of parts of the proposition.
5.3 Proposition: The set EreX,Y) of all embeddings is
WO i -open in CreX,Y), r;;::i.
The set of injective immersions is not open.
Proof: Consider first U open and convex in a quadrant
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Q in IR n , let Q' be a quadrant in IR m, let f: U~Q' be a
ai-embedding. By Taylor's theorem we have for x,x+y E U:
f (x+y) - f (x) = df (x) • y + / 1 ( 1 -t )( df (x+ty) - df (x) ) • Y d t •

o

n

m

Put U(l) =infl/l(y)/: Iyl =1} for lEL(1R ,IR ), then
U: L(lRn.lRm)~IR+ is a continuous function and U(l»O iff
1 is injective. Then we get (1):
I f(x+y) - f(x) I ;::: U(df(x».1 yl - /1 (1-t )11 df(x+ty )-dflx)1I1 y\ dt.

o

Let e(x) =U(df(x»/4, then e: U~IR+ is continuous, e(x) >0.
ahoose 5:U -71R continuous, 5(x) > 0, 5(x) < t(x) such that
Izl <Ii(x) implies I\df(x+z) -df(x)1\ <e(x). Then we have:
1y/ < 6(x), x,x+y E U imply
I f(x+y) - f(x) I> 4e(x) ·Iyl - e(x) I yl ::: 3e(x) I yl. Now
e 1 : U -71R, e 1 (x) > 0 be a continuous function such that the
following holds: if g: U~ Q' is a a1 -function and
IIdg(x) - df(x)1\ < e 1 (x) for all x E U, then
I U(dg(x» - U(df(x» I < e(x). Let W ~ U be open, convex and
such that W is compact s;; U. For x E U let
e 2 (x)=inf!\f(x)-f(z)l: zEW\\x+y: Iyl <6(x)1\>0. This
is a continuous function since f(W\\x+y: Iy\ <5(x)1)is
compact. Let e 3 (x)<e 1 (x), e 3 : U~IR continuous, e3(x»0,
such that e 3 (x) < i~1 e(x+y): I y! ::; Ii(x)}.
Claim: Let g E a1 (U t Ql) be such that the following hold:
e 2 (x)
! g(x) - f(x) I <-4- for all x E U.
e (x)
IIdg(x) - df(x)11 < ~
for all x E U. Then gl W is an
embedding.
Proof: U(dg(x) ;:::U(df(x» -IU(df(x» -U(dg(x»1 >
> 4e(x) - e(x) > 0, so g is an immerion on U.
Now let x,x+yEW, yFO. I f \y! <o(x), then estimate
(1) for g shows:
/g(x+y) -g(x)1 ;:::U(dg(x)lyl _/1(1-t)l/dg(x+ty) -dg(x)l\lyldt.

o

But I\dg(x+ty) -dg(x)1I ::;lldg(x+ty) -df(x+ty)1I +
+ II df(x+t;y) - df(x)11 + II df(x) - dg(x)ll ::;
e (x+ty)
e (x)
::; 3 2
+c(x) +~::;2eCx).
Therefore \g(x+y) -g(x)1 ;:::U(dg(x»\y\-2c(x).lyl >
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> (3c(x) - 2c(x» \ y\ > O.
I f on the other hand I y\ 2: &(x), then we have:
\ g(x+y) - g(x) I 2: I f(x+y) - f(x) I - \ f(x+y) - g(x+:y) \ c 2 (x) + C 2 (x+y) E: 2 (x+y) E:2(X)
- If(x) -g(x)l2:
2
4
4
=
E: 2 (x) +c 2 (x+y)
4
> O.
So g is injective. Since W is compact, glW is am
embedding, so glW is it too.
We have proven the claim.
Now we look at the general situation again: X,Y are
manifolds with corners, f: X ~ Y is an embedding (C r ). Let
d,d 1 be metrics on Y, J1 (X,Y) resp. which are compatible
with the topologies. Using the first part of the proof
we may find the following data: a locally finite open
relatively compact cover (U ) of X, compacts K in U
o
a
a
a
such that (Ka ) is still an open cover, continuous
_
positive functions E: , & , defined cover U , such that the
a
a
0:
following holds: if g E C1 (X, Y) and d(g(x) ,f(x» < c (x),
d 1 (j1 g (x),j1 f (x»<& (x) for all xEU, then g\U i~ an
0:
a
a
embedding.
By a partition of unity argument we find continuous
positive functions e,& on X such that e(x) <e (x) if
a
x E U , &(x) < & (x) if x E U •
a
a
0:
Since f is an embedding, there are disjoint open sets
A , B I;Y with f(K ) r;;.A and f(X\U) r;;.Bo:'
a
a
a
10:
a
Now let ~ be the WO -open neighbourhood of f, given
by ~ = \gE C1 (X,Y): d(g(x),f(x» <e(x), d 1 (j1 f (x),j1 g (x» <
< &(x), g(K ) r;;;A , g(X\U ) r;;;B for all x EX, for all a\.
a
0:
a
a
Claim: Each g E ~ is an embedding. By construction g I U
a
is an embedding, so g is an immersion.
If x, y in X, x E K , X:f y, then we have: y E U implie s
0:
a
g(x):fg(y) since glU is an embedding.
a
yEX\U, then g(y) Eg(X\U) r;;;B , g(x) Eg(K ) r;;;A , so
((.
a
a
a
a
g(x) :fg(y). Therefore g is injective.
We have to show finally: g: X ~ g (X) is a homEiomorphism. It suffices to show if (x n ) is a sequence in X
such that g(x n ) ~ g(x), then xn ~ x.
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x is contained in some K , so g(x) E A which is open.
a
a
So all but finitely many g(x ) E A , only f'ini tely many
n
a.
g(x ) f B , therefore only f'initely many xn are not in
n
a
U • Since g\ U is a homeomorphism onto its image, x ~ x.

a

a

n

5.4 Corollary: The set Er
(X,Y) of all closed
1
pro~
embeddings is WO open in Cr(X, Y), r;::; 1 .
Proof: E~rop(X,y) =Er(X,Y) nC~rop(X,y).

5.5 Let us denote the set of all surjective Cr-submersions of X onto Y by Qr(X, Y), r;::; 1. If dim X < dim Y,
then C{(X,Y) =.0, if dim X=dim Y, then Qr(X,y) is the
set of all covering mappings.
Example: Let X==Y=[O,1]. Let f t : [O,1]~[O,1] be given
by ft(x) =t.x. Then ft~Id[O,1J for t~1 in (COO (X,Y),~),
but no f t is surjective i f t f 1. So Qr(X, Y) is not open.
Lemma: Let X,Y be manifolds without boundary, let
f: X~Y be a surjective Cr-submersion, r;::;1. Then there
exists a 1;10 0 _ open neighbourhood of f in COO (X, Y), consisting entirely of surjective mappings.
Proof: Let f: X ~ Y be a surjective submersion. Using
the theorem of implicit functions. We can construct the
following data:
(1) (Uh,ui ), a locally finite atlas of X, such that
u i (Ui ) ;;2 D , the closed unit ball in IRn, for each i
(n == dim X), and (Ui ) in still locally finite.
(2) (Vi,vi ) an atlas of Y such that Vi (Vi) ;< Dm
(m=dim Y) and (vi - 1 (Dm» is still a cover of Y.
(3) f(Ui ) ~Vi for each i, and there is an m-dimensional
linear subspace L ~ IR n , and a linear isomorphism 1: IR m ~ L
suchl(vi(Vi»~ui(Ui) and loVi ofoui - 1 : ui(Ui)~!Rn~L
coincides with the restriction of the orthogonal projection
onto L.
Now for any i choose Bi' a closed ball of center 0 and
radius > 1 in!Rm such that Dm £:; Bi 0 ~ Bi s; Vi (Vi)'
Then choose Ci > 0 in such a way, that for any z E Dm,
x E bBi and y E IR m with ! x'''J I < Ei the following holds:
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the ray from z through y meets bBi in a point u with
Ix-ul <1 <diam B~.•

Now let Ws; CO(X, Y) be the following WOo-open neighbourhood of_ f: W= ! g E CO(X, Y): Ivig(x) - vi f(x) I < £i
for all x E Ui , for all i1.
Claim: Each g E W is surjective. It suffices to show
g(Ui ) ~vi -1 (nm)
that Vi g(Ui ) ;;l nm for then
and the v i - 1 (nm) still cover Y.
By condition (:3) we have vi 0 f 0 ui -1 0 1 =Idv- . (V. ) •
0

-1

m

~

~

Let hi =V. 0 go u.
0 1: vi(V
g E W we
i ) ~1R • For any
~
~
1
1
have Ihi(x) -xl = IVi 0 g(ui - l(x» -Vi 0 f(u i - l(x»1 <£i'
Suppose that hi (Bi ) ~ nm. Then there is some z E D~hi (Bi ).
Define H: Bi ~ bBi as follows: for x E Bi let H(x) be the
intersection with bBi of the ray from z through hi(x).
H is continuous since z ~ hi (Bi ). By choice of £i and
Ihi(x) -xl <C i we have H(x) f:-X for all x E Bi • Therefore
HI bBi : bBi ~ bBi is homotopic to the identity (a homotopy connecting HI bBi and Id bB moves H(x) along the
shorter great circle to x). A ~e11known theorem of
algebraic topology (equivalent to Brouwer's fixed point
theorem) says that no continuous mapping Sm-1 ~ Sm-1
which extends to a continuous mapping nm ~ Sm-1 can be
homotopic to the identity. This contradiction shows that
nms;hi(Bi ) for all i and proves the lemma.
q.e.d.
5.6 Corollary: Let X,Y be manifolds without boundary.
Then the set Qr(X,Y) of all surjective submersions
x~ Y (r~ 1) is W0 1 open in Cr(X, y).
Proof: Use 5.5 and 5.1.
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5.7 Corollary: Let X
Then the set Diffr(X)
onto X is WO 1 open in

be a manifold without boundary.
of all Cr-diffeomorphisms of X
Cr (X ,X), r:2: 1 •

5.8 Lemma: Let X,Y be CO-manifolds without boundary,
let f: X-+ Y b;-a hom~morphism. Then there is a WOo open
neighbourhood of f in CO(X,y) consisting entirely of
surjective mappings.
Proof: If f = IdX' then one may carryover the proof of
lemma 5.5: in this case one only needs the cover (2), so
there is no need for the implicit function theorem.
Now if ~ !:; CO(X,X) is an open neighbourhood of IdX
consisting entirely of surjective mappings, and if
f: X-+Y is a homeomorphism, then by 4.5.3 f*: CO(X,X)..;.
-+ Co(X,Y) is WOO-continuous with WOO-continuous inverse
(f- 1 )1P so f*(m)=jfog: gE!1l} is a WOo open neighbourhood of f consisting entirely of surjective mappings.
Cl·e.d.
5.9 Definition: Let X,Y be manifolds with corners again.
Denote by C~(X,y) the set of all lIborder faithful" mappings
in Cr(X,Y), i.e. C~(X,Y)= lfECr(X,y): f«() X)!:;() Yr. Since
() X and () Yare closed, C~(X,Y) is closed in the WO o _
topology.
The double of a manifold with corners: Let X be a
manifold with corners. DX, the double of X, is the
identification space obtained from (X x 0) u (X x 1) by
identifying (x,O) with (x,O) if x E ()X. DX is a CO-manifold (since any Cluadrant is homeomorphism to a half space).
If X has smooth boundary, then there is a COO-structure
on DX inducing the given ones on the two copies of X in
DX, and this structure is uniClue (up to diffeomorphisms):
uniClueness of gluing, see e.g. HIRSCH (1976), p. 184.
Let X,Y be manifolds with corners, then we have a
mapping D: C~(X,Y)-+Co(DX,DY), defined by Df=(fxO) U
U (fx 1)/
It is clear that D: C~(X,y) -+ CO(DX,DY) is a topological
embedding for the WOO-topology. D has values in C~(DX,DY),
5.10

N.
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i.e. the set of all f in CO(DX,DY) mapping the submanifold b X of DX into b Y.
There are two continuous projections C~(DX,DY) -+ C~(X, Y),
which are left inverse to D, given by g-+p 0 go i o '
po go i 1 , where p: DX-+X is induced by p(x,O) ::::x,
p{x,1) =x, and io: X-tDX, i 1 : X-tDX are given by io(X)::::
:::: (x,O), i1 (x) = (x, 1). Since io ,i 1 are closed embeddings,
these projections are continuous (cf. § 7).
5.11 If X is a manifold with corners and f: X -+ X is a
diffeomorphism, then automatically f( b X) !; b X. so
Diffr(X) !; C~(X, Y), r;::: 1.
Proposition: Let X be a manifold with corners, then
Diffr(X) is W0 1 open in C~(X,X), r;::: 1.
Proof: If f E Diffr(X)!; C~(X,X), then Df: DX-t DX is a
homeomorphism. By 5.8 there is a WOo open neighbourhood
!8 !; CO(DX,DX) consisting entirely of surjective mappings.
Then n- 1 (!8) is a WOo open neighbourhood of f in C~(X,X)
consisting entirely of surjective mappings. But then
D- 1 (!8) n Er(X,y) (cf. 5.3) is a W0 1 open neighbourhood of
f in C~(X,X), consisting entirely of diffeomorphisms.
q.e.d.
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6 Transversality and dense subsets

This section lies somewhat outside the main line of
development of this book. We include it since we have at
hand all the necessary hackground on manifolds with corners
and topologies on spaces of mappings. We prove the
transversali ty theorem for manifolds with corners, in a
formulation slightly more general than the usual one,
thus solving two problems stated in HIRSCH (1976). See
GIBSON (1979), BOLUBITZKY-GUILLEMIN (1973) and HIRSCH
(1976) for proofs in the setting of manifolds without
boundary.
6.1 Definition: Let Xi ,X 2 ,Y be manifolds with corners,
let f i : Xi -7 Y be smooth mappings, i::: 1 ,2.
We say that f1 and f2 are transversal at y E Y if
1m TX1 f1 + 1m TX2 f 2 ;;:: TyY whenever f1 (xi) :: f 2 (x 2 ) =y. In
symbols: f1 ~f2 at y. f1 ,f2 are said to be transversal,
f1 $,f2 • :l..f they are transversal everywhere. Fina.lly we
say that f1 and f2 are transversal over A X B (where A \; Xi '
Bs;X2 are subsets) if T f1 (T Xi) +T f 2 (T X2 );;::
xi
xi
x2
x2
;;:: Tf1 (x i )Y for all xi E A, x 2 E B such that f1 (x 1 ) =f 2 (x 2 )·
6.2 If f: X-7 Y is a submersion between manifolds without
boundary, then f- 1 (point) is a submanifold of X, whose
codimens:l..on equals the dimension of Y if it is not empty.
If furthermore Z is a submanifold without boundary of Y,
and f;.RZ (i. e. f ~i, where i: Z -7 Y is the embedding),
then f- 1 (Z) is a submanifold of X, whose codimension
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e~uals

the codimension of Z if it is not empty_ Finally
let f i : Xi -+ Y (i = 1,2) be smooth mappings between manifolds without boundary_ If f1~f2 then the topological
pullback x 1 x (Y,f1 ,f2 )x2
= f 2 (x2 )\,

= t<x1 ,x2 ) E Ii

xx 2 : f1 (x 1 )

=

Y,
is a submanifold of X1 x X2 •
For X1 x (Y,f 1 ,f 2 )x 2 = (f1 x f 2 )-1

(~) where f1 xf2:

X1 x X2 -+ Y x Y and where D. is the diagonal of Y x Y, and we
have (f 1 x f 2 ) J.R t-. iff f 1 ,.1il..f2 •
All those results break down if we consider manifolds
with corners.
Example: Let f: IRn-+1R be a smooth mapping such that f- 1 (0)
is very bad, a Cantor-like set in IRn, say (any closed
subset of IR n is of the form f- 1 (O) for suitable smooth f
by a partition of un1 ty argument). Consider g: IR n x IR+ -+ IR,
g(x,t) = f(x)+t. Then g is a submersion, but g-1 (0) has
intersection f- 1 (0 ) with IR n x 101 = b (IR n x IR+) •
The following lemma will serve as a substitute for
results as above.
6.3 Lemma: Let X,Y,Z be manifolds with corners, Z ~
submanifold with corners of Y. ~ f: x-+ Y be a smooth
mapping and suppose that f~Z. Let X be a manifold without boqndary of the same dimension as X containing X ~
a submanifold with corners (2.7).
Then f- 1 (Z), as a subset of
is covered by at Nmost
--oountably man.y submanifolds without boundary Vj of X of
the same codimension as Z, such that for any x E f- 1 (Z)
we have Txf. TXV j ~Tf(X)Z whenever XEV j _

X,

:Proof: Let xEX with f(x) EZ s;;Y. Let (U,u,Q) be a chart
for Y centered at f(x) E Y and making Z to a submanifold
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with corners, Le. u(Un Z):;:: u(U) n QI, where Q' is a
quadrant in IRk!:; IR m, QI !:; Q. He·re m:;:: dim Y, k == dim Z.
Consider the mapping h == pr2 u f: f- 1 (U) !;; X ~ U~ u(U)s;;
s;; Q!:; IRm:;:: IRk x IR m- k ~ IR m- k • This mapping is defined on an
0

0

open neighbourhood of x in X. Enlarge h to an open neighbourhood of x in
using the Whitney extension theorem
(2.2). h is a submersion at x since f)RZ, so it is a
rv
submersion in an open neighbourhood W of x in X. Clearly
f- 1 (z) n W!:; h -1 (0) n W•. Put h -1 (0) n W:;:: : Vx' one of the

X,

submanifolds referred to in the lemma. Clearly countably
many of these Vx suffice to cover f- 1 (Z).
q.e.d.
This lemma is weak but it suffices to prove the
following:
6.4 Lemma: Let X,Y,Z,W be manifolds with corners, 1ii
f: Z~Y be a smooth mapping. Let cp: W~Coo (X,Y) be a
mapping. Consider t: WxX~Y, given by ~(w,x) =cp(w)(x),
and assume that I is smooth.
If ilI,ID,f then the set lw E W: cp(w) Atl is dense in W
(in fact: its complement in W has Lebesgue measure 0).
Proof: Consider ~xf: WxXxZ~YxY. Since t~t, txf is
transversal to the diagonal 6 of Y x Y.
Let
be manifolds without boundary containing
W,X,Z as equal dimensional sUbmanifolds with boundary,
respectively, using 2.7. By lemma 6.3 there are countably
many submanifolds V.:; of "if x Xx
without boundary whose
1
'" '" '"
union contains (txf)- (6) !:;WxXxZ !:;WxXxZ, having the
same codimension as 6, such that

w,x,Z

r

.L

T(w,x,z)(if>xf).T(w x z)Vi !:;T CHw ,x),f(z»6 for
(w,x,z) EV. n (lxd-{C6).
~
""
Denote by 'fT.: V.:; ~ W the restriction of the projection
rv
rw
1.
......
pr1 : 'iii x X x Z ~ 'iii, for all 1.
'"
Claim: If wE W is a regular value (in W) for all 'fTi then
cp (w ) ;t\ f. If this claim is true then we are done, since
we can use SardIs theorem (for manifolds without boundary):
The complement of the set of regular values of 'fTi in
has

W
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Lebesgue measure 0, so this is true in W too. The complement of the set of all w E W which are regular values of
each n.~ is a countable union of sets of Lebesgue measure
o then, so is itself of Lebesgue measure O.
Thus let wE W be regular for all n i • If dim Vi = :k
(for all i) <dim W, then w ~ TTi (Vi) for all i, so
cp(w)(x) n feZ) =¢, so cp(w)~f.
Suppose that k2:dim W. Let yEY. I f y~cp(w)(X)nf(Z),
then cp(w)~f at y. So let yEcp(w)(X) nf(Z), choose
XE(cp(w»-1(y), zEf- 1 (Z), so xEX, zEZ. Then (w,x,z)EVi
for some i and n. is submersive at (w,x,z) since w is a
~
regular value of TT .• SO
~

r.-

T(w , x , z)TTi·(T( W,X,z )V.)
=TNW W::::::T ~W. Therefore we have:
~
T( w, x ,z )WXXxZ::::::T( w,x,z )Wx:it'xZ:=T( W,X,z )Vi+
+ T(w,x,z)( {wI xXx lzl) +T(w,x,z)( !(w,x)\ x~):=
: : : T(w,x,z)V i +T(w,x,z)(Jwl xXx \z\) +T(w,x,z)(I(w,x)1 xZ).
Now apply T(

w~x,z

) (\I> x f) to this equation:

T(w,x,z)(\I> Xf)(T(w,x,z)(WxXxZ»

=

: : : T(w,x,z)( f x f)(T(w,x,z)V i ) +
+ T(w,x,z)(\I>xf)(T(w,x,z)(lw\ xXx Izl»

+

+ T(w,x,z)(\I>xf)(T(w,x,z)(!(w,x)\ xZ» !;T(y,y)lI+
+ (Txcp(w).TxX)xO+Ox(Tzf.TzZ) by the choice of Vi'
By hypothesis (\I> X f) ~ l\, so
T(y, y) (Y x Y) = T (y, y) l\ + T (w, x, z ) ( \I>

X

f) (T (w ,x, z) WX X x Z)

and so T(y,y)(YxY) ::::::T(;T,y)lI+(TxCP(w).TxX)x O +
+ Ox(Tzf.TzZ) :::;:T(y,y)~+T(x,z)(CP(w) xf).T(x,z)(Xx Z ).
But this means (cp(w) xf)(.I;L\ at (y,y) and in turn
cp(w);h\f at y.
q.e.d.

6.5 Lemma: Let X,Y,Z be manifolds with corners, let
f: Z..,)o Y be a proper snooth mapping. Then the set
!g E COO (X,Y): gfillf\ is W0 1 open in COO (lC,Y).
Proof: Let g E COO (X, Y), g ~f. Let (Ai) be a countable
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locally ~inite compact cover o~ Y such that the £amily
o~ open interiours (A. o ) is still a cover. Put
~
Bi : =~-1 (A. ). Then each B. is compact since f is proper
~
~
(in ~act: (B.) is a locally finite cover, but we will not
J.
need this). The family (g-1(Ai O » is an open cover o~ X.
Let (C ) be a locally ~inite compact re£inement o£ the
oover (g-1(A. O
let i(~) denote the re~inement mapping,
J.
0
so g( C~ ) r;;, A.~ ( ~ ) •
Now let x E C , z E B. ( ). Then the following assertion
0.
~ ~
holds:
Either g(x) :j:f(z), or g(x) =f(z) and the linear
mapping Tx g + Tz ~: Tx X x Tz Z -+ Tgx
( )Y has rank equal to dim Y.
This statement remains true for all x' E Ux n C ,
Z'EVz and g'EN(C~,1,l:xz )={hECO)(X,Y): d1(j1~(x')'
j 1g(x' » < I:
~or all x' E C0. }, where Ux is an open neighxz
bourhood o~ x in X, V is an open neighbourhood o£ z in
Z, d 1 is a oompatibleZmetric on J1(X,y) and I:x,z is a
constant > 0. This follows since the rank o£ a matrix is
an upper semieontinuous function of the matrix.
Cover the compact set C~ by finitely many Ux ' say
U "",Ux ' cover the compact set Bi ( ) by V , ••• ,Vz

»,

x1
n
and put c = mini I:

z1

0.

m

\•

Xi,Zj
Let N(Co.,1 ,Co.) = {hE COO (X,Y): d 1 (j1 h (x),j1 g (x» <c~
for all :x E C \. If g' E N( C ,1, I: ) then g' ~ ~ over
~
~
~
Co. x Bi (0.) by construction.
Now let c: X-+ JO,oo [ be a continuous positive ~u.nction
such that c(x) < I:~ ~or :x E Co. ~or all ~. Such a ~unction
e:x:ists since (0 ) is locally finite. Put
!l3 = {hE cO) (X,Y)~ d 1 (j1 h (x),j1 g (x» <e(x) ~or all xl n
n {hECCD(X,Y): h(C )r;;,A~( ) ~or all ~\. Then!l3 is W01
~
J. ~
open and g E!l3. We claim that any g' E!B is transversal to
:f. Let g' E!B and take x E X. Then x E 0 for some ~.
~

~

0

I~ Z ~ Bi(a.) then ~(z) ~ Ai(~) but g' (x) E Ai{o.)' so
g'(x)f=~(z), I£ zEBi(~) then g'~~ over (:x,z) since
g' ~~ over O~XBi(~) (~or g' E N(0~,1 ,eo.) ~or all ~). So
g' ~~ over {:xl xZ. Since :x was arbitrary, g' ~~.
q.e.d.
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6.6 Lemma: ~ X,Y,Z be manifolds with corners, let
f: Z ~ Y be a smooth mapping. The set \g E Cm (X, Y) :
gfR,f 2.Y:2E AxBI is W0 1 open in Cm (X,Y) if' A!;;X and
B !;; Z are compaot sets.
Proof: This is contained in the proof' of' the lemma 6.5
above: Put A = C , B = B. ( ) and construct N( C ,1, e: ) as
a
~ a
1 CJ.
CJ.
in the foregoing proof, then this is a WO open neighbourhood of g consisting entirely of mappings transversal
to f' over AxB. It is even C01 open.
q.e.d.

6.7 Corollary: Let X,Y,Z be manifolds with corners, let
f: Z ~ Jk(X, Y) be a proper smooth mapping. Then the set
\g E Cm (X,Y): jkg/,Rf\ is Wok+1 open in COO (X,Y).
Proof: jk: COO (X, Y) ~ Cm (X,JkeX, Y» is continuous from
the wek+1 to the we 1 topology by 7.1 below. But then
\g E COO (X, Y): jkg~ fl = (jk)-1 ( \h E COO (X,JkeX, Y»: h,[\f})
is wek+1 open by 6.5.
q.e.d.
6.8 Theorem (Thom's transversality theorem):
Let X,Y,Z be manifolds with corners with f: Z~~(X,Y) a
~oth mapping. Then the set \g E COO (X, Y): jkg~ fl is aresidual subset of Cm (X, Y) for the WO OO and the
~top?logy. Hence it is dense.
Proof: We have to show that the set \g E COO (X, Y): jkg~f'l
can be represented as a countable intersection of open
dense SUbsets. For that end choose the f'ollowing data:
1. A countable cover (Ai) of X by compact sets, each
Ai contained in Ui , where (Ui,ui,Qi) is an atlas for X.
2. A countable cover (B.) of' Y by compact sets, each
Bj contained in Vj , where tVj,Vj,Qj') is an atlas for Y.
3. A countable cover (C ) of Z by compact subsets.
n
00
It suffices to show that each subset {g E C (X, Y):
jkg~f over (A.~ ng- 1 (B j »XC n I is open and dense in the
two topologies considered, for their intersection is
just {g: jkgfll,fl.
So fix one of these sets and forget the indices. For
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g E COO (x, Y) we have jkg~f over (A n g-1 (B» x C iff
jkg J1\f over Ax(Cn(wo f)-1{B»; here w: .rk(X,Y)-+Y is
the target projection, and the equivalence holds since:
xEAng- 1 (B), zEC with jkg(x)=f(z) iff xEA, zECn
n (w 0 f)-1 (B) with jkg(x) =f(z}. Bu.t then {g: jkglBtf over
(Ang- 1 (B»xCl =lg: jkgj1\f over Ax(Cn (wo f)-1(B»}=
= (jk)-1( {hE COO (X,.rk(X,Y»: hlBtf ove'"
Ax(Cn (wo f)-1(B»\) is WOk +1 open by lemma 6.6 and
continui ty of jk. So this set is WOOO - and $-open.
Thu.s it remains to prove density. Let hE COO (X, Y). We
will show that we can approximate h by functions in
{g: jkg~f over (A n g-1 (B» x C\.
Pu.t D = A n h -1 (B), a compact set in the open chart
neighbourhood U. Pu.t U' =h- 1 (V) n u, an open neighbourhood of D in U. Let A: u.(U') -+R+ be a non-negative smooth
function with compact su.pport in u.( U') su.ch that A = 1 on
an open neighbourhood u(un) of u(D).
Consider the mapping h' =v. h. u- 1 1u.(U'): u.(U')-+v(V).
Consider the space Rmxpk(n,m) (n=dim X, m=dim Y) of all
polynomial mappings IRn-+R m of degree ~k, and let E(Q,Q')
be the subset consisting of all 0 E Rm x pk( n,m) with
o(Q) ~ Q'. We claim that E(Q,Q') is a quadrant. This is
seen as follows. Choose a basis for IR n su.ch that Q has
the fOrmlRn-Ix(IR+)l (l=index of Q) in coordinates with
respect to this basis. Likewise for Rm and Q'. If
0: IRn-+lR m is a polynomial mapping then o( Q) ~ Q' iff each
monomial of each coordinate function of 0 with its
coefficient maps Q into Q', so 0 E E ( Q, Q') if certain of
its coefficients are non-negative. For o( Q) ~ Q' iff oertain
of its ooordinate polynomials are non-negative on Q, and
a polynomial on IR n is non-negative on Q iff each of its
monomials (with coefficient) is non-negative on Q. Now
let V' be an open set in Rm such that v(V) = V' n Q'. Consider the set W' consisting of all 0 in Rmxpk(n,m) with
(h' + AO)(SUPP A) I:; V' • Then W' is an open neighbourhood of
o in Rm x pk(n,m) (in the CO-topology, but this coincides
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with the usual topology). Put W=W' nE(Q,Q'), an open
subset of a quadrant, so a manifold with corners. Note
that OEW.
Now define the mapping t: Wx X -+ Y by t( o,x) =
= v- 1 0 (h' +AO)(U(X» for ::x: E U', t(o,::x:) =h(::x:) otherwise.
Then t is a smooth mapping. Write I for the mapping
o
.
x -+ I (0 ,x), 0 E W. By construction the mapping (0 ,::x:) -+
-+ jk(lo)(::X:)' WxX-+~(X,Y), has the property that its
restriction 'i' to Wx U" is a submersion. So clearly
1~f and by lemma 6.4 the set {o E W: i fElfl = {o E W:
jk( to);g, f over UU x Z \ is dense in W, h~nce it contains a
sequence on converging to 0 in W. But then the sequence
gn: =
converges to h in WO OO and ~ since gn equals h
off thencompact set u- 1 (supp A) and gn converges to h
"uniformly in all derivatives" on this compact set

'0

(4.4.3, 4.7.7).

By construction we have jkg ~f over U" x C. But we
k
1
n
need j gn~f over (An gn- (B» xC.
Claim: There is an N such that An gn-1 (B) ~ un for all
n~N.

If this claim is true then we are done, since all gn'

n~N, are in the set {g: jkg~f over (An g-1(B» xC! and
the gn approximate h. So this set is dense.
Now we prove the claim: we have h- 1 (B) n A ~ U" by
construction. This is in turn equivalent to:
A\(hl A)-1 (B) ;2 A\U", and to (h! A)-1 (y\B) ;;!1 A\U"; thus we
have y\B;2 (h!A)(h!A)-1(Y\B);2 (h!A)(A\U").
Now A\U" is compact and Y\B is open, gn -+ h in thE"
CO-topology too, so there is some N with gn (A\ lJ11) s;; Y\B
for all n ~ N. But then we have
A\U" s;; (gn! A)-1 gn(A\lJ1') s;; (gn l A)-1 (y\B) which is in turn
equivalent to A\(gn! A)-1 (B) ;2 A\U", and to gn-1 (B) n As;; U"
for n~N, what we wanted.
q.e.d.
6.9 Corollary: (Elementary transversality theorem).
Let X,Y,Z be manifolds with corners with f: Z-+Y ~
smooth mapping. Then the set \g E COO (X, Y): g~fl is a
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residual subset of cO) eX, Y) in the WOO) - and the
~-topology. If f is proper, then this set is W0 1-open
~.

Proof: We have JO(X, Y) =X x Y and jOg: X -+ JOCX, Y) equals
the graph-mapping r : X -+ X x Y, x -+ (x,g(x) ). I t is easily
g
checked that for g E cO) (X, y) we have gAf iff
~(IdXxf), i.e. jOg~(IdXxf), where IdXxf: XxZ-+XxY.
gO)O)
Therefore IgEC (X,Y): g~fl=\€sEC (X,Y):
jOg~(Idxxf)1 and the corollary follows from 6.8 and
6.5.
q.e.d.

r

6.10 The rest of this section is devoted to a generalization of transversality in jet spaces to transversality
in multi jet spaces and some applications.
Let X,Y be manifolds with corners. Define
s
. ) and X(s) = l( xi' ••. ,xs ) EX.
s.
X =XxXx ••• xX ( s tJ.mes
Xi =1= Xj for i =1= j I, an open submanifold of Xs. Let
a.: Jk(X,y) -+X be the source projection, let
c:l: Jk(X, y)S -+ XS denote the s-fold product mapping. Then
(S)Jk(X,Y): = (a.s )-1 (X(s» is called the s-fold k-jet
bUndle. A multijet bundle is some s-fold k-jet bundle.
(s)Jk(X,Y) is a fibre bundle over Xes) xYs.
Now let f: X -+ Y be a smooth mapping. Define
(s)jkf : XCs) -+ (s)Jk(X,y) in the obvious way, Le.
(S)jkf (X i •••• ,x s ) = (If(X i ), •.• ,jkf(x s

»'

6.11 Lemma: Let X,Y,Z be manifolds with corners~ let
f: Z-+ (s)Jk(X,y) be a smooth mapping. Let A~X(s , B~Z
fe compact subsets. Then the set jg E cO) (X, Y):
s)jkgAf ~ AxBl is WOk +1 _open in cO) (X,Y).
Proof: Let gECO)(X,Y), (s)jkg(.!.\f over AxB. Let
x = (xi' •.• ,x s ) E A, z E B. Then the followir...g holds:
.
(s) j k g ( x ) 1.
E~ ther
r f (z) , or (s).k
J g (x) = (k
j g ( Xi ) , •.• ,
19(x »=(f1 (z), •.• ,f (z»)=f(z) and each linear mapping

i

S

k

T (j g) +T f i : T XxT Z-+Tf (z)J (X,Y) has rank equal
Xi
z
Xi
z
i
to dim Jk(X, Y) .
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This statement remains true for all
x'=(x 1 ', ••• ,x s ')E(U x ••• xU )nx(S)nA, z, EV, and

x1

x

z

g' E {hEC OO (X,y): dk +1 (jk+1 h (a),jk+1 g (a» <c
for all
N
x,z
a ~tl, wher! dkt1 is a compatible metric on
;tr. (X, y), A = 0 pri (A) £;; X is a compact set,
i=1
()
pri : X s -+ X being the i-th projection, and where
Ux , ••• ,U
are open neighbourhoods of %1""'x in X
1
Xs
s
respectively and Vz is an open neighbourhood of z in Z.
This follows from the upper semicontinui ty of the rank
of a matrix. Now cover the compact set A by finitely many
of these sets U x ••• xU, cover the compact set B by
x1

Xs

fini tely many of the Vz 's and let c be the minimum of all
the cx z corresponding to these covers. Put
!ll :; Ih ECOO (X, Y): d k + 1 (jk+1 g(x), jk+1 h(x» < c for all
xEA1, then for g' E!ll we have ~S)jkg'~f over AxB. q.e.d.
6.12 Theorem (Multijet transversality theorem).
Let X,Y,Z be smooth manifolds with corners with
f: Z-+ (s)Jk(X,y) a smooth mapping. Then the set
{gECOO(X,Y): (s)jkg~fl is a residual supset of COO (X,Y)
in the WO oo _ and the ~-topology. Hence it is dense.
Proof: Again we have to show that the set \g: (s)lg~fl
can be represented as a countable intersection of open
dense subsets. The method of proof is the same as in 6.8.
Choose the following data:
1. A countable cover of xes) by compact sets
(Ai 1 x ••• x Ais)iEW where each Aij is compact in X. Note
that Aij n Aik =¢ if 1 :::;;j <k:::;;s by the definition of X(s).
Suppose furthermore that each Aij is contained in some
open set Uij in X, where again Uij n Uik = ¢ for j f k, and
where (Uij,Uij,Qij) is an atlas for X.
2. A countable cover (Bi 1 x ••• x Bis\EN of yS by
compact sets, each Bij contained in some Vij where
(Vij,Vij,Qij) is an atlas for y.
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3. A countable cover

(e')'~1

of Z by compact subsets.
co
It suffices to show that each set \g E e (X, y):
(S)jkgf],f over «Ai1 n g- 1 (B j1 »X ••. x(Aisng-1(Bjs»xCnl
(for any i,j ,nE N) is open and. deuse in the two topologies, for their intersection is the set of all g such that
Cs) J.kg ~ f over U
( ( A. 1 n g -1 ( B' ) ) x ••• x
..
~
J1
-1
~~J,n
(s)
x «Aisng (Bjs)xCn=X
xZ.
So fix one of these sets and forget the first indices,
for convenience I s sake, so A: = A1 x ••• x A is compact in
X(s), B: == B&,x ••• x B is compact in y S , ~ is compact in Z.
For gEC (X,Y) w! have (s)jkg~f over (An (gs)-1(B»xC
iff (S)jkg~f over Ax (en (w s • f)-1(B»; here gS: XS~Ys
is the s-fold product mapping, wS : (s) Jk(X, Y) -+ .rk(X, Y) s -~ yS
is the s-fold target projection. This follows from the
argument used in the proof of 6.8. But then the set
\g: (s)jkg~f over (An (gs)-1 (B» xCl = \g: (S)jkgf.J!lf over
A x (C n (w s • f)-1 (B»)} is WOk +1 _open in CCO (X, Y) by
lemma 6.11.
So it remains to prove density. Let hE COO (X, Y). We
will show that we can approximate h by functions in
{g: (S)jkgfl!.f over (An(gS)-1(B»xCl. Now, for 1 :S;j:S;s,
put DL = Aj n h -1 (B j ), a compact set in Uj • Put
Uj ' = h 1 (V j ) n Uj , an open neighbourhood of Dj in Uj • Let
Aj: u j (Uj) -+ IR be a non-negative smooth funotion with
I.!ompact support in the set u/U j ' ~ which is open in Qj s;;;R n
(n =dim X), such that Aj = 1 on an open neighbourhood
Uj(Uj") of Uj(D j ) in uj(U j ').
_
Consider the mapping hj=vjo ho u j 1\uj (Uj '):
Uj

~

~q"

it? .

(Uj , ) -+ v j (V

Consider IR x pIt( n, m) (n = dim X. m = dim Y) of all
polynomial mappings Rn -+ Rm of degree :S; k and let E ( Qj ,Q j , )
be the subset of all cr E Rm x pk( n,m) such that cr (Q ) s;;; Qj , •
Then E(Q.,Q.')
J J
Wj ' be the set
(!j + Ajcr)(SUpp
IR with vj(V j )
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is a quadrant, by the argument in
m _k
of all cr E R x r(n,m) such that

~.8.

Let

Aj) s;;;V j ', where Vj ' is an open subset of
=V j ' n Qj '. Then Wj ' is an open neighboUT-

hood of a in IRmxr(n,m). Let Wj =W j ' nE(Qj,Qj'), a
submanifold with corners of IRmxpk(n,m) containing O. Put
W==W1 xW2 x .•. xWs_fnd define ~: WxX-+Y by
l(cr 1 , •• ·,cr s 'x) =v j
0
(hj+Ajoj)(nj(x» if XEU j ,
I(o,x)::::: ~(01"" ,Os,x) =h(x) otherwise. 1Jl is a smooth
mapping since the open sets U1 , ••• ,U j of X are pairwise
disjoint. Write to for the mapping X-+ Y, x-+ iJi(o,x) =
== H cr1 ' ••• ,cr s ,x) for a E W. By construction the mapping
(cr,x) -+ (S)jk( ~cr)(x) = (jk( t cr )(x 1 ), ... ,jk( tcr)(x s
Wxx(s)-+(s)Jk(X,Y), is smooth and has the property that

»'

N

•

its restriction ~ to WxUII=Wx(U1"x ••• xUs") is a submersion (on these sets all the Aj'S e~ual 1). So clearly
t ~ f and by lemma 6.4 again the set
!cr:::::(o1'''''o): 1Il\f\=\crEW: (S)jk(i} )~f over uttxZ}
S
cr
a
(n)
is dense in W, hence it contains a se~uence cr
=
n)
(n»
.
' ••• , cr
converg~ng to a E W. But then the
= «cr 1
s
Q)
se~uence gn: := i} (n) in C (X, y) converges to h in the
Q)
cr
wa -topology and in the ~-topology since g e~uals hoff
s
1
n
the compact set U u j - (supp Aj) and gn converges to h
j=1
"uniformly in all derivatives" on this compact set. By
construction we have (s) jkg ~ f over Ul' x Z, so over
UI1 xC. But again we need
n( s) jkgn ~ f over
S
(An (gn )-1 (B» X C. That this is true for n sufficiently
large follows from the argument used at the end of the
proof of 6.8.
~.e.d.
6.13 Corollary: Let X,Y be manifolds with corn~rs. Then
the set Imm(X,y) of immersions is open and dense in
COO (X, Y) for the waQ) -topology and for the ~-topology i f
dim Y~ 2 dim X.
Proof: Imm(X,Y) is always open by 5.1. It remains to show
that i t is dense. Let n=dim X, m=dim Y. Let
I1t = I1t(X, Y) " J1 (X, Y) be the subsets of i-jets of rank k.
Locally, in J 1 (u( U) ,v(V) } ::::: u(U} X v(V) X L(lR n ,lR m)
«U,u,Q),(V,v,Q') being charts of X,Y resp.) we have
R:k: ( u (U) ,v (V) ) ::::: J 1 ( u-1 ,v)( R:k: n ~ ( u, V) ) ::::: U ( U) X V (V) X ~ ( n, m) •
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where ~(n,m) is the space of linear mappings of rank k
from IR n to IR m, a submanifold of L(IR n ,lR m) of dimension
k(n+m) _k 2 (see below); so Rk(X,Y) is a sub fibre bundle
of J1 (X,Y), a submanifold of dimension k(n+m) -k2 +n+m.
f E COO (X, Y) is an immersion iff j 1 f misses
Ro,R1""'~_1'

Let us suppose that f is transversal to
each ~, 0 sk Sn-1. Then f misses these sets if dim % +
+ dim X<dim J1 (X,Y) for 0 sksn-1, i.e. if dim ~ +
+ dim Xfdim ~-1 +dim X<dim J1 (X,Y), i.e. [(n-1) (m+n) - (n-1) ] +n<n+m+nm or m;::::2n. q.e.d.
It remains to show the
Sublemma: ~(n,m) is a submanifold of L(n,m) of dimension
k(n+m) _k 2 •
Proof: Let E E Lk(n,m) be given. Choose bases for IR n ,lR m
Ik 0
such that the matrix of E has the form (0 0) where 1k
is the kxk unit matrix. Choose an element near E in
L(lR n ,lR m) with matrix (~ ~), near enough such that
det A:\= O. Then
rank ( A
C B)
B == rank

1
[(A_CA- 1

::::: rank (10k

I

0)
m-k

A-1 B

-CA- 1 B+D

A B
(C
D)] :::::

)

•

So rank (~~)=k iff D:::::CA- 1B. So the dimension of
~(n,m) is just the number of free entries in A,B,C,
dim L:k(n,m) =k2 +k(n-k) +k(m-k) =k(n+m)-k2 •
q.e.d.
6.14 Corollary: Let X,Y be manifolds with corners such
that dim Y;:::: 2 dim X + 1. Then the set of injective
immersions X ~ Y is dense in COO (X, y) in the WOCD - and the
~topology.

Proof: Since the set of immersions is open and dense it
remains to show that the set of injective mappings is
residual. (2)J O (X,y) =x(2) ~y2 and f E COO (X,Y) is injective iff (2) jOf: X(2) ~ 2) JOeX, Y) does not meet
X(2) 'X !J.y , iJy being the diagonal in Y x Y. Now codim
x(2)x!J.y:::::codim Ay=dim y. So (2)jOffB.,X(2)x!J.y implies f
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injective if dim Y> dim X(2)

=2

dim X.

q.e.d.
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7 Continuity of certain canonical
mappings

We will use only COO -mappings and only the !iJ- and
(FD)-topology in the next chapters. Therefore we will
prove continuity of composition etc. only for these
topologies. The proofs for the WOk_topologies are often
earier and can be found in the literature: MATHER (1969),
GOLUBITSKY-GUILLEMIN (1973) X, Y, Z designate mani:folds with
corners, if not stated explicitly otherwise.
7.1 . pro,sition: For any k 2: 0 the mapping jk: COO (X, Y) ~
~ CeD (X, (X, Y» is continuous for the ~ and the (F!iJ)topology (on both spaces).
Remark: T: COO (X,Y) ~ COO (TX,TY) is not continuo1.B: We
use 4.2.3. Let t~ft be a continuous curve in COO (X,y),
tE [0,1J, then ft,f t , differ only on a compact set Ks;;X,
but Tft , Tft , differ on whole fibres of TX, so t ~ T:ft is
no continuous curve anymore.
Proof: For any 1 E IN we consider the mapping
O:k: l: .f:+l(X, Y) ~ Jl(x,;ceX, Y» defined as :follows: for
o Jk+l(X, Y) with CL(O) = x choose a representant
N) ,..,
f E C(]) (N
U, V
, U an open neighbourhood of x in a manifold
without boundary containing X as a submanifold with corners
of the same dimension, ~ an open neighbourhood of w(o)
in a like manifold contain~g Y. Then put ~ 1(0) =
= jl( jkf)(x). In local charts ;c+l( u(U) ,v(V» =
= u(U) xv(V) xpk+l(n,m) (n=dim X, m=dim Y),
Jl( u(U) , Jk( u(U) ,v(V) ) ) = u(U) X (u(U) x v(V) x pk(n,m) ) x
x pl(n,m«n~k) -1» (dim pk(n,m) =m( (n~k) -1»j this

E
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mapping looks as follows:
«
.k-() = TTk
k+l-)
(x, y , -)
0' ~ x, x, y ,J 0'
0',
2.12).
It is clear that this gives a smooth well defined
mapping, in fact, an embedding.
Let now M'(L,U) be one of the open basic sets for ~
from 4.7.2. in COO (X,Jk(X,Y», i.e. U=(U ), U open in
r(x,jk(X,Y», L = (Ln) a locally finite c~OsednfamilY in
X and M' (L, U) == If E cCP (X,~(X, Y»: If(L ) s;;; U }. Put
n
n
Ln' =¢ for n=O, ••• ,k-1, ~+l' ==Ll , 1=O,1, ••• ,L' =(Ln '),
put Un' =¢, n=O, ••• ,k-1, Uk +l ' ==«(lk,1)-1(Ul ),
1==O,1,2, ••• ,(U ,) =U'. "Then M'(L',U') is a basic open
set in (Coo (X,Y),~) and clearly (jk)-1(M'(L,U» ==
== M'(L',U'). So jk: (COO(X,y),~)~(COO(X,~(X,y»,~) is
continuous. For (F'll) the result follows: since f g iff
d
j kf "'J.kg.
q.e ••

°

N

7.2

Continuity of a certain restriction of the composition is our next aim. But first some preparations.
Let A,B,P be topological Hausdorff spaces, let
TTA: A ~ P, TTB: B ~ P be continuous mappings. Let
AXpB= {(a,b) EAxB, 'TiA(a) =='TiB(b)\ be the topological
pullback, with the topology induced from Ax B:
pr2

A Kelley topological space S is a Hausdorff topological
space bearing the inductive limit topology with respect
to all the embeddings of its compacta. So a subset W in
S is olosed (open) iff Wn K is closed (open) in K for
each compact set K in S.
Metric spaces are Kelley spaces, as are locally compact
spaces. Closed subsets of Kelley spaces are again Kelley
spaces, as are topological inductive limits of Kelley
spaces. ~(O) (0 an open subset of some Rn), the space of
smooth functions with compact support on 0, is E£! a
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Kelley space (if n ~ 1 ), see VALDIVIA (1 974) •
Lemma: Let A,B,P be Hausdorff topological spaces, P a
paracompact Kelley space. Let TTA: A -7 P ~ TTB : B -+ P be
continuous mappings. Let K!;; A, L!;; B be subsets such that
TTAIK and TTBI L are proper (5.2). Let U be an open neighbourhood of K x pL ~ A x pB. Then there are open neighbourhoods V .2! K ~ A and W of L in B such that
K x pL !;; V x pW !;; U !;; A x pB.
This lemma (with p locally compact and paracompact)
is due to MATHER (1969). For the next theorem we need
this lemma only in the restricted form. For the proof we
need a
Sublemma: Let T be a Hausdorff space, let R be a Kelley
space. If f: T-+R is continuous and proper, then f is a
closed mapping (i.e. closed sets have closed image). If
furthermore R is locally compact than T is, too.
Proof of the sublemma: Let S!;; T be a closed subset. Let
K!;;R be a compact subset. Then f- 1 (K) is compact in T
since f is proper. So S n f- 1 (K) is compact, so f( S) n K =
= f( S n f- 1 (K» is compact in R. Since this holds for any
compact K s;; R, f(S) is closed in R.
Now if R is locally compact, then the inverse image of
a compact neighbourhood of f(x) is a compact neighbourhood of x in T, so T is locally compact.
q.e.d.
~ of the lemma: AX p B=(TTA XTTB )-1 (diagonal in PxP),
so AXpB is closed in AxB. So E: =AxB\AXpB is open
in AxB. For PEP let Kp :=Kn(TTA)-1(p), Lp :=Ln(TTB )-1(p).
Then Kp x Lp = Kp x p1p !;; K x pL !;; U. By hypothesis Kp and L
are compact. U UE is open in A x B (U alone is not open).
We claim that there are open neighbourhoods Vp of Kp in
A and Wp of Lp in B such that VpxWpr=UUE.
This is seen as follows: For any (k,l) E K xL choose
open neighbourhoods vk,l of k in A and wk,l ~f lPin B
such that Vk,l x wk,l r= U UE (by definition of the product
topology). For any fixed k the family (wk,l)lEL is an
open cover of Lp ' so there is a finite subcover
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p

k,11
k,lm
k
k,11
.l!;,lm
(W
, ••• , W
). Put V = V
() ••• n v
and
.$
k,11
k,lm
w=W
U",UWm K,lo
k,l
Then vk x wk s;;;
V
J x W j s;;; U UE, and Wk ;;2 L,..,.
j=1
.t'
(vk)kEK is an ollen cover of K , so there is a finite
II
k1
kn
p k1
k
suboover (V , ••• , V ). Put W = W n ••• () W n and
k
k
P
1
n
Vp=V
U ••• uV ,then Wp ;;2Lp' Vps;;Kp and VllxWllS;;;
s;;; U Vki x Wki ,..= lJ UE. Now we proceed with the proo f of the

u

i

lemma. nAiK, nB\L are closed mappings by the sublemma,
therefore nA(K\Vp ) and nB(L\Wp ) are closed in P, so
Pp: =P\(nB(L\Wp ) UTTACK\Up » is open, PEPp ' So (Pp)PEP
is an open cover of P. Since P is paracompact, there
exists a locally finite refinement of this cover, whioh
we call (p ). For 0. let p( 0.) E P suoh that P s;;; P ( )
0.
-1 0.
P 0.
(refini~ mapping). Put Va =Vp(o.) U (i1'A) 1 (P\Po.)
W = W ( ) U ( iTB ) - (P\P ),
0.
po.
0.
and V=n V , W=n W •
0..
0..
0. 0..
We olaim, that: KeV, LeW, V, W open in A, B resp.,
VXpWeU.
(1) KeV: It suffices to show that KeV for all 0.,
Le.: if kEK then kEVll(o..) or kE (nA)-1(p\Po..)' If

k~Vp(o..)' then nA(k) ETTA(K\Vp(o.»' so TTACk) ~pp(o.) by
construction.
(2) LeW: the same argument.
(3) V is open: Let v E V. (P ) is locally finite, so
0.
there is an open neighbourhood N of TTA(V) in P such that
N n P = ~ for all 0. but 0.1 " " , 0. , say. Put
0..
1
r
N' = (nA)- (N) () V n •• n V ; this is an open neighbour0.1
~
hood of v. If 0. ~ I 0.1 ' ••• , Or I, then N n Po.. = ¢, so
N' n (TTA)-1(p ) =¢, so N' !;TTA- 1 (P\P ) s;;;V •
0..
0.
0.
So N' s;; V for all 0., so N' "V. Thus V is open.
0.
(4)
is open: the same argument.
(5) VXpWs::U: Let (v,w) EVxpW, P=TTA(V) :::TTB(,·I). There
is an 0..' with pEP ,. 'fhen v E V =n V e V " but
0.
o. 0.
0.
o

v,
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.-t (TTA)-1(p\Pct ,),

so VEV a ,\(TTA)-1(p\P ct ,) s;;Vp(o')' In the
same way it follows that wE Wp(a')' Therefore
(V,W)EVp(ct,)XWp(a.,)CUUE, but (v,w)~E, so (v,w)EU.
Thus V x PW ~ U.
q. e • d.

7.3

Theorem: Let X,Y,Z be smooth manifolds with corners.
Then compositi-;;:-Comp: COO (Y,Z) xC~rop(X,y) -+CQ) (X,Z) is
continuous in the ~- and the (~)-topology.
For the WOk_topologies this theorem is due to

MATHER (1 969) •

Proof: Let (g,f) ECCD (Y,Z) xC~rop(X,y), let M'(L,U) be a
basic open neighbourhood of go f in (COO (X,Z),~), as
described in 4.7.2., i.e. L=(L ) is a locally finite
n
closed family in X, U = (Un) with Un open in In(X, y),
go fEM'(L,U) = !hEC OO (X,Z): j~(Ln) 10; Un for all n\. So
we have jn( g f)( Ln) ~ Un' For any n 2: 0 consider the
topological pullback as described in 7.2:
0

r(Y,z) XyJn(X,y)
pr1

1

In(y,Z)

a
Y

The mappings Vn: In(y,Z)XyJn(X,Y)-+Jn(X,Z),
Yn(O',,.) =0' 0 1" (cf. 1.4) are well defined (since a(O') =
= 00(,.» and smooth. We have:
Yn (jng(Y) X yjnf(Ln » = Yn ( \ (jng(f(x», jnf(x»: x E Ln I) ::::
= {jnCg f)(x): x E Ln l = jn(g f)(Ln) ~ Un'
This means
jng(Y)xyjnf(Ln) ~Yn-1(Un) for all n. a.ljng(y) is proper,
since it is a diffeomorphism, inverse to jng: Y-+jng(Y).
00 I jnf(Ln ) is proper: if C ~ Y is compact, then
(wljnf (L n »-1(O) =jnf (Ln f'1 f- 1 (C» =jnf (compact) =
0

= compact,

0

since f is proper. So all hypotheses of
lemma 7.2 are fulfilled, therefore we may find open neighbourhoods Vn of jng(Y) in In(y,Z) and W ' of jnf(L ) in
n
n
n
n
_1 n
J eX, Y) such that j g(Y) x yj f(L n ) 10; Vn x yWn ' s;;; Yn (Un)'
Since f is proper and Y is locally compact and (Ln) is
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locally finite, the family (f(Ln » is again closed
(sublemma 7.2) and locally finite. There is a closed
locally finite family (x:n) in Y with f(L n ) eK 0 (open
interiour). So w (jnf(L~) =f(Ln ) eKno and K}t is open,
so w- 1 (K 0) is open in J (X,Y). Let W =Wn ' nw- 1 (x:n0 )'
n
n
n
then Wn is open and j f(L n ) s;; Wn ; furthermore
jng ( Y) x yjnf(Ln ) s;; V n x yWn s;; Vn x yWn ' s; Yn-1 (Un) •
Put K=(Kn ), V=(Vn ), W=(Wn ). TheIl: gEM'(K,V) since
jng(Kn ) ejng(Y) eVn , and f EM'(L,W) since jnf(Ln ) eWn •
Claim: Comp(M'(K,V), M'(L,W» s;;M'(L,U). Let g' EM'(K,V),
f' EM'(L,W), then for any n'and xELn we have:
f' (x) =w jnf' (x) E w jnf' (L ) ew(W ) eKno cKn , so
n

n

n

n 1

(j g'(f'(x»,j f'(x» EVnxyWns;;y n - (Un)' so
jn(g' f')(x) =yn(jng'(f'(X»,jnf,(x» EUn so
g' 0 f' EM' (L, U) •
So Comp is continuous for the ~-topologies. Now if
f N f ' , g Ng', then f' is proper too and thus go f Ng' 0 f'.
q.e.d.
7.4 Proposition:
1. Le t f: X' -t X be a proper smooth mapping, then
f* = COO (f,Y): COO (X,y)-tCoo (X',Y), f*(g) =go f, is
continuous in the ~- and (~)-topology.
2. Let h: Y-t Y be a smooth mapping. ~
~ = COO (X,h): COO (X, Y) -t COO (X, Y') is continuous for the
~- and (~)-topology.
Proof: 1. follows from 7.3.
2. 7.3 shows, that h*: C:'op(X,y) -tC oo (X,Y') is oontinuous, but we want more. Let M'(L,U) be a basic open
set in (Coo (X,Y'),~), as in 4.7.2: L=(Ln ) is a locally
finite closed family, U=(U), U open in In(X,Y') •
...n
n
n
n
n
cJ (X,h): J (X,Y)-tJ (X,Y') is smooth (2.14 resp. 1.10).
Put V =(In (X,h))-1(U), V=(V). 'J:hen (h*)-1M'(L,U)=
noon
n
= M' (L, V) s;; C (X, Y). For the (~)-topology one remarks
that f Nf' implies h 0 f Nh. f1.
q.e.d.
0

7. 5

Le t X be a manifold with corners. For any k 'Z:: 1 we
consider the open sub fibre bundle J~nv(X,X) of the
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fibre bundle Jk(X,x) over X xX, consisting of all
"invertible k-jets". In local coordinates (U,u),(V,v) on
X we have Jk(u(U),v(V»=u(U)xv(V)xpk(n,n)=
1 (n n)
k (n n)
=k u(U) x v(V) x Lsym R. ,IR
x· .• x Lsym IR ,IR ,and
Jinv(u(U),v(V» cons~st of all (x,y,o) =(x,y,01 ,02""'crk )
such that 0 is invertible with respect to the truncated
composition, i.e. such that 0 1 EGL(n,IR).
Lemma: The mappiAA inv: ~nv(X,X) ~ J~nv(X,X), given by
inv( 0) = 0- 1 , is a smooth fibre respecting mapping Over
(x,y)~(y,x), XxX~XxX.

Proof: In local coordinates we have:
inv: J~ (u(U),v(V» -+;cinv(v(V),u(U» is given by
~nv
k
k
inv(x,y,o)= (y,x,inv 0), where inv cr is the inverse power
series for the polynomial 0, truncated at order k. Since
the coefficients of invko are rational functions of the
coefficients of cr, inv is a smooth mapping.
q.e.d.
7.6 Theorem: The mapping Inv: Diff(X) -+ Diff(X), given
by Inv(f) = f- 1 , is continuous for the ~- and the (~)
topology.
Proof: Let M'(L,U) be a basic open neighbourhood of f- 1
in cO) (X,X), where f E Diff(X), where L = (Ln) is a locally
finite closed family in X, U= (Un), Un open in In(X,X).
Ive may assume that Un is open in J~nv(X,X), and that each
X\Lno is compact (this is possible, see 4.7.3 and 4.7.3).
We want to construct a ~-open neighbourhood ~ of f in
CO)(X,X) such that Inv(~nDiff(X» ~M'(L,U). Since
f- 1 EM'(L,U) we have Un (f- 1 »-1(Un ) ;;<Ln for each n. Let
(Ln ' ) be a locally finite sequence of closed set in X,
such that (jn(f-1»-1(U );;<L I 2L , 02Ln for all n. Since
o
0
non
n
X\L; £; X\Ln we have X\L; compact too for each n. Put
K I = f- 1 (L I) K = f- 1 (L) K' = (K I) K = (K) K' K are
n
'n'n
n'
n'
-n"
again locally finite closed families in X and Kn ~K~o.
Let d be a matric on X, compatible with the topology,
let 1:: X -+ IR+ be a strictly positive continuous function
on X such that O<max\eCx): x~X\Knol <distance between
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the compact X\L~O and the disjoint closed set Ln' for
each n. This exists since (K ) is locally finite, X\K 0
n
n
is compact and. (Ln) is locally finite. Put V :::: inv(U )
n
n
n
(7.4), an open set in Jinv(X,X), V:::: (Vn ). Consider the
basic ~-open set M'(K',V). We claim that it contains f:
For nElN and. xEKn' we have jnf(x) ::::inv(jn(f-1 )(f(x»),
f(x) E f(Kn') ::::Ln', so jn(f- 1 )(f(x» E U by the choice of
n
n
Ln'. Thus j f(x) E inv(U ) =V , so f E M' (K' ,V). Now let
00
n
n
N(f,O,e)=\gEC (X,X): d(f(x),g(x»<e(x) for all xEXl
and put ~::::M'(K',V)nN(f.O,e). Then~ is open, fE~.
We finally claim that Inv(!l3 n Diff(X» ~ M' (L, U): Let
g E~ n Diff(X).
Then g(Kn' ) ~ Ln for each n, since d(f(x) ,g(x» < c(x)
and for xEX\~' we have f(x) EX\L 'f;;;X\L'o and e(x)<
o
n
n
< distance between X\Ln' and. Ln ; so g(x) ~ Ln , g(x) E X\Ln •
Therefore g(X\Kn ') f;;; X\L ,i.e. g(K ,) f;;; L as asserted}
n
n
n
by g E Diff(X).
Now for xELn we have jn(g-1)(x) ::::inv(jng (g-1(x») s;;
s;; inv(V) =U since gEM'(K',V) and g-1(L ) s;;K " so
n
n
n
n
jng (g-1 (x» s;; jng(Kn ') s;;Vn '.
This says that g-1 EM'(L,U). We have proved that Inv
is continuous for the ~-topology. To obtain the same
result for the (~)-topology just note that f ""f' iff
f- 1 ""f,-1.
q.e.d.
7.7 CorOllary: Diff(X) is a topological group in the
WOk_topology, k 2!: 1, in the ~-topology and. in the (~)
topo.Logy. Denote by Diffc(X):::: \fEDiff(X): f....,IdX } the
set of all diffeomorphisms with compact support. Then
Diffo(X) is a closed normal subgroup in (Diff(X),WOk ,
k~1 ,~) and is an open subgroup in (Diff(X),(~».
Remark: (Diff (X),~) has been studied by several authors:
c
EPSTEIN (1970), MATHER (1974,1975), BANYAGA (1978),
CALABI (1970).
Mather has shown that the subgroup of Diff (X) cone
sisting of all diffeomorphisms diffeotopic to IdX (i.e.
homotopic in Diffc(X») is perfect, i.e. coincides with its
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commutator group. We will see later that this is exactly
the connected component of IdX in (Diffc(X),~).
BANYAGA proved the same for symplectic diffeomorphisms,
CALABI gave an erroneous proof of this.
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8 Differential calculus on locally
convex spaces

Ordinary differential calculus as beginning students
of mathematics learn in the introductory courses on
Analysis generalizes rather wonderfully up to Banach
spaces (only partitions of unity are lost in the process).
By this I mean that there is essentially one "good" definition of Ck-mappings and that important theorems of
calculus continue to hold on Banach spaces in essentially
the same form as they do on Rn , including the implicit
function theorem. Therefore there is nearly no difficulty
in generaling manifold theory to Banach spaces (see
S. LANG, 1972, for a wonderful account) and one even gets
the "best" formulations for finite dimensional differential
geometry by writing it down for Banach spaces in some
cases.
There is a definite end to this beautiful theory at
Banach spaces. This is mainly due to the fact that the
usual norm topology on L(E,F) for normed spaces E,F does
not have a canonical extension to the wider category of
locally convex spaces; what is worse: if E is not
no rmab Ie , then there does not exist a compatible topology
on L(E,F) such that for example the evaluation map
ev: Ex L(E ,F) -7 F would be continuous. So if one wants to
have a theory of differentiation such that the chain rule
holds, one has to leave the realms of topology and use
convergence structures instead. A whole hort of mutually
inequivalent definitions of differentiability therefore
appears in the literature. But however, as H.H. KELLER
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(1974) has shown, many of these notions coincide, if one
looks at COO mappings, and more so, if one restricts
the spaces. We will use the simplest of the good notions
of KELLER, the notion COO :::: Coo.
C
TT
Recently U. SEIP (1979) has shown that the compactly
generated analogue of C~ , restricted to a carefully
chosen category of compactly generated linear spaces
(those which come from sequentially complete locally
convex vector spaces) gives a cartesion closed category
o:f smooth mappings (i. e. COO (E, C<Xl (F,G)) = COO (ETTF,G)
holds generally),a so called "convenient setting" for
differential calculus. By generalizing the notion of
manifold considerably (they need not have charts homeomorphic to open subsets of vector spaces; they are just
required to have something like a fibre linear tangent
bundle) he is even able to get a cartesian closed category
of smooth mappings and "manifolds" (U. SElP. preprint).
We will stick to the traditional notion of manifold
as having an atlas consisting of charts in this book,
since we are essentially interested in getting as much
"differential geometry" on manifolds of mappings as
possible.
In the following we denote by E,F,G, .•. complete
locally convex vector spaces.
8.1 Definition: Let U!;;E be an open subset. A mapping
f: U-') F is said to be C~ on U iff the following two
conditions hold:
1. lim
(f(xHy) - f(x)) :::: Df(x).y in F where
A-')O

t

Df(x): E-')F is a linear map, for x in U, yEE, AEIR.
2. The map (x,y) -') Df(x)y is jOintly continuous,
UxE-')F.
Remark: Condition 1 says that all directional derivatives
of f should exist, condition 2 says that these fit
together continuously. Condition 2 cannot be expressed in
the following manner: Df: U-') L(E,F) is continuous, where
L(E,F) has some carefully chosen topology (cf. KELLER
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1974). This is possible however in the compactly generated
setting of SEIP 1979.
It can easily be shown that any o~ mapping is continuous.
Let us denote the set of all 01 mappings from U to F
c
by O~(U,F) Clearly O~(U,F) is a linear space and
O~(U,~) is an algebra and C~(U,F) is a module over this
algebra.
8.2 Lemma: Let U!;E, Vs;;F be open, let fE 01(U,F),
gE0 1c (V,G), feU) <;;.V. Then go fE0 1 (U,G) and ~e have
-0
D(g. f)(x)y = Dg( f(x») .Df(x).y for any x E U ~ Y E E.
Proof: The limit condition 8.1.1 can be computed as in
any analysis course. D(g f )(x)y is jointly continuous
in x and y as can be seen from the right hand side of
the above equation.
0

8.3 Lemma (partial derivatives): Let f: ExF.-,G be a
mapping. Then f E O~ (E x F,G) iff the following oondi tions
are satisfied: x 1 '-' f(x 1 ,x 2 ), x 2 ~ f(x 1 ,x2 ) are of olass
O~ for fixed x 2 ,x 1 respectively with derivatives
D1f(x 1 ,x2 )Y1 ~ D2 f(x 1 ,x2 )Y2 whioh are jointly continuous
in all appearing variables.
The derivative of f is then given by Df(x1 ,x 2 )(Y1 'Y2) =
:: D1f(x 1 ,x 2 )Y1 +D2 f(x 1 ,x2 )Y2'
Clearly the same result holds if f is only defined in
an open subset of Ex Y.
Proof: Necessity:
D1f(x 1 ,x 2 )Y1 = t~~
(f(x 1 + Ay1 ,x 2 ) - f(x 1 ,x 2 ) =
= lim
}.,~O

t

t

(fC (x 1 ,x 2 )

+ }"CY1 ,0» - f(x 1 ,x 2 » :: Df(x 1 ,x 2 )(Y1 ,0),

so D1f is jointly continuous in all appearing variables.
Similarly for D2 f.
Sufficiency: D1f(x 1 ,x 2 )Y1 +D2f(x 1 ,x 2 )Y2::
lim D1:f(x 1 ,x2 +}.,Y2)Y1 +D 2f(x 1 ,x 2 )Y2::

}.,.-,O
1
= lim lim - [f(x 1 +I-lY 1 ,x 2 + }.,Y2) - f(X 1 ,x 2 + }.,Y2)J-I

}.,.-,O u.-,O I-l
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+ lim

1

~;o ~

[f(x 1 ,x2 +J,l Y2) - f(x 1 ,x2 ) ] ::

= hm - [f(x1 +J,l Y1 ,x 2 +J,l Y2) - f(x 1 ,x2 +J,l Y2)J +
J,l-+O IJ

+ lim
J,l;O

1
~

[f(X1 '%2 +J,l Y2) - f(x 1 ,x2 ) J::

== hm - [f(x1 +J,l Y1 ,x 2 +\-1Y2) - f(X 1 , x 2
J,l-+O \-1

>l::

= Df(x 1 ,x 2 )(Y1'Y2)·

So the joint continuity of Df in all variables is
eguivalent to the joint continuity of D1f, D2f in all
variables.
g.e.d.
8.4 We do not prove a mean-value-lemma, since we will
always take recourse to the following simple fact in
situations traditionally mastered with the mean value
lemma.
Lemma: Le t f: U-+ F be C~, x, Y E U and [x, y ] ( 1. e. the
segment from x to y: {tx + (1-t)y: O!5 t ~ 11) {;;; U, where
U ~ E is open. Then f(y) - f(x) == [1 Df(x + t(y-x) )(y-x)dt,
-

--

0

where the Integral is the ordinary Bochner Integral (~
Riemann-sums converge in F).
Proof: The integral converges in F since the function is
continuous in t. The formula follows by considering the
function get) =f(x+t(y-x», /R-+F; we may even assume
that g has values in IR by using the Hahn-Banach theorem
and the chain rule.
g.e.d.
Remark: Clearly f(y) - f(x) is contained in closed convex
set containing all Df(x+t(y-x»(y-x), tE [0,1J; this is
normally alluded to be the mean value theorem.

c;

8. 5 Definition: f: IT!;; E -+ F is called
if f is C~ and
1
Df: U x E -+ F is again C •
2
c
To define D f we compute as follows, using 8.3:
D(Df)(x 1 ,.x:2 )(Y1 'Y2) =
== D1 (Df)(x 1 ,x 2 )Y1 +D 2 (Df)(x 1 ,x2 )Y2::
= lim [(Df(x 1 + ;\Y1 )x 2 - Df(x 1 )x2 ] +
;\-+0 1
+ lim- [Df(x 1 )(x 2 +\-1Y2)-Df(x 1 )x 2 J=

t

\-1-+0 J,l
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t

= lim
[Df(x 1 +).y 1 )x2 - Df(x 1 )x2 J +
:\-+0 1
+ lim - Df(x 1 )( UY2)
t-t-+~ U

= : D f (x1 ) (y 1 ' x 2 ) + Df (x1 )Y2
where we defined
Df (x 1 +:\Y1)Y2- Df(X 1 )Y2]=
D2f(X 1 )(Y1' Y2): = lim
:\-+0
=D 1 (Df)(x 1 'Y2)Y1 =

tr

=D(Df)(X 1 'Y2)(Y1 ,0) =
= D(Df)(x 1 'Y2)(Y 1 ,z) - Df(x 1 ) .z.
Clearly n2f: UxE xE -+F is jointly continuous.
We use this recursively to define:
Definition: f: U £: E -+ F is called oP iff
p-1
1
c
D
f: U x (E x ... x E) -+ F is 0 ;
"'" p-1 / '
c
We define recursively
DPf(x)(Y1 '''.,Yp ): =D1 (nP- 1f)(x'Y2,,,·,yp)·Y1 =

= D(DP-1 f )(x'Y2"" ,yp)(Y1 ,0, ••• ,0) =
= D(DP- 1f)(X'Y2"" ,Y p )(Y1 ,z2'''' ,zp) - DP-1 f(x)(z2"" ,zp)'
DPf: U x (E x ••• x E) -+ F is jointly continuous by re cursion,
and p-linear. It is even symmetric in the p-factors.
This can easily be seen by restricting DPf(x) to the
p-dimensional linear subspace of E containing Y1 "",Yp;
this is then the ordinary p-th derivative at x of f
restricted to the p-dimensional affine subspace through
x parallel to the one just chosen and symmetry follows.
Definition: Let C~(U,F) denote the space of all C~
mappings Us;E-+F. Let C~ (U,F) = n C~(U,F).
p~1

Remark: We refrain from putting a topology on the space
C~ (U,F). If Us;;E and. E is infinite-dimensional then all
topologies considered in § 4 with the exception Qf the
compact-Om-topology become zero-dimensional. 4.4.4 shows
that there are no nonconstant continuous curves In
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c~ (U,F), since there are of course no smooth mappings
with compact support. The problem of putting a topology
on C~ CU,F) has been successfully solved by U. SEIP.
8.6 Theorem: Let E ~X be a finite dimensional vector
bundle over a second countable smooth manifold with
corners X. Then the space rc(E) of all smooth sections of
E, bearing the ~-topology (cf. 4.8) admits COO partitions
c
of unity. In particular it is paracompact.
The last assertion has already been proved in 4.8. We
repeat the proof of this. We begin with a sublemma.
Sublemma: rc(E) is a Lindelof space, i.e. each open cover
of rc(E) has a countable subcover.
Proof of the sublemma: Let (Kn) be a sequence of compact
subsets in X such that Eh c:Kn +10 and X = ~ Eh. Denote by

r'f{" (E) the subspace 1s E r (E): supp s s;;K I. Then r K (E)
'""D.
c
n
n
with the ~-topology is a separable nuclear Frechet space;
we will use separable Frechet here. So each r tE) is a
LindelOf space. Let U = (U i )·J. ~I be an open cov~ of r 0 (E).
Then U oovers the closed linear subspace rEh(E) too, so
o.

there is a countable subfamily Un of U covering rRh(E).
Then U Un covers U r K (E)::: r (E) and U tt is countable.
n
n'""D.
c
nn
q.p-.d.
~ of the theorem: The constructions to come follow
closely the method of BOURBAKI, General topology, IX, § 5,
but we will carry along more information in the proof.
It is well known that rc(E) is a nuclear space
(GROTHENDIECK, 1955). We will give an explicit proof of
this fact in the next. volume.
So we may assume that there is a system of seminorms
on r c (E), p::: Ip.J. 1.J. EI , generating the topology of r c (E),
such that for any two seminorms Pi' Pj E P there is a third
one ~ with Pk ~Pi' ~ ~Pj' and such that the completion
r (E)/p.-1(O) of each factor space r (E)/Pi- 1 (O) in the
c
J.
'"
C
norm topology Pi derived from the seminorm Pi is a
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Hilbert space. Let us denote by qi: r c (E)-+r c (E)/Pi- 1 (O)
the projection.
It is well known that the square of the norm in a
Hilbert space is a COO-function (by bilinearity), therefore for each i E I the mapping p.2 == (p. )20 q. is a
00
111
Cc -function on r (E) (by the chain rule, since q. is
c
1
linear and continuous).
So we have the following data: P == \Pi 1iEI is a system
of seminorms on r (E), generating the ~-topology, complete
c
(so Pi' Pj :S Pk for all i, j for some k = k( i, j » and such
that p.2 is 0 00 on r (E).
1
c
c
Now let u;:::: (U CL) cr.EA be an arbitrary open cover of
rc(E). For each XEUa. choose Pi~and e>C such that
Vx ,t :== \yEr c (E): Pi (x-y)<c1 s;;VX,t !;;;U.
cr. Then ( V
x,cr.) ,
XEUa.' cr.EA is an open cover of rcCE) refining U. By the
sublemma there is a countable subcover (Vn)nEN of (Vx,a.);
then (Vn)nEN is a countable open cover of rc(E) refining
U, and each Vn is of the form
Vn==\yEr (E): p. (y-x )<e: 1 for suitable xnEr (E),
c
1n
n
n
c
E: >0, p. EP.
n

1n

From now on we adapt the proof for Hilbert spaces of
S. LANG (1972), p. 35 f.
Define a cover (Wn)nEN of rc(E) refining (Vn)nEN
recursively as follows: Let Wo =Vo •
Having defined Wn _ 1 ' let

ro,n==Co-~, .. ·,rn_1,n==E:n_1 -~,

let Aj,n::::; \yErc(E):
Pij(y-xj»rjnl for O:Sj<n, and let
Wn =Vn n Ao,n n ••• n An_1 ,n°

Claim: (Wn ) is an open cover of r c (E) and Wn !;; Vn'
Open, Wn ~Vn is clear. Let y E rcCE). Let n be the smallest
index such that y E Vn ' If y were not in Wn ' then
y E r c (E)\ Wn ::::; (r c (E)\ Vn) U (r c (E )\Aon) U ... u (r c (E )\An _ 1 ,n);
so there is some j < n with
YErc(E)\Ajn=\ZErc(E): Pij(y-xj):srjnl!;;Vj since
rjn<E: j ·
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This contradicts the minimali ty of n for y E Vj. Therefore y E Wn •
Claim: (Wn ) is locally finite. Let x E r c (E). Then x E Vn
for some n, i.e. Pi (x - x ) <en" Let
n

O<,.,<~ (c -Pi (x-x
n

n

Now B s;; r (E )\A

c

n,

».
n

n

Let B=\YErc(E): Pi (y-x) <,.,\.
n
k for k sufficiently large since

Pi (y -xn ) <rn k = Cn -~\ and
n
'
< en - ~ for k large. But this means that

r c (E)\J\-"lll!:- = !y:
Pin (x - x n )

+,.,

B n Wk = ¢ for k large enough, so we have found a neighbourhood B of x meeting only finitely many Wn ' s.
Olaim: For each Wn there a function Cl>n' E C~ (rc(E),R)
such that CPn' (x) > 0 if x E Wn and CPn' (x) = 0 if x ~ Wn •
Let ~(t), ~(t) be em-functions on R such that
~( t) > 0 if \ t \ < 1 and aC t) = 0 if I t \ ~ 1, ~ ( t) > 0 if I t I > 1
and ~(t) = 0 if I tl :s 1.
Then xt-+ ~(Cn-2 • p. 2 (x - x » is a em -function on
~n
n
c
r c (E), > 0 if x E Vn' = 0 if x f v , and
xl-+~(rj,n-2.Pi/(x-Xj» is a c~-funCtion on rc(E), >0
if x·E Aj n' = 0 if x f Ajn (if rj,n:SO adjust the definition
suitably}.
Then Cl>n'(x) =~(Cn-2Pi 2(x-xn
n ~(rjn-2.Pi/(x-Xj»

».

n

1~sn

has the required properties.
So CPn' ~O, (suPp cpn') = (Wn ) is locally finite and for
each x there is an n with cpn'(x) >0. SO X'-' I: CPn' (x) is
n

well defined and c~ on r c (E) and > 0 everywhere, therefore
CPn r (x)
cpn(x) = I: cP 'ex)
j

j

is the required partition of unity subordinated to (~),
so to (Vn ) and (U~).
q.e.d.
8.7 Theorem (n-Iemma): ~ (Ei,Pi,X,Fi ), i=1,2, b
finite dimensional smooth vector bundles over a manifold
wi. th corners X. Let Us;; E1 be an open neighbourhood of the
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image of a section s E r (E 1 ), let a.: U .... E2 be a smooth
o
c
fibre respecting mapping such that a. So has compact
support.
Then the mapping "'*: vs;;r (E 1 ) .... r (E 2 ), a.*(s) =0.0 s,
OJ
C
c
is a 0c -mapping, where V=tsErc(E1): s(X)s;;U} is open
in r (E 1 ).
c
We hav.:e D(~~) = (dFa.)*, where dFa.: UxE 1 .... E2 is the
:fibre derivative of a. (cf. 1.16), i.e. dF a.(ll x ) =
= d(a.l (E 1 )x n U)( llx ) ~ llx E Ex n U, x EX.
0

Remark: We will need this theorem in a slightly more
general form; Ei will be TX or a pull back of this bundle,
and U will be open in i TX only. Then V is no more open in
r c (E 1 ), only open in a "quadrant of infinite index".
Proof: It suffices to show that D(a.*)(s)(s') =
= (dFa.) *(S , S ' ) = dFa. 0 (s, s ' ), since then ~ is of class
COO
c already: (dFa.)*: vxr c 1(E 1 ) .... r c (E 2 ) is continuous by
7.4.2, so ~ is of class 0c' But D(~)=(dFa.)*:
r~(E1 Ef.lE1.) -l>r c (E 2 ) is of the same form as ~, so ~ is
00' By recursion ~ is O~. So we have to show that for
s, s' E r c (E 1 ) (we ignore V from now on) the following
holds:
~(s + AS') - a.*(s)
(1) lim
A
= (dFa.) * (s, s ,) in
'A..... O
(r c (E 2 ),XI), for AER. We will use 4.7.6,4.7.7.
For x E X we have
(2)
[,,*(s +'A.s') -~(s)J(x)
[a.(s(x) +AS'(X»- a.(s(x»]

r

=r

( 3) [( dFa.) * (s ,s ' )J (x) = dFa.( S (x) ) • s ' (x) .
If x is not in the compact support of s', then (2)
and (3) are both zero, so (1) holds there.
It suffices to show, that on the compact support of
s' "all partial derivatives" of (2) with respect to x
oonverge uniformly to those of (3) for A.... O. For that it
suffioes to show that for any Xo this is true on a neighbourhood of xo' So we may restrict to a chart W centered
at Xo and trivializing for both bundles, to get the
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following situation:
WxF1

S'S\

I

WxF

/,,,,,./,JIf

/'

n

Xo E W~ Q ~IR •
Then we have sex) =(x,t(x», s'(x) = (x,t'(x»,
a.(x,y) =(x'~x(y» =(x,(3(x,y» for xEW, t,t' E COO (W,F 1 )
and (3EC CO (WxF 1 ,F 2 ), and we have to show, that each
derivative with respect to x of
(4) S(x,t(x) +At' (x» - S(x,t(x»
'A
converges to the corresponding derivative with respect
to x of
( 5) d ( (3x)( t ( x) ) • t ' (x) = d 2 (3 (x, t (x) ) • t ' (x) ,
uniformly on a neighbourhood of xo' By Taylor's theorem
we have
(3x(t(x)+At'(x»-13 (t(x»
1
A
x
= I d ( (3x)( t ( x) )( 'At' (x) ) +
+ ~
1\

J1 ( 1 "1l ) d 2 (13 )( t (x) + ~ 'A t ' (x) )( At ' (x) , At' (x) ) d~ •

0

X

So it remains to show that each derivative with respect
to x of
(6) A

J1
o

(1"1l)d 2 (l3 x )(t(x) +~'At'(x»(t'(x),t'(x»d~

converges to 0 uniformly on a neighbourhood of
A-tO. For I AI ~1 e.g. the integrand is bounded
compact neighbourhood of x o ' so converges to 0
with 'A-t O. Jmy derivative d k with respe·ct to x

Xo for
on a
uniformly
commutes
with the integral in (6); after that the argument may be
repeated.
q.e.d.
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9 Manifolds modelled on locally
convex spaces

Here we present the main concepts in a form and
notation suitable for our purposes. The second part is
devoted to a simple example.
9. 1 Defini tion: By a a~ -manifold we mean the following
data:
1. A Hausdorff topological vector space M, together
with a family (Ui,ui,Ei)iEI' where (Ui ) ad an open cover
of M, ui : Ui -+ u i (Ui ) !;; Ei is a homeomorphism onto an open
subset ui(Ui ) of a complete locally convex vector space
Ei for each i.
2. I f Uij : = Ui n Uj =l= ¢ then the mapping
uij =ui u j - 1 : Uj(Uij)~Uij-+Ui(Uij)
0

n

fl

Ej

Ei

is required to be a c~-mapping. It follows that it is a
c~ diffeomorphism and that Ei is linearly isomorphic
to E j .
Each (Ui,ui,E i ) is called a chart for the Coo-manifold
M, the collection (Ui,ui,Ei)iEM is called the defining
atlas. Any family as in 1. satisfying 2. is called an
~, two atlasses are called equivalent, if their union
is an atlas too (i.e. satisfies 2.).
By a C~-manifold we will always mean a manifold defined
as above, a COO -manifold or smooth manifold will always
be finite-dimensional (it is a C~-manifOld too then).

C~ -mappings between C~ -manifolds will be mappings
that are c~when composed with chart mappings.
9.2 Let M be a C~ -manifold, let N!;; M be a subset. N is
called a splitting C~-SUbmanifOld of M, if for each
X,EN there is a chart (U,u,E) of M with xEU, u(x) =OEE
and a closed direct summand F!;E (1.e. F is a closed
linear subspace having a closed topological complemtary
subspace in E) such that u(U n N) = u(U) n F. The collection
of all (Un N, ulun N,F), (U,u,E) as above, is an atlas
for N, making it to a C~ -manifold itself.
If one drops the requirement that F has to be a direct
summand (so F is only required to be a closed linear subspace), then the subset N is called a non splitting
COO -submanifold (short for: not necessarily splitting
C~ -submanifold). We will have the chance to meet specimens
of both kinds later on.

9. 3 TalJS:ent bundle. Let M be a C~ -manifold with an
atlas (Ui,ui,Ei)iEI defining it. A tangent vector at
x E M should be a natural way to define "directional
derivatives of functions at x". So if f: M~R is COO , one
may try D(f. ui - 1 ) (ui (x» .v, where v E Ei is arbi tr~ry.
So we choose the following definition:
A tangent vector on the C~ -manifold M is an equivalence class of 5-tuples (v,Ui,~,Ei'x), where (Ui,ui,E i )
is a (compatible) chart on N, v E Ei , and x E Ui ; two such
tuples (v,Ui,ui,Ei,x) and (w,Uj,uj,Ej,y) are equivalent
iff x=y and D(ui u j - 1 )(u/y».w=v. The unique point x
in each 5-tuple o~ a class is called is foot point of the
tangent vector; TxM is the space of all tangent vectors
with foot point x, and TM denotes the space of all tangent
vectors on M. Let TT =TTM: TM~ M the mapping associatill8
its foot point to eaoh tangent vector. Choose a ~hart
(Upui,E i ) of M. Then one gets a chart (Ui,ui,EixEi)
of TN as follows:
0
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tri =nM- 1 (Ui ),

~(~) = (ui(x},v) if (v,Ui,ui,Ei,x) E s.
It is easily checked that the chart change u j u;:--1 is
g~ven by (y,v) -+ (ujui -1 (y) ,D(Uj 0 ui)(y) .v), which is a
Cc mapping nearly by definition. Now induce the (unique)
topology on TM which makes each ~ to a homeomorphism. It
is clear that 1TM is continuous for this topology. It
remains to show that this topology is Hausdorff:
Let 15,11 E TM,
f= 11. If 1Tl!t( ~) = nM(11), then for any canonical
chart (Ui,'iii,EixE i ) we have iii(~} =(y,v), iii(11) = (y,w');
separate v,w in Ei by disjoint open sets V, W, v E V, wE W,
then -u i -1( Ei x V) , -u1. -1( Ei x W) separate S ,11. If
nM{~) f= nM{11), then separate these images by disjoint open
set V,W l.n M, so nM- 1 (v), nM- 1 (w) separate ~,11.
Thus we have proved that TN is again a C: -manifold
wi th the atlas CU1.' iii ,E i x Ei ), which we call the canonical atlas.
0

s

9.6 Definition: ~ a C~-vector bundle we mean the
follow1.ng data:
1. A tr1.ple (I!, p, M), where II and M are C~ -manifolds
and n: I! -+ M is a C~ -mapping.
2. A family (Ui'~t,Fi)iEI where (Ui ) is an open cover
Jf M, ~i: Ui x F i -+ p- (Ui ) is a C~ -diffeomorphism and
Fi is a complete locally convex vector space. ~i is required to be "fibre-respecting", i.e. p ~i (x,y) =X for
xEUi , yEFi , or
tpi
1
Ui xFi
' p- CUi) =: I!/Ui

pr1~

Ui

/P

commutes.
Fu:rther~~re for each x E Uij =Ui n Uj the mappiIl8
tpij(X)=~i otpjllx}xFj: Fj-+Fi is required to be a
linear isomorphism. More exactly: tpi- 1tp j(x,y) =
= (X;CPij(x).y), this defines tpij: Fj-+Fi which is required
to be l1.near (ieomorphism follows).
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A family (Ui'~i,Fi)iEI as in 2. is called a vector
bundle atlas, each (Ui'~i,Fi) is called a vector bundle
chart. Two v.ector bundle atlasses are called equivalent
if their union is again a vector bundle atlas. So more
exactly a c~ vector bundle is given by an equivalence
class of vector bundle atlasses on (~,p,M).
Given an atlas (Ui,ui,Ei)iEI of a C~-manifOld M,
consider the canonical atlas (Ui,ui,E i xE i ) of TM. Then
(Ui'Ui -1 (ui x IdE) ,Ei\EI is a vector bundle atlas for
(TM,nM,M).
i
We did not require that the "fibre type" of the vector
bundle is constant over the whole base manifold M, since
this will not be the case for cO:> (X, y).
We will meet c~ -fibre bundles with structure groups
later on too; these are defined in the obvious way along
the lines explained so far. We will use these notions
and all other well known notions from finite dimensional
differential geometry without further notice in the
nc~ -complete-locally-convexll-setting if the generalization
is obvious and without problems.
0

9.5 Our next aim is to investigate the (simple) example
Joo (X, Y), where X, Y are smooth manifolds without boundary,
in order to get some feeling for the theory. We begin
with some preparations.
1. Remember Joo (u, V) where U is open in IR n , V is open
in IR m from 3.1. We had JOO (U,V) =UxVx n Lj (IRn,lR m)
j2!O sym
= U xV x PO) (n,m)

=~ it(U,V).
k

2. Formal composition comp: poo (n,m) xpoo (k,n) ~pOO (k,m)
is jointly continuous:
Let A = (Aj) j~1 E pOO (n,m) = n L~ym (IR n ,IR m), let
B

=(B

j

CD

) j~1 E P

(11:", n) •

j~1

Then (A 0 B)j is a finite linear combination with
universal constants (depending only on j,k,n,m) of ex86

i

i

pressions like Alo (B 1 , ••• ,B r), 1,i1 , ... ,irSj, rsj.
Since each A -+ A1 is continuolls (linear) the result
follows.
3. Let E be a complete locally convex space, let
f: E-+pOO(n,m) be a mapping, f=(fj)j~1' f j : E-+L~ym(IRn,lRm)
'rhen f ~ C~ iff fj is C~ for each j.
Proof:

t

(f(x + AY) - f(x»

= (fj

ex + AI) - fj (x» j~1;

this

converges to (dfj(X)'Y)j~1 in each coordinate, thus in
poo (n,m). (x,y) -+ (dfj(X)'Y)j~1 is jointly continuous in
xooand y. So f is C~ and Df=(dfj)j~1' By reoursion f is
Cc • The other implioation follows from the chain rule.
4. Let fE COO (U,V), U open in IRn, V open in IRm. ~
joo f: U-+ JOO (U,V) is c~ .
Proof: joof= (IdU,f,d 1f,d 2 f,d 3f, ••• ): U-+Jetl (U,V) =
1
2
= U x V x Lsym
x Lsym x ••• , and eaoh coordinate mappi~ is
Coo. Now use 3.
5. Formal composition (lamp: poo (n,m) xpoo (k,n) -+poo (k,m)
is (jointly) C~ :
Proof:, Repeat the proof of 2.; since each A-+ Al is continuous linear, (A,B) -+ (A 0 B)l is C~ for each 1. Now
Ilse 3.
6. If g: U' -+ U is a diffeomorphism between capen sllbeets
of IRn, then for any open V s: Rm the mapping
Joo (g, V): Joo (U, V) -+ Joo (U' ,V), given by JOO (g ,V)( jOO f)(X:) =
= joo (f 0 g)(g-1 (x», ~ O~ -diffeomorphism.
Proof: The inverse is of the same form, so it suffioe&
to show that this mapping is smooth. Now this mapping
has the following form:
UxVxp oo (n,m)-+U' xVxpoo (n,m), (.,y,A)-+ (g-1(x),y,
A 0 (Joo g 0 g-1 (x» ) •
Now use 4., 5. and the chain rule.
7. If h: V -+ V' is a smooth mappin,g: between open sets
Vs:lRm,V' "IRk resp., ~ JOO(U,h): JOO(U,V)-+JOO(U,V')

°0 .
Proof: This mapping has the following form:

!!.

00

UxVxp oo (n,m)-+UxV' x poo (n,k), (x,y,A)-+ (x,h(x),
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jOO hex) " A). Use again 4., 5. and the chain rule.
8. Let X,Y be smooth manifolds without boundary.
Then JOO (X, Y) is a 0 00 -manifold. (JOO (X, Y) ,iToOO , X X Y,
------- c
pro (n,m» is a COO -fibre bundle (even with structure
-- c
group, but we won't prove this).
Proof: Let (U. ,u.) be an atlas of X, let (VJ.,v j ) be an
~ ~ 00
00
-1
)
atlas of Y. Use (J (Ui,v.), J (ui
,v j '
RnxRmxpoo(n,m» as a o~-compatible (by 6. and 7.) atlas
of JOO (X, Y). This atlas even gives a fibre bundle atlas
(U. xV., Joo (u.,v.- 1 )" (uiXVjXIdpCD), poo (n,m» of
Ja5- (X,
(comp!re J 1.10).
9. poo (n,m) is metrizable. If dOO is a metric on it
then x~ dOO (O,x) is continuous, and does not factor over
any projection TT~: pCD (n,m) ~ pk(n,m) (truncation).
But: Let f: pCD (n,m) ~ R ~ o~ -function. Then for any
A E poo (n,m) there is an open neighbourhood U of A ~
pCD (n,m) and a k such that flU: U~IR factors over
iT~ U: U ~ pk(n,m):

t)

I

U

rr:lu \

flU

iT~ (U)

) IR

/1
!;

pIc (n,m)

Proof: Df: pOO x poo ~ R is continuous, so (Df) -1 J-1 ,1 [ is
open and contains (A,O). By the definition of the product
topology there are open neighbourhoods U of A and V of
in pCD of the form Ux II Lj
and Vx IT Lj
resp.
'"
j>k sym
j>k sym
wher~ U is an open convex neighbourhood of iT~ (A) in pIc
and V is an open neighbourhood of
in pIc.
Let BEU, CEpoo with iT~ (0) =0, then t.CEV for all
t ER, so It.Df(B).CI = IDf(B)(t.O)1 <1 for all t EIR, so
Df(B).O = 0.
Now let BE U. Denote by B the element (TT~ B, 0) E pk x
x II Lj •
j>k sym
Since U is convex we have by 8.4:
feB) - fCB) = /1 Df(E + to). 0 dt, where 0 = B - B satisfies

°

°
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°

C = 0 and all 13 + to, 0:5 t :5 1. lie in U. So the integrand
is 0, so feB) = f(B). This says that f\ U factors over
Tf.W

k

n~. q.e.d.
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10 Manifolds of mappings

10.1 Let X be a Coo-manifold with corners (finite dimensional) .
Definition: A local addition T on X is a smooth mapping
T: i TX ~ X satisfying
(A1) (iTX' T ): i TX ~ X x X is a diffeomorphism onto an open
neighbourhood of the diagonal in X xX.
(A2). T(O x ) =x for all x in X.
lTX is no longer a manifold with COrners (see 2.6),
but it is so nice that one can still talk of differentiable
mappings on it.
From the conditions above it follows immediately that
T == T I iT X: iT X ~ X is a diffeomorphism of a quadrant
x
x
x
iTxX (see 2.6) onto an open neighbourhood of x in X.
Lemma: ~ COO-manifold with corners admits a local
addition.
Proof: Let exp: ~~X be an exponential mapping on X, where
~ is an open neighbourhood of the zero section in i TX as
we constructed in 2.10. Choose a fibre respecting
diffeomorphism h: TX ~ V onto an open neighbourhood of the
zero section in TX, h(Ox) ==Ox' such that h(i TX ) !:;~. In
the next lemma we will construct such a diffeomorphism.
Then exp (hliTX): iTX~X is a local addition.
g.e.d.
0

10.2 Lemma: Let X be a COO -manifold with corners, let
(E,p,X,F) be a vector bundle over X, let V be an open
neighbourhood of the zero section in E. Then there is a
diffeomorphism h: E~h(E) £;V with h(Ox) =Ox, po h=p,
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h(iTX ) ~ v n i TX and h(TbjX)

r;;

V n TbjX for all j.

Proof: Let g be a (Riemannian) metric on E. Then there
is a smooth function 5 E CCD (X, JO, CD [) such that
U==!llEE: g(p(1l»)(Y),Y)<5(p(Y))21~v. This can be proved
as in lemma :3.2. Now let h: E ~ U be defined by
heY)~ == 5(p(Y))).Y)/V1 +g(Y),T)). Then po h=p, h(O ) ==0 and
-1
2
x
x
h (IJ') ==IJ./Jb(p(~l»
-g(p,\-.d. The last claims hold since
h "':lontracts along rays entering from Ox".
q.e.d.
10.3 Remark: Construct the local addition as in lemma
10.1 but suppose furthermore, that the exponential
mapping used comes from a tangential spray S (i.e.
.
2 j
g(TbJX)!:;T b X for each j cf. 2.8), then by 2.10 we have
expx-1 (bjX) .:: T bjX for x E bjX for all j; converflely we
x
.
only have exp (n n T bJX) s;; U bIDx. But for the local
x
x.
m>j
9.ddi tion .,. == exp (hi J. TX ) we have too
Tx -1 (bjX) = TxbjX if x E bjX, for each j. A local addition
with this property will be called boundary respecting.
0

10.4 Theorem: Let X,Y be CCD -manifolds, X with corners,
Y without boundary. Then (OCD (X,Y),(F".D» is c8.nonlcally
a CCD-manifold, modelled on nuclear and dually nuclear
c
locally convex vector spaces (of the form rc(f*TY».
Proof: Let T: TY ~ Y be a local addition on Y; existence
of such was asserted in 10.1.
Let f E CCD (X,Y).
Put Uf = jgEO CD (X,Y): gNf, g(x) ETf(x)(Tf(x)Y) for
for all xEX}
=!gECCD(X,Y): g ...... f, (f,g)(X)~(TTy,T)(TY)I.
Uf is open in (CCD (X, y) ,(Fl:l) ).

Put ~f(X,TY) == is E CCD (X,TY): TTy 0 s == f, s == a off some
compact in X, i.e. s Nay 0 f}, the space of all "vector
fields along f with compact supportlt.
Then (~f(X,TY),(~» is topological vector space,
topologically and linearly isomorphic to r c (f~~TY), where
f~~TY is the pulJ'1ack onto X of the va dor bundle TY
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(cf. 1.17. 1.18). Furthermore put
Iflf: Uf-'>~f(X,TY)~rC(f*TY), Iflf(g) :=(TTy ,r)-1
(f,g), or
(<+>f(g»(x) :='T"f(x)-1 g (x), and Wf: ~f(X.TY) -'>Uf , given by
1\If( s) := 'T" os. Iflf and Wf are continuous by 7.4.2, and Iflf
and Wf are inverse to each other:
Wflflf(g)='T"o (TTy ,'T')-1(f,g)=pr2 o (TTy''T"). (TTY''T')-1 ° (f,g)=
= pr2 (f, g) := g .
<+>f1\lf<s):= (TTY',!")-1 (f,'T" s) = (TTy ,d- 1 (TTy o S,'!" s) =
= (TTy, '!" ) -1
(TTy' '!") S:= s.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

We call (U&,lflf'~f (X, TY»

chart of C

= (Uf,lflf,r c (f*TY» "the canonical
(X,Y), centered at f, induced by 'T". The family

(Uf,~,r c (f*TY) )fECOO (X, Y) is called the canonical atlas
of C (X,Y) induced by'!". It only remains to check that
the chart change is COO • For this purpose we define for
00
c
fEC (X,Y):

f*'iY -

XxY

\~1
X

by '!"f= (f*TTY''!"): f*TY-'>XxY, 'T"f(x,'of(X»

= (x,'T"f(X)tlf(x»'
Remember that f*TY=Xx y Y= \(x,'n): f(x) =TTy('ll)} !;;XxTY.
Then 'T'f is a fibre respecting diffeomorphism onto an
open subset of X x Y, which is an open neighbourhood of
the graph r f of f in X x Y.
Now choose f,gECoo(X,Y) such that UfnUg:f¢, let
S E tl'f( Uf n Ug) ~ r c~f*TY). Then we may compute as follows:
cP g 1jr f ( s) = (TTY' 'T' )
g ,'!" s) :=
= (TTy ,'!")-1 0 (gx'!") 0 (Id,s) =
:= 'T" -1
'T" f S =
0

0

0

(

0

0

g -1

Here ,. -1
g

= (,.g
0
'T"f)*(s).
0
'!" : f*TY Xx Y 1:

~i~

is a fibre respecting COO-mapping.
By the O-lemma 8.7 cP 0 CPf-1 == (-1
'T" g

g'~TY

'T" f ) i~ is a
COO -mapping. So COO (X, y~ is a COO -manifold.
c
,
c
For completeness sake we prove too:
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0

Let 1",'T" be local additions, let fE CCD (X,Y), let
~f'T', ~f'T" be the canonical chart mappings induced by 1"
and 'T" respectively. Then ~f'T' 0 (~f1"')-1 is CCD on its
domain. For ~ 'T' f 0 (~1"' f) -1 (s) = (TTy' 'T' ) -1 0 (f, 'T'? 0 s) =
= (TTy ,'T')-1
(fx1"') (Id,s) =
- 'Tf
' -1 o'f
... ' o s0

0

= h f -1

o1",f)*(s).
So by the O-lemma again we are done. This shows ~hat
the C~ -manifold structure on CCD (X, y) does not depend
on the choice of the local additon T.
q.e.d.
10.5 Proposition: Let X,Y,Z be Coo-manifolds, Y,Z without boundary. Then the canonical identifioation
Coo(X,YxZ)~Coo(X,Y)xCOO(X,Z) .9.!4.7.9 is of class
c~ and even compatible with a suitable choice of canonical charts.
Proof: Let (f,g) fC CD (X,Y) xC CD (X,Z). We write again (f,g)
for the corresponding element of CCD (X, Y x Z), which is
given by (f,g)(x) =(f(x),g(x». Let 'T': TY~Y and p: TZ~Z
be local additions. Then 'T' x p: TY x TZ ~ Y x Z is a local
addi tion on Y x Z. Now we have:
r c «f,g)*T(YxZ» =r c (f*TYfBg*TZ) =r c (f*TY) €Or c (g{~TZ).
U(f,g) e!Ufx Ug for the canonical charts, and
U(f,g)

II

Ufx Ug

~(fllg~

~f

x

~g

) r c «f, g ) ~~T (Y x Z ) )

II

) r c (f*TY) x r c (g*TZ).

q.e.d.

10.6 For the next result we need some preparations.
Definition: Let X,Y be CCD-manifolds without boundary,
let 'T': TY ~ Y be a local addition. Suppose that X is a
submanifold of Y. X is called additively closed with
respect to 'T' in Y if ,.(TX) s; X, Le. 'T' induces a local
addition on X.
(This notion is comparable to flgeodesically closed"
of Riemannian geometry).
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Lemma: ~et (E,p,B,F) be a vector bundle over a manifold
without boundary B. Then there exists a local addition
1": TE ~ E with the following properties:
1. B, identified with the zero section in E, is
additively closed in E with respect to 1".
2. Any vector subspace of each fibre Eb = p-1 (b), bE B,
is additively closed in E with respect to 1".
Moreover 1" induces on each fibre Eb the local addition
coming from the affine structure of Eb: 1" I) ( In) = I) + m,
l),mEE b , mET\:l(E b ) =V(E)n:
Proof: Let (E',p',B,F') be a second vector bundle such
that EEDE' is trivial. Such a vector bundle exists, see
HIRSCH (1 976), p. 100. Then E ED E I is isomorphic to
B xlR n for some u. Let 1"1 be a local addition on B, let
1" 2 be the affine local addition on IR n : 1"2 (v:x:) =:X: + v:x:,
Vx ETxlRn~lRn. Then 'T 1 x 1"2 is a local addition on BxlR n ,
satisfying 1. and 2. Now transport '1'"1 x 1" 2 back to E IiFl E I
via the isomorphism, then 1"1 x 1"2 induces a local addition
on the sub bundle E of EIBE' by 2.
q.e.d.
10.7 Definition: Let X be a submanifold of a manifold Y,
both of them without boundary. A tubular neighbourhood of
X in Y is an open neighbourhood U of X in Y togGther with
a surjective submersion p: U~X such that:
1. (U.P,X, ... ) is a vector bundle
2. X~ U is the zero section of this bundle.
Lemma: Let Y be a submanifold of a manifold X, both of
them without boundary. Then there exists a tubular neighbourhood of Y in X.
This is a standard result of differential topology.
A proof of it is contained in the proof of lemma 10.9
below.
10.8 Proposition: Let X,Y,Z be Coo-manifolds, Y,Z without boundary. Let i: Y~ Z be an embeddin,g. Then COO (X, Y)
is a splitting 0 00 -submanifold of COO (X,Z) via
c
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i,~: COO(X,Y)~COO(X,Z).

Proof: Let Y!';; U!; Z where U is a tubular neighbourhood of
Y in Z, so (U,p,Y) is a vector bundlc:,. By 10.6 there is
9. local addition '1" on U, 'r: TU ~ U, such that Y and all
p-1 (y), Y E Yare additively closed in U.
Now let g E COO (X, Y) !; COO (X, U).
Let (Ug'~g,rc(g*TU» be the canonical chart of
COO (X,U) centered at g which is induced by 'r.
For any fEU we have: f(X) !;Y, i.e. fECQ) (X,Y), iff
qlg(f) = (rru,'1")-1fg,f) E~g(X,TY) =rc(g'~TY), since
'1" g(x) (v) E Y iff vET (x) Y. This says that
Ug n COO (X, Y) =~g -1 (r: (g'~TY», where r c (g*TY) is a linear
subspace of r c (g*TU) = r c (g'~TZ), even a direct su.m.ma.nd,
since r c (g*TU) = r c (g~~(TUIY» ,,: r c (g*(TY e V(U) \ Y» =
= r c (g*TY e g*V(U) I Y) =
= r c (g*TY) er c(g*V(U»,
where V(U) is the vertical bundle of (U,p,Y).
TUIY=TYe(V(U)\Y) can be seen by looking at the canonical
chart change in 1.1 4. So CCO (X, Y) is a splitting
c~ -submanifold of COO (X,U) which again is open in
C~ (X, Z) •
q. e. d.
10.9 Let X,Y be manifolds without boundary. Q(X,Y) has
been defined to be the set of all surjective submersions
X~Y (5.6). Q(X,Y) is open in COO (X,Y).
Defini tion: For q E Q(X, Y) let Sq (Y ,X) denote the space of
all sections of q, i.e. Sq(Y,X) = \gEC oo (Y,X): qo g=Idyl.
Note that any g E S (Y,X) is an embedding.
q
Lemma: If q is as above, let g E S (Y,X). Then there exists
a tubular neighbourhood p : W ~ g(y) of g(Y) in X whose
g
g
---projection Pg coincides with the restriction to Wg of the
mapping go q: X ~ g(Y).
Proof: Firstly let i: X ~ IR n be an embedding of X into
some IRn. Then g(Y) is a submanifold of IR n too via i\g(Y).
For yEg(Y) \::lR n let Py : IRn~Ti(y)(g(y» be the orthogonal
projection onto Ti(y)(g(y». y~Py defines a COO_mapPing

•
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g(Y) -+ L(lR n ,:R n ) (this can be seen using the Gram-SchmidtOrthonormalization process.)
IdlRn-Py = IR n ::::T i (y)lR n -+(T i (y)g(y»J. is the associated
orthonormal projection onto the orthonormal complement.
y-+ (Id n - Py) is again a COO -mapping g(Y) -+ L(~n,lRn).
ExtendlRthis mapping to a COO -mapping h: X -+ L(lR n ,lR n ) (this
is possible since g(Y) is a submanifold). Now let
f: X-+lR n be defined by f(x) ::::h(g 0 q(x) )(i(x) - igq(x» +
+ igq(x). Thenf(q-1(Y»GT ig (y)(g(y»J.+ig(y), yEY,
and fl g (Y) :::: i \ g (Y), so there is an open neiphbourhood V
of g (y) in X such that f \ V: V -+ IR n is still an embedding.
ql V: V -+ Y is still a surjective submersion, since V is
open in X and V;;2 g(Y).
We will prove now that g(Y) has a tubular neighbourhood
in V, whose projection coincides with go q. This proves
the lemma then.
For that let W be an open neighbourhood of fey) in IR n
and let r: W-+ fey) be a normal tubular neighbourhood of
fey) (Le. r- 1 (x)::Wn (T x f(V).i.+ x ), xEf(V».
Proof, that this exists: Consider Tf(V).!. in
TJRnjf(V); this is a vector bundle over fey). Let
1: Tf(V)J.-+lR n be .defined by lev ) =X+V , xE feY),
n
x
x
vET f(V)J. ~ IR • Then TO 1 is the identity on T f(V),

x

x

where fey)

x

~

x

Tf(V).!. via the zero section, and TO 1 is the
x
identity on T f(V).!., so TO 1 is an isomorphism. So llzero
x
x
section is an embedding, Tl\zero section is fibre-wise an
isomorphism, so there is an open neighbourhood of the
zero section in Tf(V).!. such that 1 is a diffeomorphism
on it. Draw this diffeomorphism over the whole of Tf(V)J.
using 10.2 and get the looked for tubular neighbourhood
W of fCV) in IR n with normal projection.
Now equip fey) with the Riemannian metric induced from
IR n and let (E ,p,fg(V) = ig(V» denote the normal bundle
Tfg(Y)J. GTf(X)!fg(Y). Further let
U ::: ~v EE : y+l) EW\, YEfg(Y) and put u= U
u.
y
y
y
y
yEfg(Y) y
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Then U is open in E (U is thA inverse image of Wunder
the mapping by -+ Y + by' E -+ IRn) and contains the zero
section. Since r: W-+ f(V) is a normal projection and
Uy s; Tyf(V) for any y E fg(Y) (Le. Uy is tangential to
feV) at y), the mapping p: U-+f(V), p(v ) =r(y+v ), is
y
y
a diffeomorphism, at least in a neighbourhood of the
zero section of U. Draw this neighbourhood over the whole
of E using 10.2 again, and get the tubular neighbourhood
p: W-+ fg(Y) of fg(Y) in -r(V), whose fibres are orthogonal
to ~g(Y) in IRn. Transport back to
V via f- 1 and get the
looked for tubular neighbourhood, whose projection coincides with go q by the construction of f.
q.e.d.
Romark: To prove lemmag~8 it suffices to choose any
/,,110,1embedding f: X-+lRn, Y~X!;;lRn and work in f(X) instead of
f(V) •
10.1 0 Proposition: Let q E Q(X, Y) be a surjective submersion between manifolds without boundary. Then the
space Sq(Y,X) of all sections of q is a splitting
C~ -submanifold of COO (Y,X).
Proof: Let g E S (Y,X). Then g: Y-+X is an embedding and
q
by 10.9 there exists a tubular neighbourhood Pg: Wg -+ g(Y)
of g(Y) in X such that Pg:::; go ql Wg ' ql Wg is still a surjective submersion since g(Y) s; Wg ' Wg open. Let
'f~: TWg -+ Wg be a local addition satisfying 10.6, i. e.
gt Y) ~ Wg and each fibre (Wg \ is addi tively closed with
respect to 'f _ Let (U ,~ ,r (g*TW » be a canonical chart
00
g
g g c
g
of C (y,Wg ) centered at g and induced by 'f g •
For fEUg we have, by construction of 'f g :
f E S (Y, W ), i. e. q f:::; Id y , iff
~ (f Y(y) Eg Tg (y ) Wg) g (y ) ) ~ V(Wg) g (y) ~ (Wg) g (y), where
vfw ) is the vertical bundle of W • This says that
Sqctwg ) n Ug =:;cpg-1 (rc(g*V(Wg »), ~d rc(g*V(Wg » is a
direct summand: rc(gi~V(W » EBrc(g*T(g(Y»):::
:::; r (g*(V(W )\g(Y) EF:!Tg(y~) =r (g*(TWg\g(y»;::::r (g*TVl g ).
c
g
c
c
So S (V, W ):::; S (Y,X) n COO cY, Vl ) is a splitting COO -subq
g
q
g
c
0

«
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manifold of COO (Y,W ) and CCD(y,Wg ) is open in
00·
g
C (y,X).
q.e.d.
10.11 Our next aim is to identify the tangent bundle of
COO (X, y). Again some preparations.
Let '1": TY ~ Y be a local addition on Y, let
x, :;;:; x,y: T2y ~ T2y be the canonical conjugation on Y, given
10 cally by: x,y ( x , y; S ,1'1) == (x, S ; y ,1'1) (cf. 1. 1 9 ) •
Lemma: In the situation. above, T,. x,y: T2y ~ TY :i.§.....§
local addition on TY.
0

Proof: We have to check 10.1 (A1) and (A2).
('TTy' '1"): TY ~ Y x Y is a diffeomorphism onto an open neighbourhood V of the diagonal in Y x Y, so T ('TTy' '1"): T2y ~
~ T(YxY)IV= (TYxTY)\V is a diffeomorphism too. So
('TTTY' T'f" 0 x,y) == (T'TTy 0 x,Y' T'1" 0 x,y) (1.19)
= (T'TTy ' T'I") x,y = T( ",y,,.) 'lty is a diffeomorphis too, and
the image (TY x TY) I V is open in TY X TYmd contains the
diagonal. So (A1) holds.
To show (A2) we compute locally. Writs
'1": (x,y) ~ ,.(x,y) , 'I"(x,O) =X.
Then T'I"(x,y; ,1'1) == ('I"(x,y) ,d 1 ,.(x,y). + d 2 '1"(x,y) . r ) ,
T'I" X, (x, y; ,1'1) == ('1" (x,
,d 1 'I" (x, E: ) • y + d 2 '1" (x, S ) '1'1) •
T'f x.(x,y;O,O) :;:;: ('I"(x,O) ,d 1 'I"(x,O).y + 0) == (x,y), sincE.
'I"(x,O) =x, so d 1 '1"(x,O) ==Id.
q.e.d.
Remark 1: Note that the image of (T,. x)
== 'r,. xl T TY
0

0

s

0

s

s

s)

0

0

0

Vy

Vy

contains the whole fibre T Y in TY.
y
This follows from the proof of (A1) above or directly
locally so:
T'I" 0 x,(x,y;O,1'1) == h(x,o) ,d 1 ,.(x,O).y + d2'1"Cx,0) '1'1), and
d 2 ,.(x,0) is invertible.
Remark 2: If S is a spray on Y and exp S its exponential
map, then it can be proved that ~:;;:; TXy X,TY T; x,y!
'r2y ~ T3y is again a spray and its exponential map is just
exp ~:;;:; T exp ;; x,y (compare with 1.20).
0

0
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0

0

10.12 The space ~(X,TY):
Let X, Y be COO -manifolds, X wi t.h corners, Y without
boundary. Let ,-: TY -+ Y be a local addition. Denote by
== T,- • Ky: T2y -+ TY the local addition investigated in
10.11. Let 0y: Y -+ TY denote the zero se ction.
1. Definition: Let ~(X,TY) denote the space of all smooth
mappings s: X -+ TY such that s == 0 off some compact in X,
i. e. the space of all mappings X -+ TY "with compact support"
With s the whole equivalence class of s is in ~(X,TY),
so ~(X,TY) is a (F-B)-open subset of C(() (X,TY) and inherits
the canonical C~-manifOld structure.
We will use the canonical atlas induced by the local
addi tion T': T2y -+ TY.

:r

Remark 1 of 10.11 shows that the charts
(UOy 0 f' CllO y • f' r c( (Oy f)*T(TY») for f E COO (X, y)
Q

already cover the whole of
this charts a little. Let

~(X,TY).

We want to investigate

(UOy • f' Cll Oy • f' rcC(Oy. f)*TCTY)) be such a chart,
centered at Oy.fE~(X,TY) for some fECoo(X,Y).
2. Claim: UOy • f= \sE~(X,TY): TIy • sEUf \, where

(Uf,Cllf,rc(f*TY» is the canonical chart of COO (X,Y),
centered at f, induced by ,-.
For by 10.4 we have UOy • f== IsE~(X,TY): (OY. f,s)(X) ~
£; rm( TITy'T') and s ..... OY. fl.
But Im(TITy'T') =Im«TTIy,T,-). 11.y) =Im T(TIy ''-) ==
= (TYxTY)/Im(TIy ''-)' as we saw already in the proof of
10. 11. Now for x E X we have

(Of(X)'s(x» E (TYxTY)/Im(TIy,r) iff
(TIyX TIy)(Of(X) ,s(x» E Im(TIy ''-)' Le.
(f,TIy • s)(x) Elm(TIy ''-)' and this is the case iff
TIy • s E Uf , sinoe for s E!:D( X, TY) clearly s "" 0y 0 f iff
TIy '

S '"

f •

Now identify rc«Oy' f)i~T(1'Y»
then clearly !:DO

yO

f(X,T(TY»

with !:D Oy • f(X,'eerY»,
::::~O yo._f(X,T 2 y/y), where

gg

T2y IY = T2y\ zero section of TY.
But T2y I Y splits canonically as T2y I Y!'!! TY $ TY , given
locally by (y,O;b,c) ~ «y,b),(y,c» (cf. 1.15 - 1.19).
So this splitting is described by the homomorphism of
vector bundles over Y
VTy

T2 YIY, where V is the
vertical lift 1.15.3; its inverse is given by
TYEEITY

2
T ylY

I

Xy
I

V(TY)

V(TY)

xY

TTY-1

I

= (TITy , 'TY)
I

TYtllTY, where

(;;TY: V(TY)-+TY is the vertical projection of 1.15.4.

3. So by 1.18 we get an induced isomorphism of vectorbundles
X

S

x ( TY, Oy f, TI )T2YI Y
Ty

(OY

0

f)*(T 2 y!y)

0

1 f~~( xy)

1 (IdX x Xy)

=======f~~(V(TY)

1

)

f*(VTy- 1 )

= = = = = = f*(TYEEl TY)

II
(f*TY) CD

(f~'TY)

,

where we write f*(x y ) by some abuse of notation.
But then clearly we have an isomorphism of topological
vector spaces:

»*:

4. (f*(VTy- 1 ) 0 f*(x y
rc«Oy 0 f)*(T 2YIY»-+
-+ r (f'·TY EEl f*TY) = r (f*TY) EEl r (f~}TY).
c
c
c
10.13 Theorem: ~ X,Y be Coo-manifolds, Y withouv
boundary. Then TC oo (X, Y) !'!! ~(X, TY) canonically as

c~ -manifolds and TICOO (X, Y) !'!! (TIy) ,.: ~(X, TY) -+ COO (X, Y) .
Proof: Let T: TY-+Y be a local additionlconsider the
canonical atlas (Uf,cpf'rc(fi}TY»ff;COO (X,Y) of COO (X,Y),
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induced by T. Remember the definition and the canonical
atlas (Uf,CPf,rc(f*TY) xrc(f*TY» of TC en (X,Y), explained
in 9.3.
Now consider the canonical atlas of ~(X,TY),
(UOyo f'C{)Oy o f,rc«Oy f)*T 2 Y/Y»fEC eD (X,Y)' induced by
Q

;:- = T,.

: T2y -+ TY. We claim that the isomorphisms
rc«Oyo f)*T 2 y/y) -+rc(f*TY) xrc(f*TY) of 10.12.4 induce
a natural identification of ~(X, TY) with TOeD (X, Y).
In more detail: Let f,g E OQ) (X,Y) with Uf n Ug:f ¢. We
claim that the following diagram commutes:
0

7t y

If this is true, then we have an identification
~(X,TY) ~TCQ) (X,Y) as canonical as we can hope for.
First we check that (f*(x y ) 0 f*(VTy »* induces a
bijection between the indicated subsets.
(2) Claim: Let (r,s) E r
f*(xy). f*(VTy )

0

c

(f~~TY)

xr (f*TY). Then

c

(r,s) E C{)Oyof(UOyOf n UOyog ) iff

r EC{)f(ufn Ug ). f*(x y ) ° f~~(VTY)
iff C{)Oyof(f*(x. y ) ° f*(VTy )

0

0

(r,s»

(r,s) E C{)Oyof(UOyofn UOyog )
E UOyog since it is

clearly in UOy" f for all (r, s) .
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This is the case, by 10.12.2, iff
1Ty o 'POyOf-1(fi~(Xy) 0 f*(V Ty ) Q (r,s»

EUg • Now

1Tyo 'POyof-1(f*(Xy) Q f*(VTy ) ° (r,s»

==

== 1Tyo

To

f*(x y ) ° f*(VTy ) ° (r,s) ==

== 1Tyo T1" ° x y • nyo VTyo (r,s) ==

== T ., 1TTy • VTY ° (r, s) ==
== 1"

0

r == cPf -1 (1-) •

So the claim is proved. Clearly the same assertion holds
for g.
Now we prove that the diagram commutes. Let
(r,s) E 'Pf(Uf n Ug ) xrc(fi~TY). Then, by 9.3,
CPg ° (CPf)-1 (r,s) == (cpg. CPf-1 (r), D(cpg. 'Pf-1 )(r).s) ==
== (T g - 1 oT r r, d F (T g -\1"f)

== (T g - 1 0T f or,

'g1~TYo

==

(1Tg1~TY"g*TY).

==

Vgi~Ty-1

0

0

(r,s»

TCr g - 1 oTf)'

TCr g - 1 .T f )·

T('['g-1 0 'ff)

0

by 10.4,

Vf'~TYo

Vf;~TYo

(r,s) by 1.16,

(r,s)

Vf>'~TYo (r,s).

(3) So (g>"(rty).gi~(VTY»i~Cq;gQ (CPf)-1(r,s»==
=

gl~Xyo Vg{~TYo

==

g>'~J{y. T ( 1" g -1 ., 'f f) Q Vf;~TY. (r, s ) •

Vg *Ty- 1 Q TCr g - 1 0Tf) Q Vf*TY o (r,s);:::

CPOyog. ('PO yo f)-1 Q (fir(x y ) Q f*(V Ty ) )*(r,s) ==
== :rOyOg-1. :rOyof • fir(Xy) Q f"(V Ty )
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Q

(r,s).

So we may continue:
=

g~f(1-ty)

=

g{f(X y )

0

(T'dOyog-1

0

CT,r)Oyofof*CXy)of*CXy)of''l>(VTy)o(r,s)

0

(T'dOyog-1

0

CT'r)Oyof.

Vf~fTYo

(r,s).

It remains to show that
(T1")O

yog

-10 (T1")O

yO

f=T(,.-1 o1"f)\f*V(TY).
g

1"f
f*TY ----==---0+) X X Y

1"g

~(_--0._- -

g*TY
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The above diagramm, which is clearly commutative, shows,
that this is indeed the case.
So the theorem is proved (the second assertion is
easily checked looking at diagram (4».
q.e.d.
Corollary: Let X,Y,Z be manifolds, without buundary,
if necessary. Then the following holds:
1. If f: Y ~ Z ~ COO -mapping, then
f*: COO (X, Y) ~ COO (X,Z) is C~ and its tangent mapping
T(f*): TCOO eX,Y)~TCoo (X,Z) is given by
10.14

~(X,Tf): ~(X,TY) ~~(X,TZ).

2. g g: Z ~ X is a proper COO -mapping, then
g~~: COO eX, y} ~ COO (z, Y) is C~ and its tangent mapping
T(g*): TO oo (X,Y)~TCoo (Z,Y) is given by g~~=~(g,TY):
l)(X,TY)~~eZ,TY).

Proof: f* is C~ by using the O-lemma 8.7 for the local
representative of f* in canonical charts. g1~ is C~ since
it induces continuous linear mappings between canonical
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charts (compare 10.4).
The form of T(f*) and T(g*) can be seen by looking at
the canonical charts of ~(X,TY) and at the proof of 10.13;
or, much easier, by applying the following lemma: see
below.
~.e.d.
10.15 Lemma: Let X,Y ~ Coo-manifolds, Y without boundary.
Let c: R~Coo(X,y) ~ c~-~. Then c(O)==d~ c(t)lt=o=O
1:.!!. Tc(O)C OO (X,Y) ==~c(O)(X,TY) ill d~ c(t,x) =0 1!1. Tc(O)(x)Y
for all xEX. In other words: T c=O iff T (ev 0 c) =0 for
o
0
x
all x E X, wher'e ev : COO (X, Y) ~ Y is evaluation at x.

-

-

x

x:

Proof: evx=(x)*: COO(X,y)~Coo(*,y)==y, where
*~X
is the mapping from the one-point-manifold * to X with
image x E X. So evx is C~ by 10.14. (It is easily seen
that evx is continuous and linear in each chart.)
Not let (u (O),1:Il (O),r (c(O)*TY» be a canonical chart
00
c
c
c
00
of C (X, Y), centered at c(O) E C (X, Y), indu.ced from a
local addition ,.: TY ~ Y. Then we have: d~ c (t) I t==O == 0 in
Tc(O) COO (X,Y) iff d~ '+'c(O)(c(t»lt=o=O in rc(c(O)i~TY).
'+' c ( 0 ) ( c ( t ) ) == ( Try, '!' ) -1
.d

crt

0

(c ( 0) , c ( t ) ). So

[.
'+'c(O)(c(t» -'+'C(O)(C(O»}
I:Il c (O)(c(t»l t =o(x) = ~~~
t
(x)=

t '+'c(O)(c(t»)(x) since ctlc(O)(c(O» is the zero
section.
== lim t '+' (O)(c(t»(x), since evaluation at x is linear
c
==

[~~~

t~O

and continuou.s on r
== lim
t~O

t

(c(O)*TY).
c
(Try ,,!,)-1 (c(O,x),c(t,x»

== d~ (Try ,,.)-1(c(0,x),c(t,x»!t=0·

Since (ny,'!') is a diffeomorphism, this isO iff
d~ c(t,x) == 0 in TY.
(!.e.d.
Application: We compute the form of the t~ngent mapping of
fit-: COO (X,y)~Coo (X,Z), i.e. we prove the rest of 10.14.1Let c: IR~COO (X,Y) be a C~-cu.rve, representing the
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•

00

tangent vector c(O) E~c(O)(X,TY) =Tc(O)C (X,Y) (each
tangent vector may be represented in that form).
Then

T(f~~).c(O) =d~ foc(t)\t==O'
•

d

[T ( f ~~ ) . c ( 0 )J ( x) == [d t f
==

0

c ( t ) I t ==0 J(x)

=

d~

f(c(t,x»lt==o by the lemma
d
== Tf • dt c ( t ,x) I t==O
== Tf. c(O,x) == [Tfo c(O)l(x)

So T(f*).c(O) == (Tf)*(c(O».
Now we prove 10.14.2:
•

d

q.e.d.
d

T(giq.C(O) ==dt gi«c(O»lt=O==dt c(O)
[T(g{}).c(O)j(x) == [d~ c(O)
==

d~

0

0

glt=o'

g\t=O lex)

c(O,g(x»lt==o by the lemma

== c(O,g(x»
== [g*(

== [c(O)

0

gl(x)

c( 0) )l(x).

So T(g*).c(o) ==g*(c(O» ==~(g,TY).c(O).
This method will be used a lot.

q.e.d.

10.16 Up to now we have investigated the canonical manifold structure of COO (X,Y), if Y is a manifoJd wit"LOut
boundary.
1. Now let us suppose that Y is a manifold with corners
too. Let T: TY~Y be a boundary respecting (10.3) local
addi tion on Y.
Let f E COO (X, Y~. Define again Uf == !g E COO (X, Y):
(f,g)(X) ~ (TTy'T)(~Ty),fNgl. This is again open in
COO (X,Y). Define CPf: Uf~rc(f*TY) by
CPf(g) == (TTy ,T)-1 0 (f,g) = Tf - 1 0 r g • This is again a continuous mapping, but qJfCUf ) does not coincide with the
whole of r Cf*TY). In fact,
o
"
qJfCUf ) == \s E r c (firTY): S (X) s;; ~*eTY) 1
= !SE~f(X,TY): s(X)s;;~TY\.
It oan be proved, that this set is closed in rc,f*TY).
This i A even a sort of quadrant in r (f,rTY), but its
c
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boundary consists of "plane t' pieces of infinite codimen~ion, if f meets bY in infinitely many points on X. We
may call the chart change O~ (compare with 1 0.4) and we
may say cum grano salis, that Om eX, Y) is a II COO -manic
fold with corners".
2. We will not enter into this in full generality. But
some further details are very interesting. Note first
that the set ~f(Uf) contains a closed maximal linear
subspace, t~f(X,TY) ==~f(X,~TY) == \s E~f(X,TY): seX) 0;; tTY},
where we put tTY == U
TbJy ~ TY. (bOy == :L\bY ).
Osj91

t

1

j

j

Let sE!lf(X,TY). Then sE ~f(X,TY) iff s(f- (b Y» o;;Tb Y
for each j.
So t!lf(X,TY)==
n
\SE~f(X,TY): s(X)ETf(x)bjy}
O_J91 XEf- 1 (b j y)
is indeed closed, since s ~ sex) is a continuous linear
functional.
How do the spaces ~f(X,TY) behave under chart change?
s: ==~gO ~f-1(s) = (TTy ,,->-1(g,ToS).
Since T is boundary respecting (10.3), the subspaces
t!lf(X,TY)
and
t~g(X,TY) ma~ in~o eac~ ot~er under
chart change, if we suppose that f 1 (bJy) == g 1 (bJy) for
OO'
all j. Define 0n
l c(X,Y)
e . to be
. the set of mappings
1
fECoo(X,Y) with :r- (b J Y)=b J X for each j.
T is boundary respecting, i.e. T -1 (bjy) ==T ?)y for
.
y
y
all y E eJy, for all j. So if f is nice, then

f.'

cPf(Ufn c:'ce(X,Y» == t~f(X,TY).
So we have proved:
Theorem: Let X,Y be manifolds with corners. Then the
closed subset CnOO. c (X, Y) of COO (X, y) is a COO -manifold
le
--c
(without boundary), modelled on topological vector spaces
o~ the f~rm ~&(X,TY). Since Diff(X) is open in C~ce(X,X),
DJ.ff(X) ~ Co -manifold (without boundary) too.
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11 Differentiabi lity of certain
.
mappings

11 .1 Proposition: Let X, Y be COO -manifolds without
boundary. Then for any k;::: 0 the mapping
jk: oQ) eX,Y) ~cQ) (x,JkeX,y)) is of class c~.
Proof: Let or: TY~ Y and p: TJkeX, Y) ~ Jk(X, Y) be local
additions, let f E oQ) (X,Y). Let (Uf,CPf,rc(f*TY)) be the
canonical chart of COO (X,Y) centered at f and induced
by '1"; and let (U k ' cP k ,r «jkf)i~TJk(X,y))) be the
j f
. f
c
canonical chart of COO Zx,Jkex, y)) centered at jkf and
induced by p.
We have to check wether the mapping
CPjkf 0 jko CPf-1: rcef*TY)~rc«jkf)*TJk(X,y)) (or rather
a restriction to an open subset of it) is COO • For
sEr (fi~TY) we have cP k 0 jk.CPf-1Cs):::p k ~1o(IdX'~('1"OS))

c

=

j

PjktOCo"Jkcx,pr2

0

f

'1"f))

j f

0

e:

0

JkCs)

by the following diagram:
X

\JkCS)
Jk(f~~TY)

Ie:

~(X,t*TY)
HerA
f*TY
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t

is the natural embedding of 1.12.2 and
'1"f
pr 2
k
I XX Y
) Y induces J (X,pr 2 o '1" f):

Jk(X,f*TY)~Jk(X,y). Now jk: T (f~~TY)~T (Jk(f*TY» is
c
c
continuous and linear (a linear partial differential
operator) and p k -1 (a,Jk (x,pr2 ° 'T'f»
e: }:c(f*TY)~
0

0

~

(jkf )*TJk(X,y1 fs a smooth fibre respecting (over X)
mapping, so by the chain rule and by the O-lemma 8.7 the
.
jkoCPf-1.~s COO
d
mapp~ng cP k
0
c'
q.e ••
j f

In order to compute T(jk) we need:
Lemma: TJk (X,Y) =TXx (X
)Jk (X,TY).
11.2

,TTX'o.

Proof: If U,V are open in ~n,~m resp. then
TJk(U,V) =T(UxVxP(n,m» = (UxVxP(n,m» x (RnxlRmxP(n,m»
~ (UxlRn) x (VxlRm) xP(n,2m)
~ (UxlR n ) xU(Ux (V xlRm) xP(n,2m»

= TUxU~{U,TV),

since L~ym(lRn;lRm) x L~ym (IRn;lR m) ~ L~ym(lRn IR mxlRm) naturally.
Since the above computation is natural (with respect to
mappings as in 1.5, 1.6) the result holds globally too.
q.e.d.
11.3 Proposition: Let jk: ca:>(X,Y)~Jk(X,Jk(X,y». Then
its tangent mapping T(jk): TCOO(X,Y)~TCOO(X,Jk(X,y)) is
given by the following sequence:
COO (X,Y)
TT_ _ _ TC oo (X,Y) ~ ~(X,TY)
f-E _ _.....

1

.k

1

(OX· a., Id) i~

JX,TY
~(X,Jk(X,TY»

~(x, TX x XJk(X,TY»

II

COO (X,Jk(X,Y»

~ TCa:> (X,Jk(X,Y» 2:i~(X,TJk(X,y»

Proof: There is some abuse of notation in the diagram,
is not defined properly. It is clear what
is meant by it.
To prove it one could follow up the proof of 11.1 and
could see T(j~,y) in chart-representative. We will compute
explicitly using 10.15.

~(X,Jk(X,TY»
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Let c: IR -+ cO) (X, Y) be a C~ -curve. Then

[d~ jtyc(t)\t=o](X) =
=
j t yc(t,. )(x) \ t=O = jtTY(d~ c(t,.) )(x) I t=O =
= [j~,Ty~(O)J(x).
(Tc(O)(jty)·C(O)J(x) =

-it

We may commute jk and d~ since these are partial
differential operators with respect to different variables.
The rest is a question of natural embeddings.
q.e.d.

11 .4 Theorem: Let X ~ COO -manifold with corners ~ ill
y, Z M COO -manifolds without boundary. Then the mapping
Comp: COO (Y,Z) xC:rop(X,y)-+cOO (X,Z), given by
Comp(g,f) =g 0 f, ~ C~ -mapping.
Proof: Let 'n TY-+Y and p: TZ-+Z be local additions. Let
g E COO (Y~Z), fE C:rop(X,y) and let (Ug,cpg,rcCg*TZ» and.
(~,cpf,rc(f*TY» be the canonical charts of COO (Y,Z) and
C (X,Y), centered at g and f, induced by ~ and p
respectively. Furthe~ let (Ugof,cpgof,rcC(gof)*TZ» be the
canonical chart of C (X,Z) centered at gof, induced by
p. Let us assume that Ug and Uf are so small that
Comp(U x Uf ) ~ U f (this is possible by 7. '3). Note that
g
go 0)
automatically Uf £; Cprop(X, Y) if f is proper (h ..... f, f
proper implies h proper).
Consider the mapping
(1) c=cp fO Compo (cp -1 XCPf- 1 ): r (g*TZ)xr (f~~TY)'"
go
g
c
c
-+ r «gt)*TZ) (which is not globally defined - but we
c
want to save notation).
Then
(2) c(t,S)=CPgof(tpg-1(t) 0 CPf-1Cs»

= pgo f -1 (IdX ' Pt~ s ) ,
where P f: (gf)*TZ-+XxZ is the fibre respecting diffeogo
~Xj("'pr1
morphism into, given by Pgof=(IdxxP)\XX(Z,gf,TIz)TZ:
(gf)*TZ -+ X x Z. First we investigate the partial mapping
('3) t -+ c ( t , s), s E r c (f*TY) fixed, t E r c (g*TZ). Since
~os is proper too. So the mapping
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('1's)*: r (g*TZ) ~r «g,.S)ifTZ), ('-S)if(t) =to'1'oS, is conc
c
tinuous and linear. Now consider the fibre respecting
smooth diffeomorphism (not everywhere defined):
(g,- s ) lfT Z
Xx (

~ X x Z ~(___P.Qg.=.f____ (gf) *T Z

P g1" S

II
Z,g1"S,TIZ

) TZ

I

i

IdXxp

Xx Z (

X

IdXX~l

~XXTZ

~

II
x (Z,gf,TIZ )

TZ

X

Then (Pgf-10Pg1"s)*hs)*t=Pgf-1.(Idx,Pt1"S) =C(t,S)i
By the chain rule and by the O-lemma 8.7 the mapping
t.-. c(t,s) is of class c~ and its derivative is given by
(4) D1 c(t,s).t' =D«p f-1op
)*(,.s)*)(t).t' =
1
g
~,-s
= D«p gf- oP g 1"s)*)«'1'S)ift )(('-S)*t') =

= dF(Pgt-1oPg1"s).(t,.s,t',.s) by

=

~(gf)*TZ 0 T(Pgf

= '( gf) *TZ

0

-1

Pg,-s). V(g,-s)*TZ

0

T(p gf- 1 )

8.7

0

T (Idx x p)

0

.

0

(t,-s,t',-s) by. 1.16

COX' VTZ • (po t,-s, po t ' ,.s) )

by 1.18, where p: (g,.s)*TZ=XxZTZ.-.TZ is the restriction
of the second projection,
= 'Cgf)*TZo T(P g f- 1 ) 0 (OX,TpoVTZ. (pt'1's,pt',-s». The
last expression shows that D1 c(t,s).t' is jointly continuous in t,t',s (use 7.3, 7.4 and the fact that s.-.,-s,
r C(f~fTY) -i> C:rop(X, Y) is continuous).
Now we look at the mapping
(5) S-i>c(t,s), tErc(gifTZ) fixed, sErc(f*TY). For fixed
t we define the mapping
(6) a(t): fifTY-i> (gf)*TZ by
c.( t)
fifTY
• (gf)*TZ

~ '1'f
Idxxst
Pgf ~
II
I I~XXY~
~) XXZ, IdXxp
X

x CY, f

,TIy )TY
_ _ _ _ _~

__- - - -X X(' Z~
,gf ,TIZ )TZ

~X<E-
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Then a.(t)*(s)=Pgf-10(IdxxPt) 0 '1"fo S
= Pgf -1 0 (Idx ' pt'1"S) ,
and a.(t) is a smooth fibre respecting mapping (not eve~
where defined).
So by the O-lemma 8.7 the mapping (5) is of class
C~ and we have
(7) D2 c(t,s).s' =D(a.(t)*)(s).s' =dF(a.(t» 0 (s,s'). But
we are far from being done: t -+ a.( t) is lli21 continuous in
t (since '1"f does not have a closed image, so is not
proper, and since t -+ IdX x pt is continuous iff X is compact). We will rewrite expression (7) in form where it is
obvious. that it is jointly continuous in t, s, s ' •
First we compute as follows:
(8) D2 c(t,s).s' =dF(a.(t» 0 (s,s') =

=

'(gf)*TZ 0 T(a.(t»

0 Vf*TY

= '( gf ) <j~T Z 0 T (p gf -1 )

0

(s,s') by

1. 16

0 T (Idx X p t) 0 T ( '1" f) 0 Vf*TY 0 (s, s ' )

= '(gf)*TZ 0 T(P g f- 1 ) 0 (OX,T(pt'1")

0 VTyo (ps,ps'»

where again p: f*TY = X x yTY -+ TY is the restriction of
the second projection.
So it remains to show that
(9) (t,s,s')-+T(PtdVTy(ps,ps') is jointly oontinuous.
For that we look at the manifold
M: = T2yx (TY
)J1 (TY, Y) x (Y )J 1 (Y,TZ) x (Z
)J 1 (TZ,Z)
,TTTY'a.
,a.
,Ul,a.
Let y: M-+ TZ be the COO -mapping, given by
y(v'0'1 ,0'2,0'3) =0'3 00'2 0 0'1 (v) (y is just matrix multiplication looally). Then we have
(10) T(PtT)VTy(ps,ps') =
= yo (VTy(ps,ps'), j1('1") 0 ps,j1(t) 0 '1"PS, j1(p) 0 t'1"ps)
and this expression is jointly continuous in (t,s,s')
('1"pS '1"S as we have written before, '1": f*TY -+ Y, '1"S is
alway proper).
So we have seen that the partial derivatives
D1 0(t,s).t' and D2 o(t,s).s' exist and are jointly continuous in (t. s , t' ,s ' ). So by 8. 3 the mapping (t, s) -+ c ( t , s )
is a C~-mapPing, and Do(t,s)(t' ,s,) =D 1c(t,s)s'. By (4)

=
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and (8), (10) the expressions D1c(t,s)t' and D2 c(t,s)s'
have a form similar to c(t,s) itself; the part j1(t) of
(10) is C~ by 11.1. So by recu:csion c is C~ and C~
q.e.d.
11.5 Remark: The question arises wether this result
11.4 remains valid if we admit corners in all manifolds.
Remember 10.16 where we noted that COO (X, Y) and
ro
00
prop
C (Y,Z) are not quite Cc -manifolds since they have
"corners of infinite index". The technical details of the
proof offer no difficulty, since the O-lemma needs just
convexity. We put:
Theorem: Let X,Y,Z be manifolds with corners. Then the
mapping co~r C~ice (Y,Z)
of class Cc •

X

C~rop,nice (X, Y) -+ C~ice (X,Z) II

Proof: Just note that go f is nice if g and f are nice.
The proof is the same.
11.6 Corollary: Let X be a manifold with corners, let
Y,Z be manifolds without boundary. Consider the C~
mapping Comp: COO (Y,Z) X C~rop(X, Y) -+ COO (X,Z); its
tangent mapping TComp: :i>(X,TZ) x:i>prop(X,TY)-+:i>(X,TZ) is
giVen by
T(g,f)Comp • (t,s) = (Tg)~~( s) + f*(t) = j
s + to f.

\g

0

Proof: The finite dimensional proof for Lie-groups works
here: Consider the mappings
J f : COO (y,Z)-+C oo (Y,Z) xC~r&p(X,y),
Kg: C~rep(X,y) -+C OO (Y,Z) xCprop(X,Y), given by
Jf(h) : : : (h,f), Kg(h) = (g,h) respectively. Then clearly
Compo Jf:::::f*: COO (Y,Z)-+C OO (X,Z)
Comp 0 Kg = gi~: C:'op(X, Y) -+ COO (X,Z).
Therefore
T(g,f)Comp.(t,s) :::::T(g,f)Comp(Tg(Jf)·t +Tf(Kg).s) ==
::::: T(g,f)Comp.Tg(J f ). t + T(g,f)Comp.Tf(Kg).s:::::
::::: Tg ( f~t ) • t + Tf ( g~t ) • S = f* ( t) + (T g )

*(s)

by 10 • 1 4.

q. e . d •

Of course the same result is true in the setting of
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1i.S, as are all the
changes.

~ollowing

ones with the appropriate

11.7 Corollary: ~ Y be without boundary. ~
evaluation Ev: X X COO (X, y) ~ Y, given by Ev(x,~) = ~(x),
is a C~ -mapping.

Proo~: X=C OO (*,X) =C~rop(*'.x.), where ~. denotes the
one-point-mani~old. Thus
Ev=Comp: CCO (X,Y) xC~rop(*'X)~COO (*,Y) =Y is C~ by
11.4.
q.e.d.
11.8 Corollary: The canonical mapping
"': COO (X,C OO (Y,Z»~ (ZY)X= zYxX takes values in
co c
C (XxY,Z).
Proo~: I~ ~EC

Q)

Q)

A

(X,C (Y,Z», then ~(x,y) =~(x)(y), so
'"
c
Q)
~ = Ev 0 (Id y x ~) is a C -mapping X x Y ~ Z, 1. e. a
CO
c
C -mapping.
q.e.d.
Remark: ~ ~ Id y x ~ is !!2.! continuous in general.
11.9 Corollary: Let X,Y,Z be mani~olds without boundary.
Then via the canonical mapping o~ 11.8 we have always
C~ (X,C OO (Y,Z» s;;C OO (XxY,Z); equality holds iff Y is
compact or dim Z = O.

Proof: If dim Z =: 0 then COO (Y ,Z) = ZY since any mapping
into Z is smooth, and COO (Y,Z) is zero dimensional too
(discrete). So let us assume that dim Z>O. s;; was proved
in 11.8.
Consider the mapping c: X~Coo (y,yxX), c(x)(y) =: (y,x)
(the insertion mapping). If Y is not compact, then Ii: is
not continuous by 4.7.8. But e=IdYxXECOO(yxX,YxX),
so we have =F.
Let us assume now that e: X ~ COO (Y, Y x X) is a C~00
'"
v
mapping. For any ~E C (YxX,Z) we have f=f,,~ 0 li::
X ~ COO (Y, ), which is a c~ -mapping then. So we have
euquality for all Z.
It remains to show that e is a c~-mapPing, if Y is
oompact. We compute locally. of course: Let Xo E X be
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fixed. let

'T:

TX ... X, p: TY ... Y be local additions, let

(U eCx ),cpc(x ),rc(c(xo)*T(YxX») be the canonical chart
000

0

of C (Y, Y x X), centered at c(x ), induced by p X'T. Let
-1
0
(V,,!,
: V"'T X) be the chart at x of X. SinCE
Xo
Xo
0
e(xo)(y)::::: (y,x ) we have c(x )*T(YxX) :::::TYxT X=
o
0
Xo
::::: TY E9 (Y x T X) as vector bundle over Y, so
Xo
r (c(xo)*T(YxX» =r CTY) xr CYxT X) =r CTY) x!D(Y,T X).
c
c
c
Xo
c
Xo
"E'or x E V and y E Y we have then
(cpe(x)O dx»)(y)=(PX'T)c(x )(y)-1 c (x)(y):::::
o
0
::::: (p x',-)(y,xo )-1(y,x)::::: (p y - 1 (y), '!'xo - 1 (x» = (OY''!'x o - 1 (x».
Therefore c(V) l; Ue(x ) and
o
cpe(x ) <> e '!'
= (O,Id): T x ... r (TY) xT x ... r CTY) x
o
Xo
Xo
c
Xo
c
x!D(Y,T x)=r (c(x)*T(YxX», here !D(y,T X) denotes the
Xo
c
Xo
space of all smooth mappings with compact support
Y... T X, and T X ... !D(Y,T X) is a continuous linear emXo
Xo
Xo
bedding iff Y is compact (otherwise this mapping does not
even taken values in !D(y,Tx X) since the latter space does
not contain 00nstant mappin~s).
q.e.d.
Remark: This result puts a definite end to all dreams of
cartesian closedness in our setting. See GUTKNECHT (1977)
for a slight extension of this result (Z may be a c~
manifolds too).
C)

°

11.1
Corollary: Let X1 ,X2 , Y1 , Y2 be COO -manifolds
Y1 'Y2 without boundary.
1. g X2 is compact. then for any fixed f E cO,) (X 2 , Y2 )
the mappi!!:8 g ... gX f , COO (X 1 ,Y1 )"'C OO (X 1 xX 2 'Y1 xY2) is
COO
c .
2. If X1 ~ X2 are compact, then the mapping
COO (X 1 ' Y1 ) X COO (X&, Y2) ... COO (X 1 X X2 , Y1 X Y2 ), given by
(g,f)"'gxf, ~ Cc •
Proof: If X2 is compact, then the prOjection
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pr 1 : Xi X ~ -? Xi is smooth and proper, so
(pr 1 )*: C (X 1 'Y1)-?COO(X 1 xX2'Y1) is O~ by 11.4,10.14.
So g x f = (Idy x f)
«pr 1 )*(g) ,pr 2 )
0

1

= (Id Y1 x f )*«pr1 )*(g),pr2 ) is O~

in g, by 10.5

and 10.14.
I f X1 and X2 are compact, then g x f = «pr 1 )*(g),
(pr 2 )*(f)) is O~ in (g,f) by 11.4 or 10.14 and 10.5.
q.e.d.
11.11 Theorem: Let X ~ 0 00 -manifold (with or wi thout corners). Then the inversion Inv: Diff(X)-loDiff(X)
is a C~ -mapping • .§.Q. Diff(X) is a Lie-group in the
COO -sense.

c

-

Proof: Let X have corners (for a change). It suffioes to
show, that Inv is C~ on an open neighbourhood U of IdX'
For if f E Diff(X) is arbitrary and g is near f then
g-1 ::::: (f- 1 g)-1 f- 1 = [(f- 1 )* InvlU (f- 1 )*](g), so Inv
0

is

0

0

0

0 00

too on a neighbourhood of f by 11.4 (11.5).
c
Now let ,.: TX -? X be a local addition which is boundary
1 (b j X) = Tx bjX if xEbjX, for
respecting (10.3), i.e.

,.X-

all j. Let oo(U = U1d , cP = CPld' tr c (TX)) be the canonical
chart of °nice(X,X), centered at IdX and induced by,.. We
suppose that U so small as to be contained in Diff(X).
Here trc(TX)= {sErc(TX): s(bjX) s;;;T1)jX for all j\ is the
closed subspace of all vector fields with compact support
which are tangent to each boundary component bjX.
Put
(1) i = CD Inv cp-1: tr (TX) -? tr (TX)
0

0

(2) c=cpo Compo (cp-1 x~-1): trJTX)xtrc(TX)-?trc(TX~
(c is not everywhere defined in general).
Then c(s,i(s)) =cp(Id) =0 for all s. Suppose that i is
C~ and differentiate formally with respect to s:
D1 c(s,i(s)) +D 2 c(s,i(s)).Di(s) =0;
So we get the following ansatz:
(3) Di(s) =-D 2 c(s,i(s»-1. D1 c(s,i(s)): trc(TX)-lo trc(TX).
From 11.4 (6) and (7) we DOW that c(s,t):::: o.(s)~t(t) and
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D2 0(S,t) =D(a.(s)*(t)::: (dFa.(s))o\I.(t), where
a.(s)='T'Id- 10 (IdxTS) 0 TId: TX-+XxX-+TX:::
= (TTX ' T) -1 (Id x '1"s)( TTX' T ) •
'T'S = cp-1 (s) E Diff(X), so (Id x TS) is a diffeomorphism
(when properly restricted), so a.(s) is an invertible fibre
respeoting mapping (when properly restricted) and
a.(s)-1 ::: (rrx,'T')-1 0 (Idx (cp-1 (s»)-1 0 (TTx,'1"):::
::: (TTX''I" )-1

0

(Id x (cp-1 (s) »-1)

::: ('lTX ' T ) -1

0

(Id x

T

0

i (s»

0

0

(TTX ''I") :::

('lTx ,,,)

:::

:::a.(1(s».
So a.(s)* is (locally) invertible and (a.( s)*) -1 ::: a.( 1( s) )*.
Thus o(s,.): tr (TX) -+ tr (TX) is a (local) diffeomoro
c
phism and
(4) 0(s,.)-1 = (a.(s)*)_1 =a.(1(s»*=c(1(s),.). By the
ohain rule:
D20 ( s , t ) -1 = [D ( 0 ( S , • ) )( t ) 1 ::: D( c ( s, • ) -1 )( c ( s , t» =

r

= D ( 0 ( 1 (s ) , • ) ) ( 0 ( s, t»

::: D2 c ( 1 ( s) , c ( s, t) ) •
So (3) becomes the ansatz
(5) Di(s)s' =-D2 c(s,i(s»-1 0 D1 c(s,i(s».s'

=-D2 o (i ( s ) , c (s , 1 ( s) »

• D1 c (s, 1 (s) ) • s '

=-D2 c(i(s),Ox). D1 c(s,i(s».s'.
From 11.4 we conclude that Di(s)s' is jointly continuous
in sands' (i is continuous by 7.6) if it is of the
form (5). It remains to show that
(6) lim i(S+AS~) -i(s) =-D2 c(s,i(s»-1 0 D1 c(s,1(S».S'
)"-+0

holds in tro(TX). We will prove this in the following
lemma.
Suppose that (6) holds. Then i is of class c~. Look
again at (5): D1 is smoothly expressed in terms of i;
so Di is c~, so i is c~; by recursion i is c~ .
q.e.d.
11.12 Lemma: In the setting of 11.11 we have for any
s,s' E tr (TX), )., €R:
c
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lim i(s+As') -i(s) =-D c(s,i(s»-1
A~O
A
2
in tr 'TX).

-

0

D1 c(s,i(S».s'

c'

Proof: By 11.11. (2) we have
c(s+As', i(s+As'»=O, c(s,i(s»=O. Using lemma 8.4 we
compute as follows: Let A:\= 0, A near zero.
O==t [c(s+AS',i(s+As'»

-c(s,i(s»)]=

=f 0[1

dd c(s+WAs',i(s)+\l(i(s+As')-i(s»)d\l=
\l
.
=t [1 Dc(s+WAs',i(s) +\l(i(s+As') -i(s»).
II.

o

• (As' ,i(s + AI;!' ) -i(s»dw ==
== t

[1 D1 c (s + 11 AS' , i (s) + 11 (i ( S + AS' ) - i (s) ) ) • (As' ) dlt +

+t

o
[1
o

D2 c(s+\lAS',i(s)+p(i(s+AS')-i(s»).(i(S+As')-

-i(s»dw·
For A ~ 0 the first summand converges visibly to
[1 D1 c(s,i(s».s'd\l=D 1 c(s,i(s».s'. Therefore we have

o

(1) lim f1 D2 c(s+\lAs',i(s)+\l(i(s+As')-i(s»).
A~O

0
.

i(S+AS~) -i(s) d\l==-D 1 c(s,i(s».sl in trc(TX).

SUPfose that we know already that the set
M:==\i S+Ar)-iCS): O<\A\ ~1, AElRl is bounded in
trc(TX). Then M is relatively compact, since trc(TX) is e
Montel space (as a closed subspace of the Montel space
0 <, < 1 1
r c ( TX» • M == MuM
+ -' where M+ ==! i (s + AS A' ) - i ( s) ,11._,
M_ is defined similarly by -1 ~ A <0. Then M+ and Mare
continuous curves in trc(TX) with "one end openl1 each
(for A ~ 0). So there are cluster points of M not lyi!l8:
in M.
Let t be a cluster point of M, not lying in M. Then
there is a net (Moore-Smith-sequence)
i(s+A s') -i(s)
t == (
ex, A
) in M such that lim t == t in tr (TX)
0,
ex,
ex,
a.
c
and lim A == O. By the joint continuity of D2 c in all
ex,

ex,

variables we see that
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lim

f1

aO

D2 c (s + I-l AS' , i (s) + I-l (i (s + AS' ) - i (s) ) • t dl-l =

= D2 c(s,i(s».t.

a

a

But this limit equals -D 1 c(s,i(s».s' by (1), so
t =-D 2 C(S,i(s))-1. D1c (s,i(s)).s' (D 2 c(s,i(s» is invertible
by 11.11. (4». Since this holds for any cluster point of
M for A~ 0 we get the desired result

r ~m i(s+As')-i(s)
A
A~O

, (s ». ,
=-D2 c ( s,~'( s »-1 .D 1 c (
s,J.
s.

It remains to show that Mois bounded. This will be proved
using (1) again. Since tr (TX) is closed in r (TX) it
c
c
suffices to show that M is bounded in r (TX).
c
rc(TX) =l~ rK(TX) where rK(TX) = Is Er(TX): supp s s;;K\,
and where K runs through all compact sets in X (cf. 4.8).
In order to show that M is bounded we have to show that
the following two conditions are fulfilled:
(2) There is a compact set K s;; X such that
supp i (s + AS' ) - i( s) s;; K for all 0 < I AI ~ 1 •
(3) For any ~~O the mapping (A,x)~jk (i(S+AS~) -i(S»)(x)
is "uniformly bounded" in (A,x)E([-1,0)U(0,1])xK
(with respect to any metric on the bundle Jk(TX».
It is easy to show that (2) holds:
{i(s+As') -i(s): -1 ~A.~q is a compact piece of a
continuous curve in trc(TX), so it is bounded, so there
is some compact set Ks;;X such that supp(i(s+As') -i(s» s;;K
for all A, -1 ~ A ~ 1. Then clearly
supp i(s +As~) -i(s) =supp(i(s+As') -i(s» s;;K for

0<1 AI

~ 1.
It remains to show that for each k the expression
(4) jk (1(s+As') -i(S»)(x) is uniformly bounded for

A

(x, A) E K x ( [-1 ,1]\ I 0 \ ). Since K is compact it suffices to
show that for any x E K expression (4) is uniformly bounded
o
for (x, A) E U x ([-1,1]\ 10\), where U
is a neighbourXo

Xo

hood of Xo in X.
Choose the neighbourhood U = Ux so small that Txl U is
trivial, ~ x Rn. So we assume tha£ we are in an open set
in Rn : We use the same notation for the local represen119

tatives in IRn. So s,s': U~Rn, a=cr.(s): UxlRn~lRn, i(s),
i(s + AS'): U~Rn. Now (1) takes the following form:
(1') lim [1 d 2 [cr.(s+\J.As')J(x,i(S)(X)+Il[i(s+As ' )(x)_

i(S~(~)J). i(S+ASI)(~) -i(s)(x)

dll=-[D 1c(s,i(s».s'](x)

The lim t is uniform with respect to x E U and any derivative with respect to x converges too. Now
d 2 [cr.(s+\J.As ' )]( ••• ): Rn~lRn is invertible for all xEU,
Il E [0,1]. A E [-1,1

J.

SO there is an e>

° such that

I d 2 [c:x.(s +\J.As')l( ... ) .vl ~ e·I:,"1 f:r ~ll tho~e xl\J.~ A, by
compactness. So we get: If I~(s AS )(~) -~(sLx_1 ~oo.
then the norm of the integral converges to 00 too, a
contradiction to (1 I).
Repeat this argument for each derivative with respeot
to x of (1') and get the desired result: (3) is true.
q.e.d.
11 .1 3 Proposition: Let X be a COO -manifold with or
without corners. Then the tangent mapping
T Inv:

t;)Diff(X)(X,TX)~ t~iff(X)(X,TX),

is given by

"ef (Inv).s::::-(Tf-1 ).so f- 1 ::::-(f- 1 )*s=-f*s.

Proof: Again the usual finite-dimensional proof is
applicable. By 11.6 we have T(g,f)Comp(t,s) ::::Tg.s +t .. f.
Since Comp(f,Inv(f» = Id we have (by the chain rule):
0=T f ,Inv(f)comp .(s,T!1 Inv.s) =Tf .. (TfInv.s) +s .. Inv(f)
= Tf .. (TfInv s) +So f .
So TfInv.s;::: -Tf-1 .. so f -1 •
q.e.d.

=
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12 Some tangent mappings

From now on all manifolds are supposed to be without
boundary.
12.1 Local topological affine spaces: Let (E,p,X) be a
vector bundle. Consider the space r(E) of all smooth
sections of the vector bundle E, equipped with the (~)
topology (4.7). We used to call two sections S1,92
equivalent, s1 '" s2' if they coincide off some compact set
in X, i. e. if s1 - s2 has compact support, s1-s2 E r c (E).
Each equivalence class in r(E) is a topological affine
space whose model vector space is the topological vector
space rc(E). So r(E) is the disjoint union of topological
affine spaces, whose model space is rc(E). So we call
r(E) a local topological affine space with model rc(E).
Consequently the manifold structure of (r(E),(~» is very
simple: Tr(E) ::::r(E) xrc(E). Any mapping f from r(E) into
some topological vector space can be differentiated as if
r(E) was a topological vector space too:
T (f).s2=Df(s1).s2=lim
(f(s1+ts 2)-f(s1» for any
s1
t-tO
s1 Er(E), s2 Erc(E), tE~.

t

k

12.2 1. Let w E r(~ T*Y) be a k-~imes covariant tensorfield on Y. Let Pw: CCO (X, Y) -t r(~ T*X) be the mapping
given by (Pw) (f) = f*w = (w f) (Tf ® ••• 18> Tf). The chain rule
and the results of § 11 imply that Pw is a C~-mapPing. So
it has a tangent mapping:
k
k
k
T(Pw): TC CO (X,Y) =~(X,TY)-tTr(18> T*X) =r(® T*X) xrc (18) T~~X).
0
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2. Definition: Let s E~f(X,TY) = TfC OO (X,Y) be ~ vectorfield along f with compact support. For any w E r( ® T*Y)
we define S! w: =Tf(Pw).s, we call 53 w the Lie-derivative
s
s
of w along s.

3. Since

k

k

Tr(~

k

T*X) =r(0 T*X) xr (® T*X) is trivial, we
c
may compute s:! SW as follows: Let t -? f t be any smooth curve
in COO (X,y) throughf (Le. f =f) such that
~

d

0

bt ft=s E~t(X,TY), th~n Slsw=Tf(Pw).s=dt (Pw)(ft)\t;::::O =
=a\ (ft*w)\t==O (cf. 10.15)·
k

4. Now if f=Id X and wEr(® T*X), then sErc(TX) is a
vectorfield with compact support, so it has a global
flow t ~ ft. We may use this global flow to compute Slsw
and we see that in this case we got the usual Lie-derivative of w along the vectorfield with compact support s.
Hence the name Lie-derivative.

5. It is not possible to give ~ more detailed expression
for Sl w in general: interpret w: ~ TY-?R as a COO -mapping.
s
d
hen Cle~rlY £sw = pr 2 0 Tw 0 (dt Tf t 181 ••• 181 Tf t I t=O):

i

o

TX-?T(~ TY)-+~=lRxR-+IR, and the first mapping does not
take values in the vertical bundle.

k

I

6. Lemma: For w E r( ® T*Y), 1\1 E r( I8i T*Y) we have for an.v
s E ~f(X, TY): Ds(~ 181 1\1) = 9 s WI8I f*1\I + f*wl8I Sls1\l • .§Q
£s: rei T*Y) -+ r(0 T*X) is a derivation over the al,gebra
homomorphism f*: r( ® T*Y) -? r( 0 T*X).
Proof: S!s is clearly linear. Now f*(W01\t) =f*w0f*~, so
k
1
p(w ~:!l = (.181.) 0 (Pw,Pv): COO (X, y) -? r(0 T*X) x r(0 T*X) ~
-+ r( 181 T*X) and the last mapping is "bilinear" on the
product of the local topological affine spaces, so we use
the remark at the end of 12.1 for the tangent mapping of
P(w01jT).
q.e.d.
7. Let us finally compute a local formula for Slsw.
Let (U,u) be a chart on X, (V,v) be a chart on Y such
that feU) f:, V. We use the same letters for the local representatives of all objects. So we assume that w(y) is a
k-linear mapping on (Rm)k (where m = dim Y, n = dim X) for
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each y E v(V) s;R m, we denote the action by
(w(y); w1 x.·· XWk)' Then locally we have for vi ERn:
«(Pw)f)(x); v 1 x ••• x v k ) =
= (w(f(x»;df(x).v1 x ... xdf(x).vk ). Now let t.-.ft be a
smooth curve through f with
f t I t=O = s. Then f t (0') !:; V
for small t. So we have to compute:

a.'\

d~ (UJ(ft(x»; dft (x).v 1 x··· xdft(x).vk)lt=o=
== (dw(f(x». s(x); df(x) .v 1 x ••• x df(x) .vk ) +
+ (w(f(x»; ds(x).v 1 xdf(x).v2 x ••• Xdf(x).vk )+
+ ...
+ (w(f(x»; df(x).v 1 x ... xdf(x).vk _ 1 x ds(x).vk ),
since

d~ dft(x).vjlt=O=d(d~

ft)(x)'Vjlt=O==dS(X)'Vj'

12.3 Definition: If SEC~(X,TY) is a vector field along
f (no~ necessarily with compact support) and
w E r(@ T*Y) , let the contraction of w along s be defined
by s J w, where
(s..l UJ)(x)(~1 , ••• '~k-1) =

== w(f(x»(s(x),Tx f'S 1 , •••
k
k-1

,dx f.S k _ 1 ). It is clear that

S..J .: r( @ T*Y) .-. r( 0 T*X) is a linear (affine) mapping
which is ~-continuous iff f is proper.
12.4 Lemma: Let UJ E nP(Y) be a differential form on Y
and let s E ~f(X,TY) be a vector field along f. Then we
~:

1. 9s(wAI\r)=nswAf**+f*WAilsw for any

v EOq(y).

2. n w=6(sJw)+s.J(6UJ) (where 6is exteriour
s
---differentiation on X,Y).
Remark: If s does not have compact support we may use 2.
to define nsw in general. This can also be done by the

it

formula 9 s w ==
f t ~~wl t=O'
Proof: 1. is clear from 12.2.6. To prove 2. let
S1""'Sp be vector fields on X. Let us assume as in
12.2.7, that (U,u), (V,v) are local charts on X,Y resp.
wi th feU) s;;; V. We denote again local representatives by
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the same letters. Then ~oo has the following local
expression (see LANG, 1972).
(~oo(y); wox ••• xwp

>=

i A
= P
I! (-1) <doo(y).wi ; wo x ••• xw 1 x ••• xwp >
i=O
S..J 1)00 has the following expression:
«s.J I)oo)(x); vi x ••• XVp > =

= (&oo(f(x»;

sex) xdf(x)'V1 x ••• xdf(X).vp >=

= (doo ( f ( x) ) • I!I ( x);
+

P

I! (-1)
1=1

i

df ( x) •v 1 x • •• x df (x) •v p > +

(doo(f(x».df(x).vi ; sex) xdf(x)'V 1 x •••
•.• x df ( x) • vi x • •. x df (x) • v p >•

b(s..Joo) has the following expression:
(l)(s.Joo)(x); vi x· .• XVp >=
A
= P'E (-1) i-1 (d(S..Jw)(x).vi ; Vi
xvix ••• XVp> =
i=1
= ~ (-1 )i-1(d[(w 0 f)(s xdfx ••• xdf}J(x).vi; vi x •••
i=1
A
•.. xVi X •• • X Vp >

x.·.

= ~

i=1

~

+

i=1

(-1 )i-1 (dw(f(x» .df(x) .vi ; sex) x df(x) ,v1 x •••

..• x df(x) .vi x ••• x df(x) .vp >
(_1)i-1(oo(f(x»; dS(X)'Vi xdf(x),v1 x •.•
.•. x df(x) .vi x ••• x df(x) .vp >

+

+

~ I! (_1)i-1 (oo(f(x»; sex) x df(x) ,v1 x •••
i=1 j<i
••. Xd 2f(X).(V j ,vi ) x ••• xdf(X).vix ••• xdf(x).vp >

~ I! (_1)i-1(w(f(x»; s(x)xdf(x).v1x ••• xdf(X).vix ••
i=1 j>i
.,. x d 2f(X). (V j ,vi) x ••• x df(x) .vp
The last two sums cancel since d 2f(X).(V j ,vi ) is

>'

symmetric in i,j, and if we transport this element to the
first place we get a sign (_1)i-1+j-1 for the first sum
and a sign (_1)i-i+j-2 for the seoond sum.
The first sum canoe Is with the second sum of S..J bw
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above. So we get the following expression:

<[S.-l &w + &(s..Jw)J(x), vi x •.. XVp>:::
::: (dw(f(x».s(x); df(x).v1 x ••. xdf(x).vp > +

+

p

i

1

'E (-1) - (w(f(x»; ds(x).v. xdf(x).v1 x •••
i=1
2
••• x df (x) • vi x •.• x df( x) • v p>.

Transport ds(x).vi to the i'-th place, then the sign in
the last sum disappears and the local formula of 12.2.7
remains.
q.e.d.
12.5 kLemma: ~ s E~f(X,TY), g EC co (Y,Z) ~
w E r(® T*Z) , then we have:
1. s..J(g*w) = (Tg)*s..Jw, ~ (Tg)*s :::Tg 0 s.
2. 2 s (g*w) = 2(Tg)*Sw.
Proof: 1. is a trivial computation. 2. can be seen as
follows:
Tf ( (Pw) 0 g*). s = Tgf(Pw) 0 Tf(g*). s =
::::: Tgf(Pw)

0

(Tg)*.s = 9(Tg)*sw. But

(Pw) g*(f) ::: (Pw) (g f) = (g f)*w:::::
::::: f*o g*w:::P(g*w)(f), so l3 s (g*w) :::::Tf(P(g*w».s=
0

0

= Tf«Pw)

0

g*).S=9(Tg)*Sw.

0

q.e.d.

Remark: 1. is obviously true if s does not have compact
support. and 2. can be shown to be true in this case too
with some care:
12.6 Application: The lemma of Poincare (J. Moser,
A. Weinstein). Let (E,p,X) be a vector bundle. We want a
homotopy operator I: OP(E) ~ OP-1 (E) •
Let Mt denote the multiplication operator with t E R,
Mt : E

~E.

Let I-tt =

d~ Ms \ s=t be the vectorfield along Mt for each

t.
Let 13 E OP(E) be a differential form. By the general
principle of computing tangents we have by 12.2:
-dd M i~~ I -t:;:: TM (P~) .\-It = 53 S (note that the seoond exs s
st
\-It
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pression is not well defined, sinoe ~t does not have
oompact support in general: the first expression however
equals the last one by the oomputation in 12.2.7, where
compact support was never used). So
Mt *13 = g~tf3 = &(~t.J 13) +llt..1 &13 by 12.4. Now

It

M1 =I~, Mo: E-+E is the projection onto the zero section
of E, so Mo = 0E 0 p: E -+ X -+ E.
Thus we have
13 -Mo *13 = 13 - P*(OE*f3} = [1 [&(ll t ..Jf3) +Il t ...l &13 Jdt.
(We can evaluate this °integral pointwise on X). Put
I(f3) = [1 (Il t ...l f3)dt.
Then °
lr-f---M
3
o-*-f3-=-I-(-&-f3-)-+-&-(-I13-)-',
Remark: If 13 is closed, 613=0, and 0E*13 is exact, then
f3=-6P*q>+&I(f3}. If X= {*l is a point, then 0E*f3=O since
TX = 0, so 13 olosed implies 13 = &I ( 13) on a veotor space.
This is the lemma of Poinoare.
12.7 Let X be a manifold without boundary. Let
(Vol(X),p,X) denote the line bundle of all densities on
X, the volume bundle, which is defined by the transition
mappings ~ij: Uj xR-+UixR,
'lrij{x,a) =(x,ldet d(Ui u j - 1 )(uj (x»I.a), where (Ui,ui )
is any atlas on X.
This bundle is always trivial, but not canonioally so.
If X is orientable, then AnT*X is isomorphio to Vol(X)
(two isomorphisms, one for each choice of orientation) •
.A:1J:y element cr E VOl(X)x can be visualized ae a "nonoriented fl volume function on TxX, assigning to each
n-tuple (51"'.' Sn) of vectors in TxX (n = dim X) a number
cr(51, ••• ,5 n ) which is positively homogeneous and subadditive in each variable (sort of absolute value of a
determinant function).
,
See DIEUDONNE, Vol. 7, 23.4.1-3 for further information.
0
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12.8 Let r(s2T*x)+ denote the space of all Riemannian
metrics on X (positive definite sections of the bundle
S2T*X of symmetric 2-tensors on X), an open "convex"
subset of the local topological affine space r(s2 T*x).
For a Riemannian metric g E r( S2T*X)+ denote by vOl(g)
the density on X determined by g as foll~ow~s~:_F_o~r~_______

s

J

51 ' ••• ,5 n E TxX le t v o l ( g ) x ( 1 ' ••• , Sn) = de t ( gx ( Si ' Sj ) i , j ) •
Since g is positive definite, the determinant is always
> 0 for an n-frame (~1). So we get a mapping
vol: r(s2T*x)+ -tr Vol(X), which is e~ since it is the
composition of the following mappings:
2
2
2
reS T*X)+ -tr P (Fn(TX), XxRn )+' the space of sections
of the bundle of fibre respecting fibrewise quadratic
mappings from the n-frame-bundle F (TX) of TX into the
2
n
trivial bundle X xRn , taking positive definite values
only,
det* ~ r p2n(FnTX, XxR+) --!:... rVol(X). The first
mapping is e~ since it is only fibrewise vector operations with g, so one may use the O-lemma. The rest is
clear.
So there is a tangent mapping
T vol: r( S2T*X)+ X r (S2T*X) --t r Vol(X) X r Vol(X). We
c
c
want to compute this mapping. We do this locally. Let
(U,x 1 , ••• ,xn ) be a local coordinate system on X such that
g(x) = gijdX i I8l dx j • Then d:x: 1 A ••• A dxn is a smooth Lebesgue measure (a density) on U and we have
,
1
n
vOl(g)(x) =Jdet(gij(x)). dx A . . . Adx on U.
We need the derivative of the determinant function
2
.
2
det: Rn -tR. I f X=(xj) ERn , let e(x) denote the transposed matrix of the signed algebraic complements of X,
so that x.e(x) =det(X).Id. With this notation we have:
d(det)(X).y=trace (e(x) Y). If X is invertible, then
X- 1 =de~ X· e(x), so d(det)(X).Y=det(X).trace (X- 1 Y).
Now let g be a Riemannian metric, let k E Tg r(S2 T*X)+ =
= r c (S2 T*X). Cho~se a smooth curve t-tgt in r(s2Tl~X)+
through g with Cit gt \ t=O = k. By 10.15 we have
0

0
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=a.\

[Tg(V01)k](X)
V01(gt)(x)\t=0· If x is in U, then we
can continue:
d~ vOl(gt)(x)lt=o==/t .jdet(gt)ij(x) dx1 /\ ... /\dxnlt=o=
==

,
1
d
1
n
2~det{gO)ij(x) • d(det)(g(x»·(dt gt.(X»t=Odx /\ ••• /\dx

t
det(gij(x».trace(g(x)-1 k(x».
Jdet gij(x)
.dx1 /\ ••• /\dxn ;::
;: t trace(g(x)-1 k(x».vol(g)(x).
=

0

0

In the last expression the trace is indeed invariantly
defined:
T X g(x) ) T *X is invertible, so g(x)-1 k(x):
x
x
T X-+ T *X-+ T X. We have denoted the mappings associated
x
x
x
=#=
to g with the same letter (g ,kb is sometimes usual).
We have shown:
0

12.9

Theorem: The mapping vol: r(s2 T*x)+ -+r Vol(X) is

C~ mapping and its tangent mapping
T vol: r( S2 T*X)+ x r c (S2 T*X) -+ r Vol(X) x r c
Vol(X)
is
---

.§.

t

given by Tg vol.k;::
trace (g-1 k) .vol(g), where the
trace is 1taken from the fibre linear mapping
g- (x)
k{x)
Tx *X
) TxX
I T *X
x .
0

12.10 Remark: Nearly all constructions from differential
geometry have somewhere a mapping between manifolds of
mappings at their base. The tangent mappings of these
mappings are very interesting objects to study; many of
them are already well known from variational calculus.
The main example is of course the following: The space
of all (linear) connections of a vector bundle is a local
topological affine space with model vector space
r c (E~f @ T*X @E). If E;:: TX, then the mapping
'9: r(s2 T*x)+ -+ space of connections, which associates to
each g its Levi-Civi ta connection Vg , is clearly COO.
It
c
is straightforward to compute locally its tangent mapping
(as in 12.8), but the resulting formulae are very
complicated and admit no obvious global interpretation.
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13 The principal bundle of
embeddings

13.1 Let X and Y be COO -manifolds, X possibly with
corners, Y without boundary. Let us suppose furthermore
that dim X < dim Y.
Let E(X,y) be the space of all COO embeddings,
Eprop(X,Y) be the space of all proper embeddings, i.e.
closed embeddings. These two spaces are open in
(CQ) (X,Y),(~» (cf. 5.3, 5.4), so they are C~-manifolds.
Consider the following C~ -mappings:
p: Diff(X) xE(X,Y)-+E(X,Y), p(g,i) =io g.
p: Diff(X) x Eprop(X, Y) -+ Eprop(X, Y); Le. p denotes the
right action of the Coo-Lie-group on E(X,Y), E op(X,Y)
c
00
pr
respectively. Any g E Diff(X) induces a Cc -diffeolUorpm.sm
p(g,.) of E(X,Y) and Eprop(X,y), whose inverse is
p(g-1,.). Since each element of E(X,Y) is injective, the
action of Diff(X) on E(X, y) is free: i 0 g1 = i. g2 for
some iEE(X,Y) implies g1 =g2 in Diff(X).
Therefore p(.,i): Diff(X)-+E(X,Y) is a bijeotion onto
the orbit i Diff(X) of 1. If i is proper, then the whole
orbit is contained in Eprop(X,Y). (We will see later that
pC.,i) is even a diffeomorphism onto the orbit).
0

13.2 Definition: Let U(X,Y) =E(X,Y)/Diff(X) denote the
orbit space, equipped with the quotient topology; let
u: E(X, Y) -+ u(X, Y) denote the quotient mapping.
U(X,Y) is, heuristically speaking, the space of all
"submanifolds of type X in Y".
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~ L=i(X), a submanifold
of Y. Then the following hold:
1. The orbit i 0 DUf(X) coincides with Diff(X,L) 11§.
subset of E(X,Y).

13.3 Lemma: Let i EE(X,Y).

2. The inclusion Diff(X,L) ~E(X,y) is a splitting

c~ -submanifold.

3. The mapping p (. , i): Diff(X)

~

i

0

Diff(X) = Diff(X, L)

is a COO-diffeomorphism.

-

c

-

4. If i is proper and X is without boundary, then the
orbit of i is closed in Eprop(X,Y).

5. I f X is without boundary and has only fim tely many
connected components, then DiffCX,L) =E
p(X,L).
---pro
Proof: 1. is clear. 2. follows from 10.8 and 5.7.
3. follows from 11.4.4. Let (g 0. ) be a net in Diff(X)
such that i 0 g 0. = p (g 0. ,i) converges to f E Ep rOr
""'. (X, Y).
Then i 0 g (X) = i(X) =L for all 0., and since L is closed
0.
in Y (i is proper) we have f(X) ~ L.
Let Xj be a connected component of X, then Xj is open
and closed in X, so f(X j ) is open (since f is an
immersion and X is without boundary) and closed (since
f is proper) in L, so f(X j ) is a connected component of

L.
Now let Lk be any connected component of L, then for
some 0.0 and some component Xj of X we have i 0 go. (X j ) = ~
for all 0.;::: 0.0 ' Therefore f(X j ) = ~, so f is surj ective ,
f E Diff(X,L).
5. Let X1 "",Xk be the connected components of X, let
f E E:prop(X,L). From the proof of 4. we see that
f(X 1 ), ••• ,f(Xk ) are different connected components of L.
Since L = i(X) has as many connected components as X the
assertion follows.
q.e.d.
13.4 Now let X, Y be both without boundary, fix i E E(X, Y)
and i(X) =L. Let (WL ,PL,L) be a tubular neighbourhood
of L in Y (10.7).
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Lemma: Let jEOOO(X,WL ) such that PLo jEE(X,y). Then j
is an embedding with inverse (PLC> j )-1 (PL \ j (X»: j (X) ~ X.
Furthermore for any x E X we have
(Tx j )( TxX) $ T j (x) (P L-1 (PLj (x») :::: T j (x) WL :::: Tj (x) y, ~.
j is transversal to the fibres of PL: WL ~ L.
0

Proof: PLo j is injective, so j: X~WL is injective, with
inverse (PL 0 j)-1 ° (PLI j(X». This inverse is continuous,
so j is a topological embedding. For x in X we have:
(Tj(X)PL)(Txj)(TxX) =Tx(PLo j)(TxX) =TPLj(x)L=
= (Tj(x)PL)(Tj(x)WL ), thus dim Txj(TxX) 2: dim TpLj(x)L=
::::: dim TxX, so j is an inunersion, so j E E( X.:n •
Furthermore the kernel of Tj (xlL: Tj (x) WL .-7 TPLj (x)L
'is just T j (x)(PL- 1 (PLj(x»), the tangent space to the
fibre of PL through j(x), so the second assertion follows.
q.e.d.
13.5 Let the data of 13.4 be given. Then we define:
Qi = I j E 0 00 (X. WL ): PL j = i, j tv i I ;: :
0

=(PL)*-1(i)n jj: jtvil.
By 13.4 we have Qi s:; E (X, WL ) •
Lemma: 1. For the quotient mapping u: E(X,Y).-7U(X,Y)
have: u/Qi: Qi ~U(X,y) is injective.

~

2. ~ V £ Diff(X) be open. ~ Qi. V is open in

E(X, Y).
Proof: 1. Let j,j' EQ i , u(j)=u(j'), Le. j=j'og for
some gEDiff(X). Then i=PLoj=PLo(j'.g)=(PLoj')og=iog,
so g:::: IdX and j = j , •
2. Let us suppose first that Vs;;; \gEDiff(X):
g ,..... IdXI, the open subgroup of diffeomorphisms with compact
support.
(PL)*: E(X,WL)'-'OOO(X,L) is continuous, ioDiff(X)=
" Diff(X,L) is open in 0 00 (X,L), p (. ,i): Diff(X).-. DiffeX,L)
is a diffeomorphism, so (PL)it- 1 (pC. ,i)(V» is open in
E(X.WL ) and in EeX,y).
Olaim: (PL)*-1(p(.,i)(V» n \j EE(X,Y): j "'il ::::Qi 0 V. This
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proves the lemma in the special case.
If j E (PL)*-1(p(.,i)(V» and j ,..d, then PLoj EioV, so
PLoj=iog for some gEV, gNldX- Then jog-1 EE(X,WL ),
. -1).
. . -1.
-1
PLo ( Jog
= ~ogog- 1
=~, Jog
N~, so jog
E Qi and
j = (jog-1 )og E QioV.
Let conversely jEQi' gEV. Then PLoj=i, jNi, so
PLo(jog)=iogEp(.,i)(V) and jogNi, so jogE(Pr,)*-1
(p(.,i)(V»n \j: jNi1, and the claim follows.
Now let V be an arbitrary open subset in Diff(X).
Decompose V into the disjoint union of all non empty
intersections of V with open equivalence classes
{g EDiff(X): gNf} for all fE Diff(X). Call these non
empty intersections V • For any 0. choose g E V , then
-1
0.
0.
0.
V 0. ° go.
is an open subset of jg E Diff(X), g N IdX } , so
Qi ° (V 0. 0 go.-1) is open in E(X, Y) by the first part of the
proof. But then QioV =p(g ,.)(Qio(V og-1» is open
a
0.
0.
0.
too and Qi 0 V = U Qi 0 V also.
q.e.d.
0.

0.

13.6 Corollary: u( Qi) is open in U(X, Y) =E(X, Y)/Diff(X)
in the quotient topology.
Proof: By 13.5.2 the full inverse image QioDiff(X) of
u(Qi) under u is open in E(X,Y), so u(Qi) is open in the
quotient topology.
13.7 Let again X,Y be Coo-manifolds without boundary,
i E E(X, Y), L = i(X), (WL,PL,L) a tubular neighbourhood of
L in Y. Furthermore let 'r L: TWL -+ WL be a local addition
for the vector bundle WL as constructed in lemma 10.6,
i.e. the zero section L!;; WL and each vector subspace of
each fibre is additively closed in WL with respect to 'rL'
Decompose TwLIL=TLESV(wL)IL as in 10.12. Write
VL =V(WL ) I L (we do not identify V(WL ) I L with WL itself to
get more clarity).
T~e mapping 'rLI (VL)y: (VL)y = Ty (PL- 1 (y» -+ (WL)y =
= PL 1(y) is a diffeomorphism onto by the oonstruotion of
'rL in lemma 10.6, for each y E L.
Therefore 'rLI VL : VL -+ WL is a fibre respecting diffeo132

morphism (onto).
13.8 Lemma: In the setting of 13.7 the set Qi from 13.5
is a spli tting C~ -submanifold 01 E (X, Y) •
Proof: We will show that Q. is a splitting COO-sumani1
c
fold of the open subset E(W,WL ) of E(X,y).
Let (Ui,CJ'i,fc(i~~TWL» be the canonical chart of E(X,WL )
centered at i, induced by the local addition TL from
13.7, i.e.
Ui = {j EE(X,WL ): (i,j)(X) s;; (TTW,TL)(TWL ), j ",i}.
Qi = {j EE(X,WL ): PLoj =i, j ,..oil s;;Ui since 'TLIVL : VL~WL
is a fibre respecting diffeomorphism onto (by 13.7).
j E Qi iff PLoj =i and j ""i, i.e. j(x) E (PL)-1 (i(x».
Since (~)-1(i(X» is additively closed with respect to
TL we see that j(x) E PL -1 (i(x» iff
(T L )i(X)-1(j(x»

E (VL)i(X)' So for j EUi we have:

j E Qi iff CJ'i (j) = (T L \ -1

0

(Idx' j) E f c(i*VL ). So

qli!Qi: Qi~fc(i*VL) is a bijection and fc(i*VL ) is a
direct summand in f c (ii~TWL) since f c (i*TWL ) = f c (i*TWL ! L) =
= fc(i*(TLEBVL » = fc(i*TLEBi*VL ) =rc(i*TL) EBfc(i*VL )·
q.e.d.
13.9 Lemma: ~ X,Y be both without boundary. ~
U(X,Y) =E(X,Y)!Diff(X) is a Hausdorff space in the
quotient topoloy.
Proof: Let i,j EE(X,Y) with u(i) fU(j). Then i(X) +:j(X)
in Y for otherwise put i(X) = j eX) =L, a submanifold of
Y; i -1 j: X ~ L ~ X is a diffeomorphism of X and
j=io(i-1 oj) EioDi:ff(X), so u(i)=u(j), contrary to the
assumption.
Now we distinguish two cases:
Case 1: We may find a point Yo E i(X)\j(X), say, which i s
not a cluster point of j(X). Choose an open neighbourhood
V of Yo in Y and an open neighbourhhod W of j(X) in Y
such that vnw=¢. Let!ll= \kEE(X,Y): k(X)nV+:¢! and
~ = {k E E(X, y): k(X) $;; W}. Then !ill is visibly WO-open and !ll
is COo-open (if kE!ll choose xEX with k(x) EV. Then
0

13}

{I E E(X, y): lex) E vl is a COo-open neighbourhood of k
in !B). Furthermore m and ~ are Diff(X)-saturated, i E!B,
j Em, and !B n~ =¢' So u(m) and u(..m) separate u(i) and

u( j) in U(X, y) •
Case 2:i(X)~jTXT, j(X)!;I\i1'. Let yEi(X) for instance.
Let (V,v) be a chart of Y centered at y which maps
i(X) n V into a linear subspace, v(i(X) n V) !;R n n v(V) !;R m
(n=dim X, m=dim Y). Since j(X) ~i(X) we conolude that
v« i(X) U j (X» n V) !; Rn n v(V) too. So we see that
i(X) U j(X) is a submanifold of Y of the same dimension

as X.
Put M: = i(X) U j(X). Let (WM'PM'M) be a tubular neighbourhood of M in Y. Then wMli(X) is a tublllar neighbourhood of i(X) in Y, WMlj(x) is one of j(X). Let Qi , Qj be
defined as in 13.5, using these tublllar neighbourhoods
of i(X), j(X). There is some Yo E i(X)\j(X), say. By
13.5.2 Qi Diff(X) and Qj Diff(X) are open and Diff(X)
saturated in E(X,y), containing i and j resp., and
Qi 0 Diff(X) n Qj 0 Dif"f(X) = ¢ since for any k E Qi 0 Diff(X)
the set k(X) meets ~-1 (yo)' and for all k E Qj 0 Diff(X)
it does not. So u(~) n u(Qj) =¢ in U(x,y), they are open
neighbourhoods separating u(i) and u(j).
q.e.d.
0

0

13.10 Corollary: Each orbit i 0 Diff(X) is closed in
E(X,y). (This is better than 13.3.4).
1 3.11 We make now a first assalllt on the fibre bundle
structure of E(X,y). Let X,Y be COO -manifolds without
boundary, iEE(X,y), L=i(X). Writei: =u(i) AE U(X,Y).
Then Qi: = u(Q.) is an open
,. neighbourhood of i in U(X, y).
We will show that E(X,Y)\Qi is trivial.
1. Define S.: Q. -+E(X,Y) by s. = (ul Q. )-1. si is well
~
~
~
~
defined, since ulQi is injective (13.5.1). So si is a
local section of u.
2. Then fibres of u:
,. E{X,Y)-+U(X,Y) (1.e. the
Diff(X)-orbits) over Qi meet Qi in exactly one point each
(13.5.1). Since the action p of DiffeX) on E(X,Y) is free,
~

~
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the mapping pi Diff(X) x Q.: Diff(X) x Q. ~ u- 1 (Q.) is bi~
~
~
jective, so there is an inverse mapping
(pIDiff(X) xQ. )-1 = (1'. ,6.): u- 1 (Q.) ~Diff(X) xQ.; so
1'"
~
~~
1A~
~
Yi: u- (Qi) ~ Diff(X), 6i : u- (Qi) ~ Qi and we hav~
0i(j) 0 Yi(j) =P(Yi(j),oi(j» =j for each j EU- 1 (Qi)' and
0i ( j ) '" i, PL 0. ( j) =i.
~
-1 '"
00
3. Claim: Yi: u (Q.) ~ Diff(X) is a C -mapping. We
~
c
have i 0 Yi ( j) = PL 0 0i ( j) 0 y. ( j) = PL 0 j (so PL 0 j is
defined), so y.(j) =P(.,i)-r 0 (PL)*(j) or
Yi == P (. ,i)-1 0 (PL)i~: u- 1 (Q.) ~ Diff(X) which is COO •
.
-1'"
~.
Q:)
c
4. Cla~m: 0.: u (Qi)~Q. J.s C • We have
J.
::
c -1
0i (j) 0 Yi ( j) = j, so 0i ( j) Joy i ( j ) , so
o.=p. (Invo y., Id): u-1(Q.)~Q., which is Coo.
~
~
J.
J._ 1
c
5. Therefore p: Diff(X) x Q.J. ~ u (Q.)
is a COO -diffeo~
c
morphism. This mapping will serve as trivialising mapping.
6. Claim: si: Q
i -+ Qi (from 1.) is continuous (so a
homeomorphism) •
For yE Qi we have !si(Y)} = 1\(U- 1 (y» by con~tructions.
Let V s;; Q. be open, then 0. -1 (V) is open in u- 1 (Q.) by 4.
~
J.
~
u- 1 (§t) is open in E(X,Y), so u- 1 (si- 1 (V» =u- 1 (u(V» =

=:

A

=

6i
(V) is open in E(X,Y). By definition of the quotient
topology si- 1 (V) is open in U(X,Y).
We have proved the following:
Theorem: Let X, Y ~ COO -manifolds without boundary,
dim X<dim Y. Then (E(X,Y), u, U(x,y), Diff(X» is a
topological principal fibre bundle, trivial oyer the open
A
x
neighbourhoods Qi of i in U(X, Y) for each i E E(X, y); ~
trivializing mapping is given by:
x
-1
Diff(X) x Qi -+ u (Qi)' (g,y) -+ si (y) 0 g.
A

A

A

13.12 Theorem: In the setting of 13.7, U(X,Y) ~
COO -manifold.
c
A
A
Proof: For any i E E(X, Y) the open neighbourhood Qi of J.
in U(X,Y) is homeomorphic to the splitting C~-sUbmani
fold ~ of E(X,Y) (cf. 13.8, 13.11.6); so it remains to
check whether these submanifolds fit together nicely.
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In other words: We use the mappings
(q;iIQi)osi: Qi~rc(i*vL) (in the notation of 13.7,13.8)
as charts for U(X,Y). U(X,Y) is a Hausdorff space by
13.9. So it remains to check wether the chart change is
00
~
A
Cc • Let i,kEE(X,Y) so that QinQkf¢.
Suppose first that i and k lie on the same
Diff(X)-orbi t in E(X, Y), i.e. there is some g E Diff(X)
with i = k 0 g.
Then L = i(X) = k(X) in Y and
Qi = lj EE(X,WL ): PL

0

j =i, j ""i\ ==

=!jEE(X,WL ): PLoj=kog, j",kog\==
== ! jog: j E E (X, WL ), PL

0

j == k, j '" k J ==

=Qk o g=p(g,·)(Qk)·
SO Q. and Qk are Diff(X)-translates of each other,
...

].

-1

Qi =Q j and we have «<:DkIQk) s~? «cPilQi) si)
=
= (~I Qk) 0 sk 0 (ul Qi) 0 (COil Qi)
=
= ( <:Dk I Qk) 0 (p ( g , • ) I Qi) 0 (<:D i I Qi ) -1 •
The last mapping is a C~-diffeomorphism by 13.1 and
0

0

0

13.7.

13.13 Lemma: In the setting of 13.7. the mapping
u: E(X, y) -+ U(X, Y) is a submersion, i.e. for each i E E(X, Y)
the mapping Ti u: Ti E(X, Y) ~~i (X, TY) ~ Ti U(X, Y) ~r c (i*VL )

is surjective and moreover a topological linear quotient
mapping with splitting kernel.
Proof: The kernel of T.u
is T.~ (io Diff(X»=r c (i~~TL),
~
and this is a splitting subspace of r (i*TY) as we already
c
proved in 13.8.
The rest follows from the construction of the canonical
charts for U(X,Y).
g.e.d.
13.14 Theorem: ~ X,Y be Coo-manifolds without boundary,
dim X<dim Y• .TI1lU1 (E(X,Y),u,U(X,Y), Diff(X» ~
C~ principal fibre bundle.
Proof: si: Qi ~ Qi is a C~ -diffeomorphism by construction
of the charts for U(X,Y). Then the mappings
Diff(X) x o.i ~ u- 1 (o.i)' (g,;) -7 si (y) g are C~ diffeomorphisms defining the local product structure of the principal bundle.
g.e.d.
0

13.15 Let Uprop(X,Y) =U(Eprop(X,Y» denote the space of
all proper orbits (i.e. to say the "space of all closed
submanifolds of type X in Y").
CorOllary: (Eprop(X,Y),u,Uprop(X,Y), Diff(X» is a C~
principal fibre bundle too, in fact Eprop(X,Y) =
= E(X,Y)!Uprop(X,Y), the restriction of the principal
fibre bundle E(X,Y) to the open
subset Upr 0 p (X,Y) -of
U(X, Y).
13.16 Remark: 1. If X has corners, then Qi Diff(X) is
no longer open in E(X,Y), so 13.5.2 does not hold: one
may stretch or shrink i(X) in Y by moving the corners of
i(X) tangentially to i(X) outwardly or inwardly. This is
a continuous curve in E(X,Y) which cannot be absorbed
into a local product structure.
2. If X does not have corners and dim X = dim Y, then
each orbit Diff(X,L) = i Diff(X) , i (X) = L, is open in
E(X,Y), so U(X,Y) is discrete. Thus (E(X,Y),u,U(X,Y),
Diff(X» is a C~ principal fibre bundle too, but
trivially so.
0

0
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14 Lie groups of symplectic
diffeomorphisms

This section is based on ideas of A. WEINSTEIN (1971).
14.1 Let X be a smooth COO -manifold without boundary
and let a be a symplectic structure on X (i.e. a non
degenerate closed 2-form on X). We say, that (x,a) is a
symplectic manifold.
The dimension of X is necessarily even.
First we need to state some wellknown facts:
An isotropic submanifold Y!; X is a submanifold Y such
that 0\ TY = 0; i t follows that dim Y::;k dim X. A
Lagrangian submanifold is a maximal isotopic submanifold;
each isotropic submanifold is contained in a Lagrangian
one, and an isotropic submanifold Y is Lagrangian iff
dim
dim X.

y=t

14.2 If (X,O) is a symplectic manifold, let ,-: T*X~X be
a "local addition" (these are defined only for TX~X,
but carry such one to T*X via an identification
T;~X E!! TX, induced by a Riemannian metric on X or by the
symple ctic form). Then ,-: T*X ~ X has the following properties:
(Ai) (TrX*''''): T*X ~ X x X is a diffeomorphism onto an open
neighbourhood of the diagonal 6x in X x X
(A2) ,-(Ox) =x for all x EX.
Now consider the symplectic structure
Ox: =pr 1*0-pr2*0 on XxX, where pr1 : XxX~X, pr2 : XxX~X
are the first and second projection resp.
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We consider two symplectic structures on T*X: the
first one is
= (TTX*,T )*rf.
The second one is the canonical symplectic structure
w on T*X.
For completeness sake we repeat its construction:
Denote by ~ the canonical 1-form on T*X, which is
characterized by the following property: I f s E r(T*X) is
any i-form on X, then s*~ = s. ~ can be defined directly
as follows: Let sET (T*X) for 'Il E T*X, then (s,~(Tl» =
Tl
= (TTl (TTX-l~) • S, 'Il), where TTX *: T*X -+ X is the canonical projection.
If s Er(T*X), (;; E T X, then «(;;,s*~(x» =

n:

x

= (", (Txs) *~( s (x) » = (Txs. (;, ~(s (x) ) )
sex»~

= (Ts (x) ( TTX -l~). Txs • (;,

=

= (TX(TTX* s)."s(x» = ("s(x»; therefore s*~=s.
Having construoted the i-form ~ on T*X we define
w = -&~.
Now let us denote the zero section of T*X by ZX' Then
~I TZX =0, sO wi TZX = O. Furthermore oXI Tt,X =
= (pr1 -l~0 - pr2 *0) I T = 0 and (TTX* , .,..): Zx -+
so
'0, TZX = TTX* ,T )*oX) I TZX = « TTX*' 'i) I Zx)*Ccfl Tt,X) = O.
0

«

tx

tx,

Let us summarize this discussion in the following
lemma.
Lemma: Let CX,O) be a symplectic manifold, hl
T: T*X-+X be a local addition. Put OX =pr 1*0 - pr2 *0: ~
is a symplectic structure on X xX, and let 0= CTTX*,T)*Ox.
~ 0: is a symple ctic structure on T*:)C and '0\ TZX = O. ~
~ wi TZ X = 0 too for the canonical symplectic structure
9.a. T*X.

14.3 Now we will construct a local diffeomorphism
f: T-l~X -+ !*x with fl Zx = Id such that f*w =
So
f: ( T'<X, 0) -+ (T*X, w) will be a symple ctomorphism,

n.

fIZx=Id Z '
X
First we solve the problem in T(T*X)IZx ' Zx is a
Lagrangian submanifold for each of the two symplectic
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structures, w,O, on T*X. By linear algebra of symplectic
linear spaces there is a vector bundle isomorphism
y: T( T*X) I Zx -+ T( T*X) I Zx over the identity on Zx mapping
the symplectic structure
(on each fibre) to the symplectic structure wand leaving TZ X pointwise fixed (on
TZX both structures vanish).
There is a diffeomorphism h: U -+ V between open neighbourhoods U, V of Zx in T*X such that TClh :::; YR, for Cl E Zx
(so even hIZx::::Id). This implies h*(wIZ x ) =OIZx' Such a
diffeomorphism may be constructed using a tubular neighbourhood of ZX* in Ti~X. Put 0= (h- 1 )*CoIU). This is a
symplectic structure on V such that '01 ZX:::; ml ZxNow we solve the problem in a neighbourhood of ZX'
Put w:::: '0 - w on V.
wt :::: (1-t)w + to:::; w + tw. t E R. wt is a 2-form for all t E IR •

n

oW t :::; (1 -t) ow + ton = 0. wt 1Zx = wi Zx :::; 01 Zx for all t, so wt
is non degenerate in the fibres over ZX' So all wt for
t E [0,1 j are non degenerate in the fibres over an open
fibrewise convex neighbourhood W~ V of Zx in T*X. so
wt
T (T*X) -+ T i~(T*X) is invertible for all c/, E Wand

*':

0:.

t E [0,1 j.
I: 02(W) -+
12.6, put
Since

=#=

0:.

(e»

where (s,w t
::::Wt(~,,), S,C E To:.(T*X). Let
1
0 (W) be the homotopy operator constructed in
cp:::; I (w) E
(w) •

Oil Zx :::;

°

(0

°

(even wi TZ X :::; would suffice) we have
by 12.6. Put St:::; -(W t #=) -1 .cp, then

w: :; I( ow) + 61 (Ui) :::: a + ocp

St is a time dependent vector field on W. Let gt denote

d\

the local flow of St' Le.
gt::::: St 0 gt·
Since 001 Zx =
(here we need it!) we have St l Zx = 0
(see 12.6), so there is a neighbourhood Wi of Zx in W

°

such that gt exists for t E [O,il in Wi'
Now we compute:

d~

(gs*ws)ls=t=:s (gs*wt)ls=t+:s (gt*ws)ls::::t=
=i'!StogtWt+gt*

(d~

ws)\s=t

by 12.2 (note that Stogt does not have compact support).
gt* commutes with :s since gt* acts lin~arly and con-

tinuously on 02(W1 ).

= &(gtogt-'W t ) +~togt-' &W t

by 12.4.2

+ gt*lii

= gt*&(gt..JWt)

+O+gt*&q>

= gt*&(wt*=(gt»

+gt*&q>

= gt*&(-tp+q» =0
Therefore gs*ws is constant in s, so
- = g *wo =w. So if we put l' =h -1 0 g1 we get
g1 i~w1 :::: g1 *0
1'*'0 =g1 * (h-1 ) *~ =g1 *'0 =W in an open neighbourhood of Zx
in T*X. We summarize:
Lemma: In the settiDg of 14.2 there exists a diffeomorphism 1': u .... V between open neighbourhoods of Zx ~ T*X
such that 1'*0:::: wand 1'1 Zx = Idz .
-

X

14.4 Theorem: Let (X,O) be a symplectic manifold. Then
the group Diff O(X) of all symplectic ditfeomorphisms of
X ~ (splitting if X is compact) C~-submanifold of
Di1'f(X). So it is a a~ -Lie-group itself.
Warning: It is not clear whether TIdO,Diff(X) coinoides
with the spaoe 01' vector-fields with compact support on
X such that S3 g 0 = O. We only know that these lie in the
Lie-algebra.
Proof: Let 'T': T*X .... X be a local addition as in 14.2,
construct rf on X xX,
and ttl on T*X as in 14.2. Let l'
be the diffeomorphism of a neighbourhood of Zx in T*X
onto another with 1'*'0:::: W, 1'1 Zx ".Idz .
X
Let p = (TfX*''I') • 1': U!:; T*X .... X x X, a diffeomorphism of
an open DQighbourhood U of Zx in T*X onto an open neighbourhood V of t.X in X xX. Then p (ZX) :::: t.X by construction
and p*cf =1'* ( TrX * , 'I' ) *crt =1'*rl :::: w.
Now let Uo I: Diff(X) be the open neighbourh.ood of IdX
given by all g E Diff(X) such the graph r g of g lies in
V in X x X and g tv IdX• Since V is open, Uo is open in the
(]';D)-topology.

n
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Claim 1: Let g E Uo • Then g EO Diff(X) (i.e. g*O =0) iff
r g is a Lagrangian submanifold of (X x X, Ox) •
Proof: x~ (x,g(x» is the natu:ra1 embedding of X onto r g •
Therefore Trg=rTgs;;;TXxTX, so Trg=rTg=
= {( Tg. ; ), g E T.X 1 s;;; TX x TX. Now dim r = dim X =
= ~ dim (XxX), so rg is Lagrangian ingxxX iffax=\Trg=O.
This is the case iff pr 1*0-pr2 *0IrTg =o or
(pr1*0 - pr2 *O)( (~, Tg. g), (,." Tg.,.,» = 0 for all ~,,., E TxX,
x EX, i.e. ~(g,,.,) =ngx(Tg.~,Tg.,.,) for all S,,., E TxX,
x EX. But this means 0 = g*O. So the claim is proved.
Now, since p*Ox = w, a submanifold M s; V s; X x X of
dim M= dim X is a Lagrangian submanifold of (X x X, Ox) iff
p-1(M) is a Lagrangian submanifold of (T*X,w).
Note that a submanifold N s;;; T*X is the image of a
1-form iff tTx* IN: N~ X is a diffeomorphism.
Claim 2: Let cp E r( T*X) be a 1-form on X. Then
cp(X) s;;; (T*X,w) is Lagrangial'.l. iff bCP = O.
Proof: Remember the canonical 1-form 0. from 14.2: for any
1-form cp E r( T*X) we have cp*o. = cp. Now cp(X) is Lagrangian
iff (w=-bo.)IT(cp(X» =0, i.e. -cp*bo.=O. Bu.t
cp*bo. = bcp*o. = bcp. So cp(X) is Lagrangian iff bcp = O.
Now let Uo s;;; Diff(X) be so small that for eaoh g E Uo
the su.bmanifold p-1(rg ) is the image of a 1-form (with
compact support). Since p-1 (rId) =p-1 (.t.x) =ZX this is
still a (Fl:l)-neighbourhood of IdX- Then for g E Uo we have:
g En Diff(X) iff r
is Lagrangian in (X xX,rrc) iff the
one form s whose ~~e is p-1(rg ) is closed. So let
11: Uo ~ r c (T*X) be the mapping assigning to each g the
1-form s with seX) = p -1 (rg).
Claim 3: f..1: Uo ~ rc (T*X) is c~
Proof: If g E Uo s;; Diff(X), then
o.(g): x~ (x,gx) ~ p -1 (x,gx) -+ tTX*P -1 (x,gx) is a diffeomorphism: it is clearly smooth, it ~s immersive since
tTxlp-1(rg) is a diffeomorphism, and it is bijective since
p-1 (rg) = \J.(g)(X}. (There is no obvious relation between
o.(g) and g.) By construction, 0.: Uo '" Diff(X) is C~ by

s,
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the O-lemma and the chain rule.
Let ~(g) be the mapping: x-+ (x,gx) -+ p -1 (x,gx),
~(g): X-+ T*X. Then ~: Uo -+ CW (X,T*X) is C~ by the
O-lemma and. the chain rule. We have cx.(g) = (1TXU)*(~(g».
Clearly Il(g) = j3(g) • cx.(g)-1 =
= fl (g) Inv( cx.(g» =
= Comp( fl (g), Inv( cx.(g) ) ) •
Since composition and Inversion are C~ , the mapping Il
is C~ and the claim is proved.
Claim i: 1l- 1 : Il(U ) =: Vo ~ r (Ti<X) -+ Diff(X) is CW too.
o
c
c
Proof: For s E Vo consider the mapping
yes): x-+s(g)-+p(s(x»-+pr i po sex). Then y: Vo-+Diff(X)
is a c~ -mapping by the O-lemma.
Let \I: Vo -+ DUf(X) be given by
\I(s): x-+s(x)-+p(s(x»-+pr 2 o po sex). Then \I is C~ too.
It is clear that 1l- 1 (S) =\I(s) y(s)-i =Comp(\l(s),
Inv(y(s»); so 1l- 1 is C~ and Il: uo-+Vo~rc(T*X) is a c~
diffeomorphism.
Now z1(r c (T*X» =kernel(5: rc(T*X)-+rc(.t\2T~~X», the
space of all closed i-forms with compact support, is a
closed linear subspace of rc(T*X) since the exteriour
derivative is a continuous linear differential operator
on rc(T*X). If the manifold X is compact then the theorem
of Hodge says that the space of smooth closed i-forms is
a direct summand in the space of all i-forms.
So we get: g E Uo n Diffn(X) iff 5(Il(g» = 0, or
\leg) E Vo n kernel 5. Thus Uo n Diff",(X)
is a CcW -submani,f,
fold of Diff(X); it is splitting if X is compact. Since
DiffO(X) is a group one may transport around the open set
Uo and finish the proof of the theorem.
~.e.d
0

0

0
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§ 1

jkf

k-jet extension of f
k-jet bundle
source mapping
target mapping

JkeX,y)

a: ~eX,y)-?x
00: JkeX, y) -? Y

Jk( n,m)
pk(n,m)

= Jk(Rn ,Rm)

(Rn,R m)
§Ym k

Lj

nk':

J (X.Y)~J

T(E)

r c(E)
Jk(E)

VeE)
VE : EEElE~V(E)

'E: V(E) -? E

dFtp

f*E

k'

(X,Y)

2

polynomial mappings IR n -? Rm of
degree ::;:k without constant
term
symmetric j-linear mappings
projection
space of smooth sections
space of sections with compact
support
k-jet bundle of a vector bundle
vertical bundle
vertical lift
vertical projection
fibre derivative of tp
pullback of a vector bundle
canonical flip mapping
exponential mapping

manifold of corners of index j
space of inner tangent vectors
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2

2
5
7
7
8
10
11
11
12
12
13
16

19
20

i T2X

space of inner second tangent
vectors

22

§ 3

C(X,Y)
CO

rf

26
26
26
26
26
26
26
27
29
29
29

space of continuous mappings
compact open topology
graph of f

W(U)
WO
wholly open topology
WOo
graph topolo y
M(U)
N(f,c)
La
locally finite open topology
LaO-topology
M(L,U), N(f,L,c), N(f,ql)
§ 4
Joo (x, y)

COk
WOk
wEU), N(f,k,c)
1), ~
1)F

-jet bundle
compact Ok_topOlogy
Whitney ok_topOlogy

32
33
33
34
35
36
36
37

CD

spaces of test functions
space of test functions

1)-topology
M(L,U), M'(L,U), N(f,L,c), N(f,~)
equivalent mappings, f and g
coincide off some compact set
(Fl1)-topology, fine l1-topology

40
40

§ 5

Immr(X,Y)
Subr(X,Y)

C~rop(X,y)
E (X,Y)
E~rop(X,y)
Q CX,y)
Difr(X)

space
space
space
space
space
space
group

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

immersions
submersions
proper mappings
embeddings
closed embeddings
surjective submersions
diffeomorphisms
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42
42
42
43
46
47
48

C~(X,Y)

DX, Df

space of boundary respecting
mapping
double of a manifold) mapping

48
48

transversal
topological pullback

50
51

mllltijet bundle
multijet extension of f

58
58

composition

68

§ 6
~

X1 x ( Y,f ,f )X 2
1 2

(S)Jk(X,Y)
(s) jkf
§ 7

Comp
f* =CCO (:f, Y)
h* = CCO (X,h)
Inv
Diffc(X)

inversion
group of diffeomorphisms with
compact support

69
69
70

71

§ 8
C1

c
Df
D~f,
D f

D2f

cPc

differentiability class
derivative
partial derivatives
second derivative
differentiability class

74
74
75
76
77

space of formal power series
without constant terms

86

§ 9
poo (n,m)

§ 10
~f(X,TY)

(Uf , CPf' r c (f*TY) )

vector fields along f with
compact support
canonical chart of COO (X, y)
centered at f

-1

Wf = CPf
,. f: f*TY -+ X x Y
Sq(Y,X)
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space of sections of q

91

92
92
92
95

~(X,TY)

99
evaluati.on at x
nice mappings

105

evaluation

114

107

§ 11

Ev: XxCQ)(X,y)~y
§ 12

Pw
9 w

s

s...J w

Vol(X)

r(S2T*X)
vOl(g)

+

pullback mapping
Lie-derivative along s
contraction along s
bundle of densitites
space of Riemannian metrics
density induced by a metric

121

122
123

126
127
127

§ 13

Diff(X) x E(X, y) ~ E(X, y)
action
U(X,Y) =E(X,Y)/Diff(X) orbit space
u: E(X, Y) ~ U(.x, Y)
p:

zero section of X
group of symplectic diffeomorphisms

129
129
129

139
141
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Index

additively closed

93

border
border faithful mapping
boundary respecting local addition

18

cartesisn closed
C~ -manifold
oompact Ok_topology
compact open topology
contraction
corner
density
double of a manifold

elementary transversality theorem
equivalent mappings
exponential mapping

48
91
115
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33

26
123
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126

48
57

40
16,23

fibre bundle
fibre bundle with structure group
fibre derivative
fine ~-topology

5
12

graph topology
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40

index of a quadrant
inner spray
inner tangent vector
1sotropic submanifold

18

22
20
138

jet
jet bundle

1,24

Kelley topological space
k-jet

65
1,25

Lagrangian submanifold
Lie-derivative
LindeUlf space
lemma of Poincare
local addition
locally finite open topology
local topological affine space
manifold with corners
multijet bundle
multijet transversality theorem
neat submanifold
non-splitting 0 00
c
nuclear space

138
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39,78
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90
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41 ,121
19

58
59
19
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submanifold

84

39,78

partition of unity
proper mapping
pullback of vector bundle

78

quadrant

18

section
source mapping
spli tUng O~ -submanifold
spray
strictly inner tangent vector
submanifold with corners

42
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7
1

84
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20
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tangential spray
target mapping
Thom's transversality theorem
transversal
truncated composition
tubular neighbourhood
vertical bundle
vertical lift
vertical projection
Whitney Ck_topOlogy
wholly open topology
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